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About this book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the specific Qualification Pack (QP) of
Capital Goods Industry. Each National Occupational (NOS) is covered across the Units. MIG/MAG/
Fitter – Electrical and electronic assembly assemble and wire up electrical panels/components and
electronic equipment and systems to mechanical equipment.
It involves the assembly of the electrical panels,equipment/systems and electronic products,
inclusive of components, sub-assemblies, or completed equipment/systems. Along with soldering
techniques and anti-static protection techniques assemble with the mechanical equipment.
Key Learning Objectives for the specific NOS mark the beginning of the Units for that NOS. The
symbols used in this book are described below.

Symbols Used
!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Exercise

Tips
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1. About Capital Goods
Industry
Unit 1.1 - Understanding of capital goods industry
Unit 1.2 - Understanding various types of capital goods Industry
Unit 1.3 – Role of electrical and electronic fitter in industry
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about capital goods industry
2. Discuss about development activities in industry
3. Discuss about employment opportunities in India
4. Explain about industry structure
5. List job responsibilities of a fitter
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Unit 1.1: Understanding of Capital Goods Industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about industry
2. Understand development activities in the industry
3. Know about manpower requirements in industry

1.1.1 Introduction
Capital Goods are used in producing other products but are not incorporated into the new product.
Capital Goods industry involves plant and machinery, equipment / accessories required for
manufacture / production, either directly or indirectly, of
goods or for rendering services, including those required for
replacement, modernization, technological up gradation and
expansion. It also includes packaging machinery and
equipment, refrigeration equipment, power generating sets,
equipment and instruments for testing, research and
development, quality and pollution control. The Capital
Goods industry is the “mother” of all manufacturing industry.
The capital goods industry contributes 1.8% to the GDP which

Fig. 1.1.1 Capital Goods

is 12% of the total manufacturing sector. For achieving goal of 9% growth in GDP during the 12th
Five Year Plan, it is essential for the manufacturing industry to grow at least by 11-13% per annum.
The Capital Goods sector, which plays vital role in manufacturing sector, should grow at around
17-19%.
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1.1.2 Development activities in the industry
Sectors such as engineering, construction, infrastructure, and consumer goods play a strong base
for Indian Capital industry. It can be further divided into ten broad sub-sectors namely heavy
electrical equipment; Food Processing machinery; Printing Machinery; process plant equipment;
earth moving equipment; dies, moulds and tool textile
machinery; machine tools; metallurgical machinery
and plastic processing machinery. It generates not
only employment but also supports national security
and hence boost to economy. 1.4 million people and is
estimated to employ 2.8 million by 2017. The industry
contributes 12% to the total manufacturing output of Fig. 1.1.2 Capital Goods Work
India and around 1.8% to the national GDP. The total
market size of the industry around $92 billion and production valued at $32 billion. Instead of core
industries such as power, railway, Infrastructure, etc, capital goods sector is growing year after
year. There is a lack of domestic and global demand so this sector is currently facing insufficient
off-take but it does not mean it has no potential. It is believed that it can boost the sector to
approximately Rs. 7 lakh crore over next 4-5 years.
Increasing demand leads to the growth of the Capital Goods sector in India, and sectoral production
has increased 2.5 times in 2013-15 as compared to 2004-05.

Fig. 1.1.3 Growth of Capital Goods Industry
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1.1.3 Government policy of capital goods industry
There are some objectives of draft of a national capital goods policy:
•

Increase total production: To achieve total production in excess of Rs. 50,000 crore by 2025
from the current Rs. 220,000 crore, there should be a friendly ecosystem for a globally
competitive capital goods sector.

•

Increase employment: To increase domestic employment from the current 1.4 million to at
least 5 million by 2025 thus providing additional employment to over 3.5 million people.

•

Increase domestic market share: It also envisages increasing the share of domestic
production in capital’s goods market from 56% to 80% by 2025 and for this improves
domestic capacity utilization to 80-90%.

•

Increase exports: To increase exports to 40% of total production (from Rs 62,000 crore
to Rs 200,000 crore) by 2025, enabling India’s share of global exports in capital goods to
increase to 2.5%.

•

Improve skill availability: To achieve higher productivity in the capital goods sector with
enhance availability of skilled manpower by training 50 lakh people by 2025, and establish
institutions to deliver the human resources with the skills, knowledge and capabilities to
boost growth and profitability.

•

Improve technology depth: To improve ‘technology depth’ in capital goods sub-sectors by
increasing research intensity in India from 0.9% to at least 2.8% of GDP to rank amongst
the Top-10 countries in research intensity and achieve global benchmarks for intellectual
property in the capital goods sector.

•

Promote standards: Technical and safety measure are up to the international standards
and to achieve this, inflow of sub-standard capital goods need to be curb.

•

Promote SMEs: To compete with established domestic and international firms and become
national and global champions of capital goods in the future, growth and capacity of SMEs
sector need to be increased.
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1.1.4 Spread of capital goods industry in India

Fig. 1.1.4 Spread of capital goods industry in India

1.1.5 Manpower requirement in the industry
KPMG supported by NSDC, FICCI and CGSC study on Human Resource and Skills Requirement in
the field of Capital Goods Sector and assign manpower requirement in 2017 across the six subsectors is approximately 2,085,000. The distribution of the same across subsectors and functions
are as follows:
Manpower requirement in 2017
Function

Machine
Tools

Power &
Electrical

Process
Plant Machinery

Textile
Machinery

Plastic,
Paper &
Rubber
Machinery

Light Engineering
Goods

Total

Production

237,200

679,000

227,500

1,313,000

90,700

573,300

1,939,400

Support
Functions

17,900

51,100

17,100

9,900

6,800

43,100

146,000

255,000

730,100

244,600

141,700

97,500

616,400

2,085,400

Table 1.1.1 Manpower requirement in 2017

The study projects the manpower requirement in 2022 across the six sub-sectors is approximately
3,940,800. The distribution of the same across subsectors and functions are as follows:
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Manpower requirement in 2022
Function

Machine
Tools

Power &
Electricals

Process
Plant Machinery

Textile
Machinery

Plastic,
Paper &
Rubber
Machinery

Light Engineering
Goods

Production

477,500

1,240,000

385,400

226,300

215,600

11,203,000 3,665,100

Support
Functions

35,900

93,300

29,000

17,000

16,200

843,000

275,700

Total

513,400

1,333,300

414,400

243,300

231,800

1,204,600

3,940,800

Table 1.1.2 Manpower requirement in 2022

Notes
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Unit 1.2: Understanding structure of Capital Goods Industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about capital goods industry structure
2. Know about features of industry

1.2.1 Capital goods sub-sectors
On the basis of end-usage, the sector is normally divided into 8-10 major sub-sectors. The main
sub-sectors thus identified as sub-sectors of the capital goods sector are:
S. No

Sub Sectors

Brief Description

1

Machine Tools

Constitutes machines related to metal cutting and
forming

2

Power & Electrical equipment Constitutes machines related to power generation,
transmission and distribution

3

Process Plant Machinery

Constitutes machines such as pressure vessels,
evaporators, stirrers, heat exchangers etc. are used in
energy, metallurgy, oil and gas, industry etc.

4

Textile Machinery

Constitutes machines used in various steps of textile
fabrication such as spinning weaving, processing,
testing etc.

5

Plastic, Paper
Machinery

6

Light Engineering Goods

7

Earthmoving, Construction Constitutes machines such as graders, dozers,
and Mining Equipment
excavators etc for mining and mixers, tippers, road
millers etc. For constructions.

8

Material Handling and Lifting Constitutes primarily of forklifts and cranes.
Equipment

9

Agricultural Machinery

&

Rubber Constitutes machinery used in various fabrication
steps of paper, plastic and rubber manufacturing
Constitutes machines related to roller bearing,
process control, instruments, castings, steel forgings,
and pipes etc used in oil & gas, power, automotive etc.
industries

Constitutes machines used in various steps of
agriculture such as land development, sowing
weeding, harvesting etc.

Table 1.2.1 Sub Sectors of Capital Goods Industry
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1.2.2 Features of capital goods industry
•

Economic performance of the sector is linked with that of manufacturing industry which is
the key end-user of the Capital Goods industry.

Fig. 1.2.1 Economic performance

•

Capability to manufacture most of the major capital goods limited to domestic purpose.
However, imported machineries from foreign give a stiff competition because of better
technology and competitive pricing.

•

The output of the sector is concentrated with a top few companies in most product groups,
followed by a section of companies comprising medium to small scale players.

•

Indian companies primarily target on the domestic market leaving export market intact.
However, some of the larger players are exploring export market growth targeted
especially towards the Middle East and Asian markets. The sector is expected to depend
on government support on areas like export financing and promotion to tap vast global
capital goods market opportunity.
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UNIT 1.3: Role of electrical and electronic fitter in industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. List the role of fitter in industry
2. Know about personal attributes and knowledge requirements

1.3.1 Career as an electrical and electronic assembler
Assembles, connects, fabricator, mounts, and secures parts and components of electronic equipment are known as an electronic equipment assembler. The assembler works in the backend to
bring together the pieces of equipment we use each day, such as electronic devices, computers,
engines and toys. An extensive choice of electronics is involved: measuring devices, computer
circuit boards, transmitters, automotive mechanisms, receivers and medical equipment.
Quality control is the most important part of the job. Regular quality checks should be done by
workers to find defective components and replace them at the source. Before large-scale manufacturing of faulty products can happen the problems need to be correct as soon as possible in
the stream.
Manually placing and capacitors, soldering resistors, diodes, wires, transistors, and integrated
circuits onto printed circuit boards are the other parts of the job. To position, solder and seal
parts onto printed circuit boards, these jobs may also be done by assemblers operating machines.
Workers support and secure parts, bring into line and adjust tiny components, and connect complex wiring. Mechanical parts may need to be assembled onto frames or shelves and microcircuits
needs satisfactory hand assembly.
•

Look out job, material and equipment desires to test full drawings or specifications

•

Combination square, calipers and ruler lay’s out, positions, secures parts and assemblies
according to specifications, using straightedge.

•

Set up and adjust electrical and electronics machines and equipment.

•

Hand shears, powered saws or chipping knife are used to cut work piece.

•

Dissolves wire, lead bar, or scrap to enlarge lead to combine or to remove melted scrap
into refillable form.

•

Tools or sub-assemblies, metal parts, including the welding or brazing of parts can be fit
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and assemble.
•

Remove defective tools and gatherings, repair or substitute faulty parts

•

Installs or repairs equipments

•

Set up or work hand and machine tools

•

Quality of finished parts, tools or sub-assemblies should be check with accuracy.

1.3.2 Personal requirements for a fitter job
Following are the personal requirements for a fitter job:
•

enjoy specialized work

•

have practical skill

•

be physically healthy

•

have great dexterity

•

be ready to work autonomously

•

be ready to act as an element of a group

•

have awareness to specifications

•

possess typical hearing

•

have no skin hypersensitivities

•

be safety cognizant
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2. Occupational, Health
and safety (OHAS)
Unit 2.1 - Learn Occupational health & Safety
Unit 2.2 - Hazard
Unit 2.3 - Safe working practices
Unit 2.4 - Working at Heights and confined spaces
Unit 2.5 – Fire prevention
Unit 2.6 - Emergencies, rescue and first aid procedures

CSC/N1335

Participant Handbook

Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about safety requirements, procedures, and resources for different areas
2. Know about safe work practices
3. Know about hazards, types of hazards and how to control hazards
4. Know about PPE requirements
5. Know about safe working practices at heights
6. Know about safe working practices at confined spaces
7. Know about protection from fire hazards
8. Know about fire extinguisher and how to use it.
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Unit 2.1: Learn occupational health and safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about health and safety requirements in industry
2. Know about essential elements for safety
3. Know about good safety work practices

2.1.1 Safety in workshop
The health, safety and protection of employees, equipment and the environment are of serious
concern in workshops since capital
goods is an industry of hazardous
nature.

The health and safety of

employees is crucial since it affects both
economic and social factors. It is
necessary that workshop management
recognizes the advantages of safe work
environments and progressively adopt Fig. 2.1.1 The iceberg of accidents
safety management practices to prevent hazardous events, avoid production and manpower losses
and fall outs associated with the accidents.
The nature of various types of accidents is shown by an iceberg of incidents. They are unsafe
actions, incidents, minor injuries, lost time injuries, serious accidents and fatalities.
Accident : It leads to a physical injury to a person because accident is unplanned in nature.
Lost Time Accident : refers to an accident that resulted in the person being unable to attend work
within 48 Hrs.
Near - Miss: is an incident that has occurred and could have resulted in a physical injury and likely
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will if not investigated to identify the root cause of the incident.
A Potential Near-Miss: is to identify an unsafe condition (Hazard) that can lead to injury, damage
or Loss.
Behavioural Safety: is about observing people and the work activities. Ensuring processes
are followed with the correct discipline. Coaching / guiding people to the right standard and
commending people for compliance or process improvements.

Fig. 2.1.2 Accidents in Industry

Every workshop should aim at zero accidents. To aim for an accident free working environment in a
workshop is every one’s responsibility. It is possible to reduce dramatically the number of accidents
at work by assigning necessary priority to the
safety since a safe way of working is a quality
and efficient way of working. The pyramid of
the overall of zero accidents is depicted.
The following three aspects are important for
progress of safety in a workshop:
•

The condition of the work place
environment e.g. means of access,
safety of physical plant, housekeeping Fig. 2.1.3 The pyramid of overall goal of zero accident
and safe place of work etc.
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•

The training and competence of the employees which helps them to understand apply and
respond to safe systems of work..

•

The development of motivational and behavioural influences of employees. This includes
identifying unsafe behavior and attitudes by using more direct strategies and to motivate
employees.

2.1.2 Essential elements necessary for safety
The following are the essential elements which are necessary for implementation of safety culture
in a manufacturing plant.
•

Safety consciousness is to be ingrained amongst the workforce as well as among the top
management of the manufacturing plant.

•

There is to be a communication plan and a participatory way of working from the maximum
number of employees which will confirm that the commitment towards the safety is real.

•

There is to be recognition of best practices in safety and there should exchange of the
safety related ideas both within and between the departments.

•

There is to be an appropriate safety organization structure, which is well defined by the
management and well understood by everyone. The safety organization is to have well
defined role and responsibilities.

•

Management should put into place mechanisms which have influence on behaviour of the
employees towards safety. For example that the safety performance of the employee is to
be recognized towards career development.

•

Through training programs, management should demonstrate that attitude and behaviour
to safety is an essential part of the professionalism of every employee and everyone should
accept his responsibility not only for his own safety but also for his fellow employees. After
all, employees work in steel plant not as individuals but as a part of a team.

•

There is elimination of a two tier approach to safety. Contract workers working in steel plant
should attain the same level of safety consciousness as the steel plant’s own employees
and use the same methods to achieve this.
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2.1.3 Good safety practices
Good safety practices include the following:
•

Assigning and publishing the responsibility and duties of the employees associated with
the management of the safety in the workshop.

•

Investigation of all the accidents whether small or big and the implementation of corrective
measures.

•

Studying the significant safety incidents which have happened in other workshops and
learning from the same.

•

Registration and control of safety standards and maintaining a register of the significant incidents.

•

Internal and external publication of safety investigation results and the obtained experiences.

Fig. 2.1.4 Safety

•

Conducting regular shop review meetings regarding status of safety in the shop as well as
monthly review meeting at the chief executive level.

•

Conducting training as well as refresher safety training programs amongst the employees
where investigation of various incidents are also to be discussed.

•

Conducting emergency safety drills.

•

Conducting of regular safety audits to locate unsafe areas and practices and to ensure that
the corrective actions have been taken. Safety audits can also help in early detection of
the equipment deterioration and the deviations and/or procedures that can degrade or
deteriorate then safety levels.
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Unit 2.2: What is Hazard

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about hazards and different types of hazards
2. Know about, how to identify and control hazards
3. Know about safe working practices

2.2.1 Hazard
A hazard is something that has the potential to cause injury, disease or death in a workplace. A
slippery floor could result in someone falling and breaking an ankle.
There are a number of aspects to the development of a safe workplace
environment:
•

the development of policies

•

the development of consultative processes

•

Hazard identification, assessment and control.

Implications from hazards/risks can be accessed through:
•

accident/injury reports

•

information on risk from chemicals from data sheets

•

review of accident/injury statistics

•

information from government health and safety agencies

•

specific monitoring

•

Who is exposed, how much, how might they be affected.

Fig 2.2.1 Hazard sign

2.2.2 Types of Hazard
Physical hazards
Dust, noise and vibrations are produced while unloading, preparation and handling operations of
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material. The presence of large quantities of dust can also generate hazards:
•

Noise from vibrating components and drive mechanism which are not properly maintained
may be a problem in mobile equipment.

•

Ionize radiations producing devices may be used.

Fig 2.2.2 Physical hazard warning signs

Chemical hazards
Mineral oil is typically used for operation purposes for bulk density control and dust suppression.
•

When lids and doors are removed during mixing, materials used for sealing leaks in doors
and lids can be a worry.

•

Refracting ceramic filters and asbestos can be there in the form of insulating materials and
gaskets, even though appropriate replacements have been used.

Fig 2.2.3 Chemical hazard warning signs
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Mechanical hazards
The common mechanical hazards occur when
workers are caught between, struck by, fall from
height or fail to lockout equipments.
• Rotating parts of machine can catch
loose clothing, hands, or hair and cause
serious injuries. Uncovered parts of

Fig 2.2.4 Mechanical hazard warning sign

machine fly off, and create risk of eye injuries.
•

Skin burns from hot materials and surfaces. Irritation in eyes from dust particles is
responsible for less severe injuries.

•

Careless use of tools can cause injuries to the eyes, hands, head and limbs.

Electrical hazards
The main hazards of working with electricity are:
•

Skin burns and electric shock due to any body
contact with live electrical wires

•

Fire hazard from faulty electrical equipment and
injury from arcing

•

explosion

due

to

inappropriate

electrical
Fig 2.2.5 Electrical hazard

equipment

Working on or near electrical machines is hazardous and can be deadly. Any work near electrical
apparatus can be done only when proper safety measures are there to guard you from electric
shock and burn.
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2.2.3 Hazards in manufacturing plant
A workshop is full of hazards at every step of its operation. These hazards are to be tackled for the
sake of safety in the workshop. Major amongst these hazards are enumerated below.

Fig 2.2.6 Workshop hazards

•

Road hazards – Road hazards are high because of heavy concentration and heterogeneous
nature of the road traffic. This hazard is having maximum intensity during the shift change
timings.

•

Power plant – The main hazards are heat, working at height, noise, vibrations and gas and
steam lines etc.

•

Material handling – The main hazards are posture, excess loads, moving equipment,
improper signalling and suspended overhead loads etc.

•

Other major hazards which are common to most of the places are working in confined space,
working with improper tools, poor illumination, poor ventilation, electrical hazards, loco
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movements, unmanned crossings, unpreparedness for emergencies, unsafe scaffoldings,
over confidence and working without safety appliances, personal protective equipments
(PPEs), written clearances, and shutdown clearances etc. Violation of safety protocols and
shut down procedures etc. are also cause of hazards.
Common causes of hazard:
•

slips, trips and falls;

•

falls from height;

•

working in confined spaces

•

unguarded machinery;

•

exposure to asbestos;

•

falling objects;

•

moving machinery, on-site transport, forklifts and cranes;

•

noise and vibration;

•

inhalable agents (gases, vapours, dusts and fumes);

•

skin contact with chemicals (irritants, solvents and sensitizers);

•

contact with hot metal;

•

electrical burns and shock;

•

fire and explosion;

•

extreme temperatures;

•

radiations;

•

manual handling;

•

insufficient emergency first-aid and rescue facilities;

•

ergonomics;

•

insufficient accident prevention;
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2.2.4 Common hazard signs

Fig 2.2.7 Common Hazard signs

2.2.5 Control measures
To ensure the health and safety, you have to adopt following methods:
•

According to instructions, safely carry out assigned tasks and duties and to follow with
safety rules and codes of practice.

•

If there is any doubt about safety precaution or unsafe practice, consult with the supervisor.

•

Wear PPE all the time at workplace.

•

Never use unsafe or damaged tool/equipment for work. All equipment and PPE must be
placed at correct place after using them.

•

Make sure that all safety practices such as protective clothing provided are used and all
guards are securely fixed.

•

Don’t operate any equipment if you are not authorized.

•

Report any near-miss, accident or dangerous condition to supervisor.
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•

Always switch off unattended equipment.

•

Follow safety arrangements and safe ways of eliminating hazards.

•

Don’t do such actions, so that your fellow employees will be in danger.

•

Always attend the health and safety training sessions organized by organization.

Notes
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Exercise
1. The establishment of a safe workplace is:
a. Ethically and socially responsible		

b. Not cost effective

c. A priority in all organizations.

d. Ethically and socially irresponsible.

2. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
a. Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
b. The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
c. Anything that could result in a physical injury.
d. Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
3. Once you have spotted a hazard you must:
a. Report it to your boss
b. Leave it as someone else will fix it eventually
c. Bring your own toolbox to work and fix it yourself
d. None of the above
4. From the following options, what is the best way to control hazards in the workplace?
a. Replace the hazard for a less risky option
b. Eliminate the hazard completely from the workplace
c. Use personal protective equipment (PPE)
d. Have rules to help people avoid hurting themselves
5. Identify the Sign
a. No Entry

b. No walking in the workplace

c. No posing allowed

d. No strolling at this workplace

6. The most common mechanical equipment injuries are to the:
a. body and arms
b. hands and fingers
c. legs and feet
d. ears and eyes
7. Ear plugs are required to protect………………………………………………………………………
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Unit 2.3: Safe working practices

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about safe working practices
2. Know about material safe handling
3. Know about personal protective equipments

2.3.1 Safe working practices
Safe practices for avoiding general shop hazards
•

Don’t use pressurized air for removing chips and burrs from the machine.

•

Always clear stock and tools from the floor and clean spilled oils from the floor.

•

Know how to use fire extinguisher during fire.

•

Keep machines switched off during maintenance and adjustments.

Safe practices for avoiding machine hazards
•

Before using the machine, assume why you are using this machine

•

Remember the following safety checklist before using a machine:
1) Understanding about the operation of machine.
2) Potential hazards occurred while using machine.
3) All protection safeguards are available.
4) My actions are secure or not.
5) I am doing something which probably I have not to do.
6) All adjustments are properly done or not.
7) Workpieces are stored securely or not.
8) Do I have appropriate protection apparatus?
9) Know about how to switch off the machine.
10) Do not use mobile phones in the workshop.
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2.3.2 Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Personal protective equipment provides us the last level for controlling hazards. Before using of
personal protective equipment, the working requirements of the equipment should be checked to
make sure it fulfills the same, verify the required standards, make sure it fits the body shape of the
user, be user-friendly and is under regular maintenance and can be switched if required.
Personal Protective Equipment
•

Safety helmet: Safety helmets guard the head from injuries caused by falling objects.

•

Earmuffs, earplugs: Earmuffs and earplugs protect the ears from injuries by loud noises.

•

Safety belt: Safety harnesses guard from falling from heights.

•

Goggles: Goggles protect the eyes from injuries caused by strong light or flying objects.

•

Safety boots: Safety boots guard the feet from puncture wounds, injuries and slipping.

•

Respirator: Respirators guard the respiratory system from the attack of poisonous gases,
mist, fumes and dust.

Fig 2.3.1 Personal protective equipment
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2.3.3 Safe material handling
Every worker has to lift and move heavy weight during the job whenever required. He may be
required to move the job manually or by using forklift for lifting and moving. Extreme care should
be taken while lifting or moving the job so that no damage occurs to the job or plant and also to
prevent accidents at work place.
•

Lifting and moving the job manually

•

Lifting or moving the job using fork lift

•

Assist in lifting of heavy job

•

Attaching the job to the overhead crane’s sling / hook in a proper and balanced manner.

Points to be taken care of while lifting / moving material
•

Lift the materials in correct posture.

•

Do not try to lift too heavy materials alone.

•

Ensure the grip is right so that the job doesn’t slip from hand and fall

•

Put down the job at the destined place properly.

•

Do not throw the job on ground.

•

Avoid double handling.

•

Take rest breaks during heavy or repetitive work

Fig 2.3.2 Body bending movement during manual handling

Material handling equipments Eliminate the need to lift or lower manually by using handling
equipments that can assist you. Few types of equipment are:
•

Trucks
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•

Forklifts

•

Dollies

•

Carts

•

Wheelbarrows

•

Hoists

Make pushing and pulling of loads easier by
using the following:
•

carts, hand trucks and dollies and

•

handles on loads and mechanical

Fig 2.3.3 Material handling equipments

aids,
Wrong handling can cause:
•

Strain & sprains

•

Neck and back injuries

•

Slips falls and crush accidents

•

Hernia

•

Cuts and bruises

•

Occupational overuse syndrome (OOS), also
Fig 2.3.4 Fork Lift

known as repetitive strain injury.

2.3.4 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)
Fast movement of an electrical charge from one object to another is called ESD. An electrical
short or dielectric breakdown is done when there is a sudden flow of electricity if two electrically
charged objects come in contact.
Workplace hazards like electrocution, electric shock, fires, burns and explosions are happen due
to electricity.
Electric shocks
Closed circuit is used for the flow of electricity, normally with a conductor. A person’s body is a
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good conductor of electricity and wrongly becomes part of the electric circuit which can cause
an electrical shock. When a person’s body completes the current path a shocks may occur within:
•

electric circuit all wires;

•

ground and any wire of an energized circuit;

•

Due to a break in a metal part and that accidentally becomes energized due to insulation.

•

Alternative “conductor” that is holds a current.

Electricity runs through the body to a ground, then only a person receives a shock.
What effect do shocks have on the body?
It can result in anything from a slight itchy sensation to instant cardiac capture. The severity
depends on the following:
•

the quantity of current passing through the body,

•

What is the path through which the current pass through the body?

•

duration for the body remains in the circuit, and

•

The frequency of the current.

What kind of burns can a shock cause?
The most common shock-related damage is burns. A thermal contact burn, electrical burn, arc
burn, or a combination of burns can cause due to electrical accident.
•

Immediate medical attention is required in electrical burns because electrical burns are
the most serious burns. They happen when electric current pass through bone or tissues,
creating heat that causes tissue harm.

•

By an electric arc or explosion near body the arc or flash burns which results from high
temperatures caused. These injuries should be treated on time.

•

When the skin traces hot surfaces of inflamed electric conductors, other energized
equipment, or conduits that causes thermal contact burns. An electric arc is produced due
to thermal burns that can cause cloths catches on fire.

Effects of electric current on human body
•

Faint tingle

•

Feeling of slight shock, it not hurting but troubling. Normal individual can let go. Other
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injuries may happen due to strong involuntary reactions.
•

Loss of muscular control and painful shock.

•

Death is possible due to respiratory arrest, extreme pain, and severe muscular contractions.

•

Periodic pumping action of the heart stops. Death likely due to muscular contraction and
nerve injury occur.

•

Probably death may occur due to cardiac arrest, severe burns.

Protection for Electrostatic Discharge Sensitive (ESDS) devices
Work area:
1. At static-safe workstations it is necessary to handle ESDS devices. This will save yield loss
(through catastrophic loss), potential reliability failures in the field or worse.
2. Within 1 meter of a static-safe work bench try to escape bringing sources of static electricity.
3. At least 4m far of all synthetic materials from electronic equipment.
4. A spray labeled is used as a non-static forming when cleaning of printed circuit boards.

Fig 2.3.5 ESD workstation

5. Always dress a static wrist strap that’s grounded to the frame of the device at the time of
troubleshooting of electronic equipment. At the time of handling printed circuit boards
always wear the wrist strap.
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6. To decrease the buildup of static charges
should treat the floors and carpets with
compounds.
7. Use static floor mats where essential.
8. Always confirm that the grounding
system

for

equipment

has

less

impedance for ESD currents to dissolve
to an earthing orientation.

Fig 2.3.6 Floor mat

Personnel:
1. Before unpack the protective container with ESDS
devices inside make sure any collected charge on the
body of the human operator should be cleared first.
By placing a hand on a grounded surface or by trying
a grounded antistatic wrist-strap that helps to the
discharge.
2. Training and education on ESD protective actions is
priceless.
3. An ESD program is also supportive by a regular audit.

Fig 2.3.7 Wrist-strap

Packaging and Transportation:
•

At the time of storage or transportation the ESDS devices should be carrying in a static
defensive bag or container at all times.
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Exercise
1. The safe way of working is
(a)

an effective and right way of working

(b) an ancient way of working

(c)

a way of handling the work in a hurry

(d) a way of normal working

2. The best way of avoiding accident is by
(a)

doing work in ancient way

(b)

doing work in one’s own way

(c)

observing safety rules related to job, machine and workplace

(d)

using safety equipment

3. Employers have to provide a safe and healthy place for:
(a)

Employees only.

(b) Workers only.

(c)

Employees and Workers only.

(d) Employees & Workers

4. You have been given a dust mask to protect against hazardous fumes. What should you do?
(a)

Do the job but work quickly

(b)

Do not start work until you have the correct Respiratory Protective Equipment

(c)

Start work but take a break now and again

(d)

Wear a second dust mask on top of the first one

5. If you drop your safety helmet from height on to a hard surface, you should:
(a)

Repair any cracks then carry on wearing it

(b)

Make sure there are no cracks then carry on wearing it

(c)

Work without a safety helmet until you can get a new one

(d)

Stop work and get a new safety helmet
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Unit 2.4: Working at heights

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about risks of working at heights
2. Know about safety precautions while working at heights

2.4.1 Safe working at heights
You have to done many activities at height. Ladders, scaffolds and platforms are examples of
equipments used while working at height, but many more activities are there where you have to
work at height with limited protection.
These activities may lead to people and objects falling. The reason for this may be an insufficient
protection while working.

2.4.1.1 Safe working practices at height
Safe working procedures or ways while working at heights:
Mobile elevated platforms
•

Set the platform on plane and solid ground

•

Use equipment with stabilizers

•

Trained operator should be at ground level.

•

While working on platform, don’t forget to
wear safety harnesses.

•

Fix the platform under safe working limits and
keep an eye on speed of wind.
Fig 2.4.1 Elevated platforms
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Scaffold towers: Scaffold towers should:
•

Towers should be put up by trained people.

•

It have a height to base
dimension ratio which is
not more than that 3 to 1
for indoors and 2.5 to 1for
outdoors

•

For right height to base
ratio placed stabilizers if
necessary.

•

For 2.5 m high or above
deployed

outriggers

or

stabilizers
•

Firmly locked all the casters
before use

•

Working platform should
be provided ladder access.

Fig 2.4.2 Scaffold tower

•

Don’t move when the tower is engaged

•

Regularly inspect and maintain the tower

Safety lines, harnesses and nets
When no other equipment are reasonably practicable, use safety lines,
harnesses and nets such as nets and airbags.
Ladders
Ladders are recommended only when work is of short duration.
They should be:
•

assembled at right angle

•

fixed and footed

•

place the ladder ear the work

Fig 2.4.3 Ladder
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•

Adequately support the ladder at the base to avoid hitting on vehicles or pedestrians.

Stepladders: Following precautions should be taken when using stepladders:
•

Spread them to full extent and then locked it

•

Avoid working on top of the stepladder

•

Never use the top tread or rear part of the steps for supporting foot

•

Only one person has to work on ladder at a time.

•

Appropriate and correct grade ladder should be used.

Access equipment
•

The risks involved in using access equipment must be provided by hire contractors.

•

Regularly inspect and properly maintain all access equipment.

•

Person using access equipment must be well trained.

•

Take necessary precautions to avoid fall of objects or persons

•

Don’t try to increase reach by putting ladders on access equipment.

2.4.1.2 Dos and don’ts of working at height
Do….
•

Work on ground level, as much as possible.

•

Make sure equipment is sufficiently stable, appropriate and strong for the job.

•

When working on or near delicate areas, take safeguards

•

Always be prepared for protection from falling objects

•

make strategy for evacuation in case of emergency and rescue procedures

Don’t…
•

Overload ladders

•

Overreach on ladders or stepladders

•

Fix the ladder on weak and uneven surfaces

•

Use stepladders or ladders for tough or heavy tasks.
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2.4.1.3 Way of using ladder safely

Fig 2.4.4 Steps for using ladder safely
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Unit 2.5: Fire Protection

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about fire hazards and how to control
2. Know about fire extinguishers

2.5.1 Fire hazard
Fire is one of the most common causes of the accidents
in establishments. Fire is defined as a self-sustaining
combustion process in which a substance (fuel)
combines with oxygen in air to produce immense heat
and light.
Life and properties are in danger due to fire hazards.
Safety systems have a prime object which is fire hazards.
These fire safety systems are used to sense or remove
the danger of fire hazards.

Fig 2.5.1 Fire

Common ways of fire hazards are:
•

Flames of all types used for any work

•

loose electrical connections, higher loads and old electrical equipment

•

Cooking appliances

•

Welding, cutting, metal casting works etc.

•

Improper storage of tools, equipment and material

•

Fireworks, ammunitions and explosives

•

Inappropriate storage of flammable materials and chemicals

•

Inadequate numbers of emergency exits

•

Barrier to reach alarm system and firefighting equipment
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•

Insufficient availability of fire extinguishers

•

No fire detection and alarm system

•

Violation of fire safety rules

2.5.2 Types of Fire
Class of Fire

Description

A

Fire involving
solid material
(fuel) for
combustion like
wood, paper,
plastics that melt.
Fire involving
Blanketing
flammable liquids
like petrol, diesel,
thinners, cooking
oils, paints, wax
and plastics that
melt
Fire caused
Cutting off
by electricity
electricity supply
equipment

B

C

D

Mode of
Extinguishing
Cooling

Fire involving
Smothening
flammable metals
like magnesium,
titanium

Medium of
Extinguishing
Water

Type of
Extinguisher
• Water
• Soda-Acid
Type
• CO2 Gas Type

Foam CO2 , Halon, •
DCP
•
•
•

Foam
CO2
DCP
Halon Type

Vaporising liquids, •
dry powder and •
•
CO2
•

CO2
DCP
Halon
Dry Sand

Suitable dry
powder

Special DCP
extenguisher
Dry Sand
Powered
Grephite
Talc and
Absestos
Limestone

•
•
•
•
•

Table 2.5.1 Types of fire
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2.5.3 Fire fighting equipments
1. Fire Extinguishers
It is a portable fire-fighting device formed like a cylinder filled with chemicals. The
type of fire extinguisher used depends on the type of fire.
2. Smoke Detectors

Fig 2.5.2.Fire Extinguisher

It is a device fitted on the roof which gets activated by smoke in case of fire.
Once activated, it in turn activates fire alarm or water sprinklers.
3. Fire Alarm System
It is an alarm system which can be manually or electronically operated /

Fig 2.5.3 Smoke detector

activated in case of outbreak of fire. Usually fire alarm system is connected
to smoke detectors and gets activated once smoke detectors are triggered.
4. Fire hydrants
There are fire hydrant systems installed in organizations which have outlets

Fig 2.5.4 Fire alarm

and hydrant lines provided at many locations where there are chances of fire
hazard.

Fig 2.5.5 Fire
hydrant

2.5.4 Fire extinguishers
A fire extinguisher extinguishes or control fires. Nobody uses an out-of-control fire intentionally. To
stop the out of control fire expertise of a fire department required.
Common fire extinguishers are:
•

Dry chemical: These types of fire extinguisher are in powder form. They stops and halts the
production of fire supporting by “free-radicals”, accordingly extinguish the fire.

•

Foams: This type is applied over aspirated or non-aspirated fuels. It forms a seal or foamy
blanket over the fuel and stops oxygen to reach near the fuel. Unlike powder type, foam
type fire extinguisher is used to extinguish fires without flashback.
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•

Water: It cools burning material by absorbing heat through the use of air pressurized
water. It is successful to extinguish class A fires. Unlike dry chemicals and foams based fire
extinguisher it is harmless, inexpensive and easy to clean.

•

Clean agents and carbon dioxide: These types of extinguisher displace oxygen, control
chemical chain reaction and remove heat from fire zone. This extinguisher does not leave
any remains after release which is ideal for electronics items and sensitive documents.

Extinguisher
Color

Type of Fire
Type

Solids
Flammable
(Wood,
Liquids
Paper, Cloth) Flammable

Flammable
Gasses
Flammable

Flammable
Equipment

Cooking Oil
& Fats

Water

Yes

No

No

No

No

Foam

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Dry
Powder

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Carbon
Dioxide
(CO2)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Table 2.5.2.Types of fire extinguisher
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2.5.5 Steps for using a fire extinguisher

Fig 2.5.6 Using fire extinguisher

Step 1:

Pull the pin from the top of the extinguisher for releasing locking mechanism which
discharges the extinguisher.

Step 2:

Aim the extinguisher at the base of the fire not the flame.

Step 3:

Squeeze the lever slowly. Deliver the extinguishing agent in the extinguisher. When the
lever of extinguisher is released, the discharge of extinguishing agent stops.

Step 4:

Sweep from side to side. Move the fire extinguisher to and fro by sweeping motion until
the fire is under control. Operate the extinguisher from a safe distance. Move towards
the fire when it starts to reduce.

2.5.6 Fire drills
Conducting a Fire Drill Includes Exercising the Fire Plan:
a) For separation of fire
•

Close doors

•

Use automatic sprinkler systems

b) Evacuation of immediate area
•

save anyone in danger

c) Evacuation of smoke section
•

shift workers through exit doors

•

shift workers to specific areas

Fig 2.5.7 Fire exit
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d) Prepare building and floors for mass departure
•

collect medical records of all fellow workers

•

Hearing aids, wheel chairs, walkers etc.

e) Extinguishment of fire

2.5.6.1 Fire drills record
For all required emergency evacuation drills records shall be maintained and shall include the
following information:
1. recognize of the person conducting the drill
2. Drill date and time
3. Notification method used
4. Staff members on duty and participating
5. Number of occupants evacuated
6. Special conditions simulated
7. Problems faced
8. Weather conditions when evacuating outside
9. Time required to attain complete evacuation
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Fire Drill Report
Facility Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________
Date: _____________Time: _______________ Shift: _______________
24 Hour Clock

Person conducting the drill: ___________________________________
Name & Title

Fire Alarm Activation Method: _________________________________
Drill Location and simulated Conditions: _________________________
__________________________________________________________
Unusual Conditions: _________________________________________
(weather, Remodeling, Temporary exits)

Number of Occupants evacuated: ________ Total Time of Drill: ______
Fire Alarm System reset?:______Sprinkler System restored?” _______
Critique: ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Fire Alarm System tested: _____________Verified by: _______________
Monitoring company received signal at: _________ Verified by: ____________

Fig 2.5.8 Sample Fire Drill Report
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2.5.4 Tips during fire outbreak

!

s no. Instruction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

On noticing a fire, immediately start shouting “fire” at top of your voice. Do not wait
for the automatic fire alarms to start ringing.
Take a fire extinguisher
Use extinguisher as per fire type :
- for general fires use water and co2 fire extinguishers
- Foam type extinguishers is suited for oil fires
- Co2 fire extinguisher is recommended for electrical fires.
Switch off all main switches during an electrical fire.
Do not try to switch off electrical equipments.
Cut the power from the main source.
do not panic and alert the building fire department
If the fire seems to be dangerous, call the fire brigade immediately.
Make sure that the water sprinklers and other fire-fighting equipment have properly
started operating.
First priority should be to save people. Help others to safely get out of the floor
For treating serious burn injuries, it is very important to alert the nearest hospital.

Exercise
1. Assume you conduct a fire drill at work place. Prepare a report in the given format
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Unit 2.6: First aid procedures

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about basic first aid techniques during electric shock, burns and choking
2. Know about CPR process
3. Know about bandaging process

2.6.1 Free a person from electrocution
It may not be immediately clear, but if you think someone is suffering from electric shock, approach
with extreme caution.
Steps
Steps 1: If find someone is suffering from electric shock,
approach with extreme caution and following
first aid
Steps 2: Firstly take the suffered person away from the
electricity source as fast as possible. Turning
off the electric supply of machine is the best
Fig 2.6.1 Saving person from electrocution

method for doing this.
Steps 3: If this seems impossible, remove the person

from electricity source by using a piece of wood or insulating materia
Steps 4: Don’t touch the victim getting the electric shock because you could also get shock too.
Steps 5: After successful executing the victim from the electricity source, call the ambulance, if
victim is unconscious. Give first-aid to victim till the time ambulance is coming.
Steps 6: If victim is conscious and looking well, monitor its condition, as the results of shock must
not be clear immediately.
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2.6.2 First aid victims in case of bleeding,
burns, choking, electric shock, poisoning etc
For treating shock, burns, bleeding and wounds, electric shock, choking, eye injury, heat stroke,
hypothermia, fainting and unconsciousness, use following first-aid techniques:

2.6.2.1 Shock
Cold, weakness, unbalanced breathing, rapid weak pulse, pale or bluish lips and fingernails and
nausea are the symptoms of shock.
Steps
Steps 1: Don’t give anything for eating and drinking to victim.
Steps 2: Put down the victim on his/her back. Don’t move the victim if there’s any neck or back
injury. If find victim is unconscious or vomiting, put down on his/her side and ensure that
sufficient air is available in the room.
Steps 3: Use blankets or clothes to keep the victim warm.
Steps 4: Place the victim’s legs on a pillow.

2.6.2.2 Bleeding and Wounds
Steps
Steps 1: Cover the wound by a clean cloth and gloved hand; then apply firm and steady pressure
on wound for 5 mins at least.
Steps 2: Lift up the injured leg or arm above the victim’s heart level.
Steps 3: Secure the wound by a bandage when bleeding stops. Ensure that bandage is not fixed
too tightly—it may stops blood circulation.
Steps 4: Check person for shock.
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2.6.2.3 Burns
Chemical or Compressed Gas Burns
Steps 1: Use a drench hose and emergency shower for at least 15
mins to rinse away all residues of chemicals.
Steps 2: Cover the burn by a clean and dry cloth or special
dressing for burns.
Steps 3: Check person for shock. .
Heat or Electrical Burns
Fig 2.6.2 Saving from gas burns

Steps 1: Cool burning of skin by water.

Steps 2: Place the burned area under cold running water if the skin is not broken and gently
compress the wound by hand. Bandage the wound by a dry and clean cloth.
Steps 3: If blister appear, don’t try to break it.
Steps 4: Ointments or creams should not be applied.
Steps 5: If skin is cracked, or if injuries are severe:
- Don’t clean the coiled or eliminate entrenched clothing.
- Cover the injury insecurely with a clean, dry cloth.
- Expect tremor and extravagance accordingly.

2.6.2.4 Choking
The patient is talking and getting sufficient air; don’t restrict it if he/she tries to cough the obstruction
in the throat. If the patient can’t talk or not getting enough air, make call on emergency number.
Steps
Steps 1: Wrap your arms around the stomach and stand directly behind the victim.
Steps 2: Just above the navel and well below the ribs, make a fist by a hand. Place that fist with
the thumb and forefinger side toward you.
Steps 3: Hold the fist by other hand and pull it rapidly towards you by a slightly upward and
inward thrust. If required, repeat it.
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Fig 2.6.3 Saving person from choking

If the patient becomes insentient:
Steps 1: Put down the patient on their back.
Steps 2: If the object that is obstruct the airway is noticeable, reach a finger into the patient’s
mouth and try to bend the obstruction out of the patient’s throat, being careful not to
push the object deeper into the patient airway.
Steps 3: Rescue breathing play an important role if this is not successful.
Steps 4: If the victim is still not breathing or moving, begin chest compressions (CPR).

2.6.4 Basic techniques of bandaging
Steps
Steps 1: Make sure the person is comfortable.
Steps 2: Never lean across their body always make sure
you work from the side of the injury.
Steps 3: First clean the wound and apply the
antibacterial cream over it.
Steps 4: When the bandage is on always remember Fig 2.6.4 Bandaging injured person
keep the injured part of the body supported in the position it will be in.
Steps 5: Always use right size of bandage.
Steps 6: To check the passage easily, don’t cover fingers or toes when bandaging a limb.
Steps 7: Never wrap the bandage tight, and secure the end by folding it over and binding a knot
in the end. Safety pin, adhesive tape, or a bandage clip can be used.
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2.6.5 Artificial respiration and the CPR Process
CPR instructions
•

Check the Passage - make sure it is harmless for you to help.

•

Don’t become another patient.

CPR Steps
Steps 1: Hit and shout to get response from the Victim.
Steps 2: Minimum 30 times pump the chest – circulation.
Steps 3: At the center of the chest put the heel of one hand and your other hand on top of it. At
a rate of 100 per minute (16 compressions in 10 seconds) press chest down 2 inches.
Steps 4: Tilt head back, lift chin up to open airway - Airway.
Steps 5: Breathing - Tweak nose closed, take a normal breath, cover patient mouth with yours and
blow out your breath until you see the chest rise. One breath per 1 second. Again open
airway again if chest doesn’t rise.
Steps 6: Repeat the process until help reaches or the patient starts breathing.

Fig 2.6.5 CPR Process
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2.6.6 Correct method to move injured
people and others during an emergency
To carry injured people to medical help or rescue from further harm. In these cases, you must
consider the number of rescuers you have, the capabilities of these rescuers and the condition of
the patient that must be stimulated. Below discussion on several ways to carry an injured person:

Steps
Step 1:

Always stand on either side of the conscious patient. Grip the patient’s wrist with the
hand closest to the patient’s feet on your side.

Step 2:

To grasp the clothing on the shoulder nearest to you use
your hand and pull the patient’s arms to support them to
a sitting position.

Step 3:

If possible place the arms around your shoulders and
assist the victim to his or her feet.

Step 4:

Put your free hand about the person’s waist and let him
or her established the pace on hobbling out.

Step 5:

Support the patient for moving slowly.
Fig 2.6.6 Moving injured person
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety issues at workplace
2. Know about 5S safety management system
3. Discuss about Housekeeping practices
4. Discuss about benefits of housekeeping
5. Know about elements of effective housekeeping
6. Know about waste management practices
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Unit 3.1: Housekeeping and safety issues in the industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety issues in the industry
2. Know about housekeeping issues in the industry

3.1.1 Safety issues in workplace
Uncovered wires, exhausted workers, poorly kept equipment. Manufacturing facilities are riddled
with risks, both hidden and out in the open. Hazards can result in serious injury or death, if don’t
know where to begin looking.
The biggest safety worries in any manufacturing setting are:
•

Hearing Protection: Hearing can be affect by noise is produce by Industrial machines if you
are uncovered to the noise on a long basis. The Occupational Safety & Health Administration
requires companies to provide hearing guard when noise levels surpass specific levels.
Protection required is depends on the sound level and the
duration of the contact.

•

Eye Hazards: 61 percent of eye damages occur in the
manufacturing, construction industries and trade a report
by the Vision Council reports. Eyes may be injured by dust,
metal, concrete and other particles throw by machines. Eyes
can burn or irritate by chemical fumes and splashes.

•

Fig 3.1.1 Hazard

Chemical Exposure: Some employees in manufacturing
units work with hazardous chemicals like workers who
produce batteries may be exposed to lead in the form of
dust or fumes. This can harm nervous, urinary systems and
reproductive with lead exposure linked to failures, seizures,
coma and death.

Fig 3.1.2 Hazardous chemicals
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•

Mechanical Hazards: There are several risks to employees while working with manufacturing
machines. Machines that have sprockets, gears, pulleys and rotating shafts pose risks of
predicament. Employees are at risk of crush injuries, when a machine has two hard surfaces
that move together. Workers at risk of cuts, punctures and severed limbs by machines that
have sharp edges or perform scissoring actions. If a machine has cables or hoses then
employees are also at risk of trip-and-fall accidents.

Fig 3.1.3 Mechanized hazard example

•

Fire Hazards: In manufacturing, heat and flame can produce by the tools and equipment,
which cumulative the risk for fires. Employees should aware of where to find fire
extinguishers and how to rescue the facility immediately in the event of a serious fire.

Fig 3.1.4 Fire hazard example
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•

Carbon monoxide poisoning: In manufacturing industries, blast furnaces and converters
generate huge amount of gases. Once dust has been removed, these gases are used as fuel
resources and some are use as raw materials and supplied to chemical plants.
Carbon monoxide poisoning can cause by leakage from the top or inside body of blast
furnaces and from the plant gas pipelines. Especially during repairs such poisoning ccurs
during work around blast furnaces.

•

Dust and fumes: During the manufacturing
process, at many points dust and fumes are
generated. Dense fumes released during the use
of oxygen can cause lung diseases. Contact with
silica is also a danger for the workers and cause
serious infections and injuries.
Fig 3.1.5 Dust and Fumes
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Unit 3.2: 5S Safety system

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about 5S Safety system
2. Discuss about essential elements Housekeeping
3. Discuss about good housekeeping practices

3.2.1 5S Safety management system
What is 5S?
5S is a fundamental, systematic, basic, approach for quality, productivity and safety improvement.
5S (Japanese Philosophy) is the name of a workplace organization procedure. 5S is created by a list
of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu, and shitsuke. 5S system is implemented for
organizing the workplace for increasing effectiveness and efficiency by maintaining the area and
items, storing the items used, and sustaining the new practices.

Fig 3.2.1 5S Safety system
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Objectives of 5S:
•

The Manufacturing Process to be standardize

•

Tools can be search in very less time.

•

By 5S the quality of products and Service is improve

•

Production can be increase by the use of 5S.

•

Focus on safety and health

Phases of 5S:
Japanese English
term
Term

Seiri

Sort

Seiton

Set

Seiso

Shine

Seiketsu

Standardize

Meaning in Japanese Context
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispose off unnecessary items or properly remove.
Do work simply by removing obstructions.
Stop buildup of needless things.
Calculate necessary items for costing and other factors.
Remove all parts not in use.
Separate unwanted items from the workplace.
A skilled supervisor is requiring for checking on regular basis.
Define a red-tagged area to keep unnecessary items.
Waste removal.
For items to be easily available arrange them all properly
By arranging work station in such a way that all tooling /
equipment is in close proximity that can avoid loss and misuse of
time.
Make simple to identify and pick up essential things
Work on first come and first serve basis method
This makes the workflow easy and smooth
All work should be complete on regular basis
Workplace should be completely clean and clear
Stop weakening of machinery and equipment
Keep workplace safe
Keep work place clean
If someone isn’t familiar to the environment must be able to find
problems in 5 seconds within 50 feet.
Regulate the best practices in the work area.
Keep high standards at workplace organization at all times.
Keep neatness. Keep everything in order and according to its
standard.
Everything in its right place.
Every process has a standard.
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Shitsuke

Sustain

•
•
•
•
•

To maintain in working order
Also translates as “do without being told”
Regular audits to be perform
Discipline and Training
Goal oriented process is training. Its resulting feedback is
necessary monthly

Table 3.2.1 5S Safety system

3.2.1.1 Advantages of 5S
•

If equipment and tools are properly placed in organized work areas

•

Items can be visible very easily.

•

It leads to greater workstation efficiency and mass production

•

To greater well-being and amplify motivation workplace should be clean and tidy

•

Time saving

•

Quick recovery

•

Minimization in mistakes & accidents

•

Increases workspace

•

Constant enhancement in work quality

•

Smooth working no obstruction

3.2.1.2 5S Audit
Purposes of conducting regular 5S audits are:
•

Evaluation of 5S standards for industry.

•

To fix what is wrong! - note and address non-compliance.

•

Give a official chance to suggest improvements.

The Basic Steps:
•

Plan for the audit. Divide the workplace into several areas for successful audit reviews.

•

Based on the standards set during audit, make a list for every area. Find out the list of
known problems in each area. From the initial 5S sweep, this may include:
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•

Need of repairing machines

•

Rack of tool

•

Signages on tool racks or storage shelves; cabinets and “keep clear” markings on
instruction pages or corridors.

•

Equipment and materials which were not cleared instantly.

Three key tasks has to be done during the audit
1. Find out whether known difficulties have been addressed:

2

•

Lubricants are still leak from this machine?

•

People are not walking under crane, is the warning sign in place?

•

Why outdated drill press is still in the workshop?

Look into the standards is being met:
•

Are tools left on work tables?

•

From the tool rack is something missing?

•

Is dirt collecting anywhere?

•

Are safety labels visible and readable?

3. To be noted that what has not yet been standardized – Most imaginative and hard section, it
may include seeing what is missing in an area that seems neat:
•

Why is there no sign over the well-ordered stack of work-in-process materials on that
shelf?

•

Tools that are not yet labeled.

3.2.2 Housekeeping practices
Workplaces hazards can be eliminate by effective housekeeping and by completing the job securely.
Poor housekeeping and hiding hazards can cause frequent disasters which can cause injuries.
Cleanliness doesn’t mean housekeeping. Housekeeping includes keeping work areas tidy and
arranged; keeping floors free from slips and falls; waste material cleaning and no fire risks. It also
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involves attention on other things like markings on stairs, proper storage facilities etc. Good To
prevent accidents, proper housekeeping is a basic step.

Fig 3.2.2 Workshop housekeeping

3.2.2.1 Purpose of workplace housekeeping
Accidents are cause due to poor housekeeping, such as:
•

Neat and clean movable objects i.e. stairs

•

Hitting by dropped items

•

Slipping because of wet and dirty surface

•

Hitting due to poorly stacked objects

•

Cuts and wounds on hands or other parts of body parts because of projected wire and
nails.
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3.2.2.2 Benefits of good housekeeping practices
Efficient housekeeping results in:
•

Proper handling and flow of material

•

Less falling and slipping accidents

•

Less fire hazards

•

Hazardous substances e.g. dusts, vapors exposures to lower worker

•

Better inventory management of tools and equipments

•

Well maintained and clean equipment.

•

More hygiene conditions

•

Space utilization is more efficient

•

Reduced property damage due to improvement in preventive maintenance

•

Improved efficiency because it is easy to find tools and materials.

3.2.2.3 Elements of an effective housekeeping program

Fig 3.2.3 Dust removal

Dust and Dirt Removal
Proper working of exhaust ventilation systems for collection of dirt, dust and chips adequately at
workplace. Use vaccum cleaners for cleaning of light dust and dirt. To clean machinery, ceilings,
walls and other hard to clean places, special fittings are made to clean dust and dirt.
To reduce the amount of air dust, use sweeping compounds or dampen the floor before sweeping
of floor.
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Surfaces
Spilled liquids and oil needs cleaning; because of poor floor
conditions. Accidents may happen due to accumulation
of dust, chips and shavings. To prevent accumulation,
regularly clean trapped dust, chips and shavings. Antislip flooring is used where areas that cannot be cleaned
continuously, such as entrance ways.

Fig 3.2.4 Surface cleaning

Maintain Light Fixtures

Light levels are reducing by dirty light fixtures. Lighting efficiency can improve by clean light fixture.
Aisles and Stairways
Aisles are the passages that allow movement of people, product and materials. Avoid use of stairs,
don’t take shortcuts and pass through risky area.
Always keep stairs clean and clear. Don’t use them for temporary storage of materials.
Spill Control
Spills can be controlled before happening by doing proper maintenance.
Clean and maintain machines and equipment regularly. Where you find
oil spills; place guards and drip pans for protection. Clean the spill right
away, if found anywhere at the workplace.
Use cleaning chemicals or absorbents for wiping the greasy, oily or other
liquid spills.

Fig 3.2.5 Slip warning sign

Tools and Equipment
Housekeeping of tool storage area is very important i.e. tool rack, tool room etc. Tools require
appropriate fittings with locations and labels marked on it in
tool storage area.
Regularly inspect, repair and clean all tools. If found any
damaged or worn tools, remove them and marked as out of
service.

Fig 3.2.6 Oil spill cleaning

Maintenance

Maintenance is most important element of good housekeeping. Repairs involve keeping machinery
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and equipment in harmless, well-organized order. Damaged doors,
broken windows, broken floor surfaces and defective plumbing
can make a workplace look abandoned; these conditions creates
accidents and disturb work practices. So, damaged items should
replace as quickly as possible.
Waste Disposal
Good housekeeping require regular collection, grading and
sorting of waste. Separate the materials from waste which can Fig 3.2.7 Storage of tools
be recycled and reuse.
For systematic waste gathering and disposal,
place the bin containers, near the place where
waste is generated most.
Storage
Give at least one meter of clear space to stored

Fig 3.2.8 Waste management

materials from the spray heads.
Materials should be store away from fire equipment, stairs,
aisles, exits, or first aid stations. Clear marking should be
there in all storage areas.
Store toxic, combustible and other hazardous materials
should in designated containers and areas. Storage facilities
should meet all necessities and guidelines of environmental Fig 3.2.9 Material storage
and occupational health and safety.
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Exercise
1. Prepare a housekeeping checklist of your training center
If housekeeping meets standard then sign (√) or not then sign (x). Also give your comments if not
meeting standard
Particulars
Aisles
• Clean
• Well-marked
Exits and entrances
• Clear
• Well-marked
• Free of ice, snow, water, other obstructions
Hand and Portable Tools
• Properly stored when not in use
Fire Fighting Equipment
• Clearly marked
• Accessible
Floors
• Clean
• Clear
• Well-drained
Ladders
• In good condition
• Free of grease/oil
• Secure when in use
Lighting
• Adequate
Machines
• Clean
• Clear
• In good condition
Signs, Tags
• Adequate
• Appropriate
• Clean
Stacking and Storage
• Aisles clear
• Stacks stable, secure
• Well labelled
• Area clean and clear
Stairs
• Non-slip tread
• Clean
• Clear
Ventilation System
• Clean
• Clear
Waste Disposal
• Adequate number of bins
• Separate and approved containers for oily
rags, flammable scraps, etc
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1 = Very little compliance

2 = Some compliance

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

4 = Total compliance

Date _______________________

3 = Significant compliance

Department___________________

Determine what is needed and remove the rest.
Have all the necessary items (tools, machines etc.) been removed ?
Does the inventory include any part that is not required?
All tools and equipment are located in the most convenient location?
Do cupboards, storage cabinets and shelves, have been sorted?
Is the quarantine area properly managed?
A place for everything and everything in its place……….no searching
Are shelves and storage areas clearly defined with location indicators?
Are shadow boards and other storage systems used where possible?
Are walkways and work areas clearly defined and unobstructed?
Are personal belongings stored in lockers provided?
Is all safety equipment in place and up to date?
Cleaning and looking for ways to keep it clean
Floors - Are they kept clean, tidy and in good state of repair?
Machines and tools – Are they free from dirt, visible leaks and spillages?
Bins - Are they properly maintained and emptied on regular basis?
Is anyone responsible for routine inspection/maintenance?
Do operators regularly sweep up and clean down machines and tools?
Make standards obvious and maintained
Is stock control established, obvious and in use?
Is everyone aware of their responsibilities and department flow?
Is information to carry out daily routine work clear and in use?
Are improvement ideas being generated and regularly acted on?
Are the standards for the first 3S’s clear and up to date?
Maintain high standards and constantly seek to improve
Are checklists available and being used?
5S board – Is this up to date and regularly reviewed?
Have improvement suggestions from last month been acted upon?
Training - Is everyone adequately trained?
Education – Can everyone in the area explain the 5S?

0 = No compliance

5S Audit Form

SORT

SET IN
ORDER

SHINE

STAND
ARDISE
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2. Do the 5S audit of your training center and fill the form given below
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Unit 3.3: Waste Disposal

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about waste management
2. Know about importance of waste management
3. Know about waste management methods

3.3.1 Waste management
Waste management is gathering, transport,
recycling, processing and disposal of waste
materials. Waste management is carried
by recovering resources from waste
materials.
It involves waste substances (i.e. gaseous,
solid,

liquid

or

radioactive),

expert

personnel and different methods of

Fig. 3.3.1 Waste management

management.
Classification of wastes typically as follows:
•

Garbage i.e. decomposable waste

•

Rubbish: paper, wood, cloth i.e. combustible in nature and metal, glass, ceramics i.e. noncombustible in nature and non-decomposable wastes

•

Ashes

•

Sewage-treatment solids: material reserved on settled solids, biomass sludge and sewagetreatment screens

•

Industrial wastes: like chemicals, paints etc.

•

Mining wastes: slag heaps and coal refuse piles
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Industrial waste can be of two types:
1. Non-Hazardous waste – It can be reused, sold or disposed without any legal consent. e,.g.
paper, wooden scrap etc.
2. Hazardous waste – There are authorized waste disposal plants by Pollution control board of
each state. The organization must collect and send this waste to authorized waste disposal
plants for disposal. E.g. Paint, Rockwool, Ceramic blankets etc.

3.3.2 Elements of waste management strategy
Good waste management involve much more than ensuring that wastes are safely and legally
disposed of. A typical strategy for the management of industrial waste might contain the following
elements:
•

Current waste management procedures and primary audit of wastes produced.

•

Risk assessment to find that stowage and handling procedures does not possess any health
or environmental risk.

•

Identification of options for reuse, waste reduction, recovery assessment and recycling of
waste.

•

Identification of best practicable environment! There should be an option for dumping of
waste and residues.

•

Selection of the contractor offering the best service and audit of potential waste
management contractors.
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3.3.3 Methods of waste management

Fig. 3.3.2 Segregation of waste

1. Segregation
Building materials, plastics, glass and waste from the site work could take a really long time period
to decompose. This is the actual reason, why waste separation using container unit is so necessary.
Thus, it is very required to maintain green practices so waste management should be done
with proper segregation. Thus we make sure to assist you in eliminating hazardous waste from
compostable organic waste, non-hazardous solid waste, recyclable materials and other regulated
material.
2. Composting
this process waste turns into organic compounds that can use to feed
plants. In terms of the environment advantages this is actually beneficial
technique. By the use of this method, it’s easy to turn unsafe organi
products into safe compost.
Fig. 3.3.3 Composting waste

3. Burning
If your approach is not towards disposing materials and other wastes,
then burning method will be a good approach for you. If waste is biodegradable or cannot produce hazardous gases after burning, you can
burn the waste.
Fig. 3.3.4 Burning waste
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Exercise
1. Tripping over objects can be reduced by ……………………………………………………….
2. Which is not the element of effective housekeeping
(a) Waste disposal

(b) Cleaning

(c) Machining

(d) Spill control

3. Spilled oil can be the cause of an accident. True or False
4. Which phase of 5S are you in when you clean machines, windows, floors etc.
(a) Sort

(b) Set-In-Order

(c) Shine

(d) Standardize

5. Which is not a benefit of Sort?
(a) Reduce the waste of searching

(b) Reduced set-up times

(c) Increased productivity

(d) Improved machine dependability

6. In the Set-In-Order phase, where should tools be stored that are used daily?
(a) In personal tool boxes where they won’ t be stolen
(b) At the point of use
(c) Where the supervisor can keep an eye on them
(d) In a company owned locking cabinet
7. The most serious environmental effect posed by hazardous wastes is
(a) air pollution.

(b) contamination of groundwater.

(c) increased use of land for landfills.

(d) destruction of habitat.

8. Which of the following is not a primary contributor to the greenhouse effect?
(a) carbon dioxide

(b) carbon monoxide

(c) chlorofluorocarbons

(d) methane gas

9. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
(a) Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
(b) Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
(c) The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
(d) Anything that could result in a physical injury.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about basic electric fundamentals
2. Discuss about how electricity generate
3. Discuss about different sources of electricity generation
4. Know about how current flow in the circuit
5. Know about ohm’s law
6. Know about electrical circuit
7. Know about different types of electric circuit
8.

Know about electrical wiring diagram

9. Discuss about how to secure electrical wiring
10. Know about different tools and measuring instruments required
11. Know about how to calibrate measuring instruments
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Unit 4.1: Electricity fundamentals

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understanding of electricity and how electricity generate
2. Understanding of conductors, insulators and semiconductors
3. Understanding of how a conductor, conducts electricity
4. Know about different sources of electricity

4.1.1 Electric Fundamentals
The most important system today is the electrical system. Electricity is used by more and
more components and systems every year.
•

It cannot be visible.

•

Output of power can be noticeable.

•

Spotting and calculation of electricity is must.

•

The test outcomes must be elucidated.

Electricity
Transition of electrons from one particle to another is called Fig 4.1.1 Nucleus
electricity. Nucleus is defined by the dense centre of each atom.
The nucleus covers:
•

Protons , have positive charge

•

Neutrons , with no electrical charge

Around the nucleus electrons are moving in orbits and carries negative charge. Number of
electrons and protons are equal in each atom. Sort of material and conduction of electricity can be
determined by the no. electrons and protons in the atom. An atom has neutral charge because an
atom consist equal no. of negative-charged electrons and positive-charged protons in it.
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Fig 4.1.2 Movement of atoms in nucleus

4.1.2 Conductors, semiconductors and insulators
Conductors: The materials that allow the flow of electrical current in one or more directions
is known as conductor. A common electrical conductor is metal wire. Conductors which are
commonly used:
•

Silver

•

Aluminium

•

Gold

•

Cast iron

•

Steel

Fig 4.1.3 metal wire - Conductor

Insulators: It is a material whose interior electric charges doesn’t flows easily, and therefore
make it almost impossible to conduct an electric current under the influence of an electric field.
Following are the examples of insulators:
•

Rubber

•

Nylon

•

Plastic

•

Porcelain

•

Fibreglass

•

Ceramic

Semiconductors: These are hard chemical element or
Fig 4.1.4 Insulation wire
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compound which can conduct electricity under some specific situations, this characteristic makes
it a nice source for the control of electrical current.
Examples of semiconductors:
•

Silicon

•

Carbon

•

Germanium

Mostly use of semiconductors is in transistors,
computers, and other electronic devices
Fig 4.1.5 semiconductors

4.1.3 How Electrons Move Through a Conductor
Current flow
•

A flow of electric charge is known as an electric current. This charge is often carried by
moving electrons in a wire in electric circuits.

•

Ampere is the SI unit for calculating an electric current.

Location of a positive charge (lack of electrons) is on one conductor end and location of a negative
charge (overload of electrons) is on the opposite conductor end, this happens when conductors
ends are joined with the source of power (battery). For the flow of current, disproportion of surplus
electrons at one side of the circuit and absence of
electrons at the opposite side of the circuit is required.
•

The negative charge repels free electrons from
the atoms of the conductor, whereas electrons
will be attracted by positive charge on the
opposite side of conductor.

•

Due to this magnetism of opposite charges and
dislike of like charges, electrons will circulate
through the conductor.
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4.1.4 Sources of Electricity
1. Friction: When different materials are rubbed together, the friction generates and causes
electrons to be transformed from one to the other. Now both materials are in electrically
charged state. These charges are not in motion, they
deposited on the surface.
2. Heat: Thermoelectricity is defined as when pieces of two
dissimilar metals are connected together at both ends
and one junction is heated then the current permits
through the metals.

Fig 4.1.7 generation of electricity by heat

3. Light: The light energy is shifted to the free electrons
of the metal when certain metals are exposed to light.
This extra energy breaks the electrons free from the
surface of the metal. Electrons can then be together
and prepared to move in a conductor. Light-measuring
devices such as automatic headlamp dimmers and Fig 4.1.8 generation of electricity by light
photographic exposure meters used by this photoelectricity.
4. Chemical: A change is produced in potential or voltage
when two dissimilar materials (usually metals) placed
in a conducting and reactive chemical solution. It is the
basis of the automotive battery and this principle is called
electrochemistry.
5. Magnetism: If a conductor is moved through a moving
magnetic field or a magnetic field near a conductor, electricity Fig 4.1.9 Magnetism
is created. This is the principle of how many automotive
devices work, including:
•

Starter motor

•

Alternator

•

Ignition coils

•

Solenoids and relays
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Unit 4.2: Electrical Circuits and Ohm’s Law

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understanding of electrical circuits and parts of a circuit
2. Understanding of Ohm’s law
3. Understanding of different types of electrical circuit

4.2.1 Circuits
A circuit is a complete path in which electrons travel from a
power source (like battery) through a load like light bulb and
then return back to the power source.

Fig 4.2.1 simple electric circuit

4.2.1.1 Parts of a complete circuit
A complete circuit contains following components:

Fig 4.2.2 electric circuit
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•

A battery is used as a power source

•

Electrical circuit protection devices like fuses, circuit breakers, and fusible links are used for
the protection from harmful overloads (excessive current flow).

•

The flow of current from the power source to the resistance is defined as the power path.

•

The electrical load or resistance which changes electrical energy into heat, motion, or light.

•

The electrical current from the load back to the power source.

•

Switches are used to turn the circuit on and off.

4.2.1.2 Circuit Fault Types
Open circuits: It is a circuit that isn’t complete, or lacks continuity, due to a damaged wire.
Following features are of open circuits:
•

Through an open circuit no current will flow.

•

If there is a break formed in the circuit, and
then an open circuit may be created and saves
the flow of current.

•

The function of a fuse is to blow (open) when
the current in the circuit surpasses the fuse
rating. To stop any damage to the components

Fig 4.2.3 open circuits

or wiring as a outcome of the fault, the fuse
will stops flow of current.
Short-to-voltage: When the power side of one circuit is
electrically joined to the power side of another circuit
then a short-to-voltage occurs.
Following are the features of short circuit:
•

A complete circuit in which the current
generally bypasses some or all of the resistance
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in the circuit.
•

The power side of the circuit is involved.

•

A copper-to-copper connection (two power-side wires touching together) is involved.

•

A fuse may or may not blow.

4.2.2 Ohm’s Law
Ohm’s law tell us that a current flowing in a close circuit has a direct relationship with the voltage
given to that circuit and is inversely proportional to the resistance of that circuit, provided the

Fig 4.2.5 ohm’s law

temperature and physical condition is constant.
If, for example, the current ( I ) is unknown but the voltage ( E ) and resistance ( R ) are known, then
Where,
I = Current in amperes (A)
E = Electromotive force (EMF) in
volts (V)
R = Resistance in ohms (Ω)

Table 4.2.1 Ohm’s law relationship with the three units of electricity
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Ohm’s law applied to simple circuits
As shown in the figure below for example, if a battery
contains 12 volts is joined to a resistor of 4 ohms, how
many amperes will travel through the circuit?
To analyse the number of amperes that will travel
through the wires and the resistor by the use of Ohm’s
law. Remember, the factor (amperes) can be analysed by
Fig 4.2.6 ohm’s law circuit

using Ohm’s law if two factors are known.

Here (I) is 3 amperes if voltage (E) is 12 Volts and the resistance (R) 4 ohms.

4.2.3 Types of electric circuit
Series Circuit: A series circuit is a circuit that has multiple loads and a single path to go through.
Such as a circuit that is connected with a battery and three light bulbs. First a current has to connect
to one load, then the other, and finally it will flow through the last load and back to the battery. The
current can be calculated with this

Parallel Circuit: Like the series circuit, the parallel circuit passes through more than one load.
However, the circuit gives the current more than one path to complete the circuit with. Since it
has multiple paths, the current will encounter less resistance by moving through all of the paths at
the same time. The current in a parallel circuit depends on the different resistances, but a parallel
circuit will create less resistance on a current. Using Ohm’s law to calculate this, we would take the
individual resistances of the loads and use their reciprocals, then add them and divide the voltage
by it.

I=V (R1+R2+R3)
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Fig 4.2.7 series circuit and parallel circuit

Series Parallel Circuit: The type of circuit is a combination of both series and parallel. Electric
current travels through both circuits.

Fig 4.2.8 series-parallel circuit

Notes
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Unit 4.3: Electrical Wiring

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about electrical wiring.
2. Discuss about various methods used for securing electronic wiring
3. Know about heat shrink sleeves, strapping, cable ties and p-clips
4. Know about wiring diagram

4.3.1 Electrical Wiring color Code
Electrical wires follow standard color coding that helps classify each wire function in the circuit.
In India wires are RGB mode i.e. Red- Green- Black. Each of these RGB wire have different functions.
•

Red – Red wire signifies the phase in electric circuit. It is the live wire which cannot be
connected to another red wire or black wire. Red is used in some types of switch leg.
Switch leg is the wire that comes off from the bottom terminal of a switch and when the
switch is turned on becomes hot. This is the leg that turns the load off and on.

•

Black – Black wires signifies neutral wire in electric circuit. The neutral wires are connected
to neutral bus bar inside an electric panel. A bus bar is and conductive metal bar that
attracts the electric current for distribution purpose). Black wire can be connected to black
wire only and no other color wire.

•

Green – Green wire stands for grounding/ earthing in electric circuit. A green wire should
be connected to green wire only (no other wire). Grounding wires are usually not meant
for lights and fan purposes. Green wires are chiefly used for socket purpose.
Type of Wire
Neutral
Earth
Phase

Colour
Black
Green or Green and Yellow
Red or Yellow or Blue

Table 4.3.1 Wire color code
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Fig 4.3.1 Wire color code

4.3.2 Standard Cable and Wire Sizes
IEC 60228 is the International Electrotechnical Commission’s international standard on conductors
of insulated cables. Among other things, it defines a set of standard wire cross-sections:
International standard wire sizes (IEC 60228)
0.5 mm²
0.75 mm²
1 mm²
1.5 mm²
6 mm²
10 mm²
16 mm²
25 mm²
70 mm²
95 mm²
120 mm²
150 mm²
300 mm²
400 mm²
500 mm²
630 mm²
Table 4.3.2 International standard wire sizes (IEC 60228)
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2.5 mm²
35 mm²
185 mm²
800 mm²
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50 mm²
240 mm²
1000 mm²
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4.3.3 Securing electronic wiring
Heat shrink sleeves
Heat shrink sleeve is a shrinkable plastic tube used
to insulate wires, providing abrasion resistance and
environmental protection for stranded and solid

Fig 4.3.2 Heat shrink sleeve

wire conductors, connections, joints and terminals in electrical work. It can also be used to repair the
insulation on wires or to bundle them together, to protect wires or small parts from minor abrasion, and
to create cable entry seals, offering environmental sealing protection. Heat shrink tubing is ordinarily
made of nylon or polyolefin, which shrinks when heated.
Strapping
Strapping, also known as bundling and banding, is the process of
applying a strap to an item to combine, hold, reinforce, or fasten
it. The strap may also be referred to as strapping.
Cable ties
A cable tie or tie-wrap, also known as a hose tie, or zip tie is a type of

Fig 4.3.3 Cable strapping

fastener, for holding items together, primarily electric cables or wires. Because of their low cost and ease of
use, tie-wraps are ubiquitous, finding use in a wide range of
other applications. Stainless steel versions, either naked or
coated with a rugged plastic, cater for exterior applications and
hazardous environments.
The common tie-wrap, normally made of nylon, has a flexible

Fig 4.3.4 Cable ties

tape section with teeth that engage with a pawl in the head to form a ratchet so that as the free end of the
tape section is pulled the tie-wrap tightens and does not come undone. Some ties include a tab that can be
depressed to release the ratchet so that the tie can be loosened or removed, and possibly reused.
P-clips
•

Preformed P clips will clamp wires or wire
bundles of 16 to 50 mm diameter.

•

Fig 4.3.5 P clips

P-clips offer good resistance to ageing, corrosion and ozone and UV radiation and have
good dielectric properties.

•

Ideal for use with electrical equipment and for interior/ exterior installation work.
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4.3.4 Wiring diagram
A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit.
This is the drawing which shows all the wiring
between the parts, such as:
•

control or signal functions;

•

power supplies and earth connections;

•

termination of unused leads, contacts;

•

interconnection via terminal posts,
blocks, plugs, sockets, lead-throughs.

It will have details, such as the terminal
identification numbers which enable us to wire
the unit together. Parts of the wiring diagram

Fig 4.3.6 Wiring diagram

may simply be shown as blocks with no indication as to the electrical components inside.

4.3.4.1 Reading wiring diagram
Whether you are working with a vehicle, appliance, or light fixture, knowing how to read a wiring
diagram will help you prevent personal injury or damage to the object on which you are working.
It will show you the electric circuits within the object so you can complete your project safely.
1. Find the wiring diagram. Wiring diagrams are often provided with appliances and other
objects. See the wiring diagram for wiring instructions
2. Check your voltage (V). Check voltage requirements of the equipment as described in the
wiring diagram.
3. Learn the symbols. Knowing what the symbols in your wiring diagram mean will help
you find different electronic components and wiring connections with the mechanical
equipment. Symbols usually resemble the part they represent.
4. Know the color code. Different color wires represent different components. This makes
testing different components within the system easier. There should be a key or legend
on the wiring diagram to tell you what each color means. The specific colors for a home
electrical system are generally the same across all electrical items.
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•

White wires are neutral. They carry power back to the service panel.

•

Green or bare wires are the ground wires. These carry power back to the service panel
in case the neutral wires fail.

•

Black, red, blue, and other colors represent hot wires. These are the ones that carry
power to the object with which you are working.

•

Use a voltage tester if you are unsure what the different colors mean.

4.3.5 Wiring schedule
This defines the wire reference number, type (size and number of conductors), length and the
amount of insulation stripping required for soldering.
In complex equipment you may also find a table of interconnections which will give the starting
and finishing reference points of each connection as well as other important information such as
wire colour, indent marking and so on.
Wire No.
1
2
3
4
5

From
TB 1/1
TB 1/2
TB 1/3
TB 1/4
TB 1/5

Schedule: Motor Control
To
Type
CB 1/1
16/0.2
CB 1/2
16/0.2
CB 1/5
16/0.2
MC /A1
16/0.2
CH/1
16/0.2

Length
600 mm
650 mm
600 mm
800 mm
500 mm

Strip Length
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm

Table 4.3.3 Wiring schedule

4.3.6 Wire run list
Wire No.
1
2
3
4

Wire Running LIst
Wire No.

Termination
FromTo
CB1 (-)
R6-1
CB2 (-)
R2-1
CB3 (-)
CRE3 (+)
CB4 (-)
CRE4 (+)

5
6
7
8

Table 4.3.4 Wire run list
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Termination
FromTo
CB5 (-)
CRE5 (+)
CB6 (-)
CRE6 (+)
CB7 (-)
CRE7 (+)
CB8 (-)
CRE8 (+)
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Unit 4.4: Tools and measuring instruments required

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about tools required during electronic assembly.
2. Know about measuring instruments required during electronic assembly.
3. Discuss about how to calibrate of electronic instrument

4.4.1 Tools and measuring instruments required
TOOL

Screwdrivers

Pliers
•
•
•
•

Combination
Slip joint
Side cutters
Long nose

USAGE
IMAGE
Screw driver is a tool used for driving in or
removing a screw. To use a screwdriver:
• Choose the correct size and tip of the
screw driver, so that it fit into fastener’s
head easily.
• If required make a starter hole by drill or
pressing the tip into object.
• Insert tip of screwdriver into the screw
head and turn its handle clockwise
direction, then apply pressure over the
handle so that tip can inserted into the
handle properly.
• Continue turning the screwdriver firmly
and check that that screw is in straight
position while inserting in the material.
Pliers are used for gripping, twisting and cutting
wires. To use pliers:
• Determine the type of pliers required.
• Make any adjustments if required for
slip joint
• Adjust locking pliers before using.
• Press the handles of plier and close its
jaws for holding the object.
• To turn the object, rotate the tool as
required.
• Keep the fingers away from the jaws for
safety.
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TOOL

Hammers
• Ball peen
hammer
• Engineers
hammer
• Soft faced
• Rubber
mallet
• Dead blow
• Brass
• Leather

USAGE
IMAGE
Hammers are used to drive nails, fit parts,
forge metal, and break apart objects. To use a
hammer:
• Select the weight of the hammer
appropriate to the fastener to be struck.
• Make tight grip at the hammer handle
lower half, then swing the hammer
slowly and hit the fastener head
squarely.
• Do not strike your hand by the hammer
head or handle.
• Wave the hammer with extra power to
strike the fastener head.
• Continue the process of striking the
fastener head to drive it into the
material.

Testing Lamps

A testing lamp is used to diagnose an
troubleshoot an electrical problem.

Ampere Meter

It is used to measure electrical current in an
appliance. To use it break the circuit and attach
the instrument to allow the electrical current to
flow through the meter for measuring.

Volt Meter

Volt meter is used to measure AC or DC voltages
of electrical components. Voltmeter is used to
measure the voltage available in the circuit.
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TOOL

USAGE

IMAGE

Megger
• Manual
Megger
• Electronic
Megger

This device is used to measure electrical leakage
in wire. It is used for checking the electrical
insulation level of electrical machines and
devices like motor, generator winding, etc.

Wire wrapping tool

It is a process to build electronic circuit boards.
Electronic components riding on an insulating
board are connected by insulated wire run with
the connections made around a component
lead or socket pin.

Crimping Tool

It is assembling 2 pieces of metal or other ductile
material by distorting one or both of them to
grip the other. The bend or irregularity is called
the crimp.

Static Safe Tweezers

These well-made tweezers are a cheap solution
to your soldering requirement and perfect for
picking or placing small electronic components
on SMD and through hole in PCBs. The nonmetallic/non-static material creates these
tweezers appropriate for use with voltage
sensitive devices and decreased the risk of
scratching or damaging components.

Wire Stripper

To strip the electrical insulation from electric
wires a wire stripper hand-held device used.

Table 4.4.1 Tools and measuring instruments
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4.4.2 Calibration of instruments
It includes determining and documenting abnormality of the calculated value from a retraceable,
highly correct test standard. The measured value achieved from an electronic instrument is thus
matched with the known value of the test standard under stated reference conditions using
reproducible measuring processes. Calibration doesn’t include any influence of the electronic
instrument, which remains completely unchanged.
Alteration includes the modification or balancing of an electronic instrument in order to avoid
systematic measurement deviation. To match the recognized value of the test standard under stated
reference conditions the calculated value create from an electronic instrument is thus adjusted.
Alteration always includes manipulation, which forever changes the measuring instrument.
Retrace capability of a calibration technique means that the calibration series is reproducibly
documented from the separate device under test all the way up to the national standard for the
particular calculated capacity. Retrace ability of measurement results is certain by a country’s
metrological infrastructure.
Why do electronic instruments have to be calibrated?
Electronic instrument duly be retraced to national standards at consistent intervals by means of
calibration, and if essential adjusted, and simply considered with their calibration status. If it is
find that through calibration that the electronic instrument doesn’t achieve the stated desires,
the operating company must assess the strength of before obtained measurement results and
implement suitable measures with regard to the electronic instrument itself, as well as all affected
products.
During the calibration range of the instrument, calibration of an instrument is tested at lot of
points. The calibration range is the region between the limits within which a quantity is measured,
which is expressed as lower and upper limit values.
Calibration process
1. The calibration method starts with the design of the electronic instrument that needs to be
calibrated.
2. The design is capable to “hold a calibration” through its calibration break”. In other words,
the design has to be capable of measurements that are “within engineering tolerance”
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when used within the stated environmental conditions over some realistic period of time.
3. Rises the chance of the real electronic instrument execution as expected should have a
design with these characteristics.
4. Defining the calibration process is the next step. The choice of a standard or standards is
the largely noticeable part of the calibration process. Ideally, the standard has less than 1/4
of the measurement doubt of the device being adjusted.
5. The test equipment being calibrated can be just as precise as the working standard.
The calibration may influence by there may be exact connection techniques between the standard
and the device being calibrated. For example, in electronic calibrations containing analog marvels,
the impedance of the cable connections can straight affect the result.
How electronic calibration is carried out?
Electronic calibration engages stimulation or measurement of the electrical signal of the
instrument need to be calibrated with respect to a standard instrument. To ensure traceability,
known standards are utilized for calibration. These standards contain watts, volts and Amperes.
Procedure of electronic calibration
1. Periodic equipment calibration is important for ensuring the high accuracy of instrument.
Tolerances of instruments changes with time a little and as a result, equipment is doesn’t
perform accurately. Therefore calibrate the equipment if the calibration period is about to
be go beyond. The calibration period should be 6 to 12 months for most instruments.
2. Label the control test equipment and mention the dates on which instrument was calibrated
with the next due date of calibration.
3. The calibration procedure of electronic instruments depends on the complexity level of
the instrument. Most complex instruments come with specific calibration procedures of
instrument.
4. For calibration, precise adjusters are required.
5. Appropriate test equipments are also essential. Make sure that test equipments are
precise. This ensures that instruments operate at high standards.
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6. Maintain the calibration records for ensuring proper equipment maintenance. Such records
may carry the information like equipment location, its status, their serial numbers and
result of calibration test.

Exercise
1. Name this equipment

2.

Identify thist
(a) Ammeter

(b) Ohmeter

(c) Meggar

(d) voltmeter

3. It is okay to remove safeguards if you’re an experienced hand and power tool operator.
(a) True
(b) False
4. Electric tools should not be used in damp or wet locations.
(a) True
(b) False
5. A screwdriver can also be used as a chisel.
(a) True
(b) False
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5. Electrical
components assembly
Unit 5.1 – Electrical components
Unit 5.2 – Electrical symbols
Unit 5.3 – Cable assembly
Unit 5.4 – Assembling procedure

CSC/N0305
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about different electrical components required during assembly
2. Discuss about distribution box requirements i.e. mcb’s, relays, panel box, connectors etc
3. Know about electrical symbols
4. Discuss about different types of cables and accessories required during assembly
5. Know about methods and techniques of cable assembly
6. Know about wire stripping and crimping process
7. Know about soldering process
8. Discuss about ways of securing wires in the assembly
9. Know about PCB assembling procedure
10. Know about assembling electronic component with mechanical equipment process
11. Know about software selection and loading
12. Know about assembling procedure of electrical components
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Unit 5.1: Electrical components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about different electrical components
2. Know about switches, mcb’s relays, isolators etc
3. Know about solenoid, terminal blocks, panel meters, thermistors etc.

5.1.1 Switch
A switch is a segment which regulates the unclosed and close-ness of an electric circuit. Current
flow in a circuit regulates by a switch. Switches are basic segments in any circuit which needs
worker’s client cooperation or command.
A switch can just exist in one of two states: open or shut.
In the off situation, a switch resembles an open gap in the
circuit. This, as a result, resembles an open circuit, keeping
current from streaming.
In the on situation, a switch demonstrations simply like a
bit of flawlessly leading wire.This shuts the circuit, turning
the framework “on” and enabling current to stream Fig 5.1.1 Simple circuit
unobstructed through the whole framework.
Characteristics of switch
1. Actuation Method: with a specific end goal to change
starting with one situation then onto the next, a switch
must be incited. That is, some kind of physical activity
must be performed to “flip” the switch’s situation. The
activation strategy for a switch is one of its all the more
characterizing attributes.

Fig 5.1.2 Switches

Switch activation can originate from pushing, sliding, shaking, pivoting, tossing, pulling, key-
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turning, heating, magnetizing, kicking, snapping, licking,… any physical cooperation which
can make the mechanical linkages inside the switch come into, or leave out of, contact.
2. Momentary vs. Maintained: All switches can be categorized as one of two unmistakable
classes: momentary or maintained.
Maintained switches –like the light switches on your divider – remain in one condition
until impelled into another one, and afterward stay in that condition until followed up on
at the end of the day. These switches may likewise be called toggle or ON/OFF switches.
Momentary switches just stay dynamic insofar as they’re impelled. In the event that they’re
not being activated, they stay in their “off” condition.
3. Mounting Style: As with most parts, the end style of a
switch dependably boils down to either surface mount
(SMD) or through-hole (PTH).
SMD switches are littler in respect to the PTH partners.
They sit flat, on top of a PCB. SMD switches as a rule Fig 5.1.3 Mounting style switches
require a delicate touch, they’re not worked to support as much exchanging power as a
through-hole switch.
Panel mount switches – intended to sit outside a enclosure in area – are a mainstream
mounting style also. It’s difficult to flip a switch when it’s covered up inside an enclosure.
4. Poles and Throws: A switch should have no less than two terminals, first helps the current
to (conceivably) enter, second helps to (possibly) turned out.
The quantity of poles on a switch characterizes what number of independent circuits the
switch can regulate. So a switch with one pole, may just impact solo circuit. Four-pole
switch can independently regulate four unique circuits.
A switch’s throw check characterizes what number of positions each of the switch’s posts
can be associated with. For instance, each circuit (pole) in the switch can be associated
with one of two terminals if a switch has two throws.
Knowing what number of poles and throws a switch has got, it could be particularly
characterized:
•

SPST: A solitary pole, single-throws (SPST) switch is more or less straightforward. It has
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one output and one input. The switch will either
be shut or totally detached. SPSTs are ideal for onoff switching.
•

SPDT: Another basic switch-sort is the SPDT. SPDTs Fig 5.1.4 SPST switch
has got three terminals: one basic pin and two
pins which struggle to link with the normal. SPDTs
are awesome for choosing between two power
sources, swapping inputs, or whatever it is you do Fig 5.1.5 SPDT switch
with two circuits attempting to go one place.

•

DPDT: Adding another pole to the SPDT makes
a double-pole, double-throw (DPDT) switch.
Essentially two SPDT switches, which regulates
two different circuits, however are constantly Fig 5.1.6 DPDT switch
exchanged together by a solo actuator. DPDTs
ought to have six terminals.

Sorts of switches:
1. Push-button: Push-button switches are the exemplary
flitting switch. Normally these switches have a truly
pleasant, material, “clicky” input when you squeeze Fig 5.1.7 Push button switch
them. They come in a wide range of assortments: huge,
little, brilliant, illuminated (when a LED shines up through
the catch). They may be ended as through-hole, surfacemount, or even panel mount.
2. Button Matrices: Large varieties of flashing buttons, similar
to your console or considerably littler groupings like a
keypad, for the most part organize the greater part of
their switches into a major network. Each catch on the
pad is appointed a line and segment .
3. Slide Switch: Need a really basic, no-frills ON/OFF or selector switch. Slide switches might
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be for you! These switches have a tiny little nub which protrudes from the switch, and
it slides across the body into one of two (or more) positions. You’ll
usually find slide switches in SPDT or DPDT configurations.
4. Toggle Switch: Toggle switches have a long lever, which moves
in a shaking movement. As they move to another position, toggle
switches make a truly fulfilling “snap”. toggle switches are regularly
SPST (two terminals) or SPDT (three terminals).
Switch Applications

Fig 5.1.10 Toggle switch

1. On/Off Control: Amongst the majority apparent of switch applications is straightforward
on and off control. The sort of control you do each time you enter into a dim room. An
on/off switch can be actualized by basically putting a SPST switch in arrangement with an
electrical power-line. Typically the on/off switch will be kept up, similar to a flip or slide
switch, however temporary on/off switches can have their function.
2. User Input: user input is the most typical applications for
switches.
When the switch is open at paticular point, the MCU pin
connects through resistor at 5V. When switch is closed
at the particular point, the GND is specifically connected
through pin. The resistor in that circuit is a pull up
resistor, essential to inclination the input high, and keep a short to ground when the switch
is closed.

5.1.2 Limit switch
A limit switch is a switch worked by the movement of a machine part or existence of a thing.
They are utilized for controlling equipment as a major aspect of a control framework, as a wellbeing
interlocks, or to tally protests passing a point.limit switch is an electromechanical gadget that
comprises of an actuator mechanically connected to an arrangement of contacts. At the point
when a question comes into contact with the actuator, the gadget works the contacts to represent
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the moment of truth an electrical association.
Limit switches are utilized as a part of an assortment of
utilizations and conditions in view of their toughness,
simplicity of establishment, and unwavering quality of
operation. They can decide the existence or nonexistence,
passing, situating, and end of journey of an thing
Regular limit switches are manufacturing control segments
produced with an assortment of administrator sorts, Fig 5.1.12 Limit switch
including lever, roller plunger, and whisker sort. Limit switches might be straightforwardly
mechanically worked by the movement of the working lever.

5.1.3 Socket
To get the electricity for table lamp, press iron, radio, transistor
and TV etc. electrical point socket is used. Socket is available in
two forms•

Surface type

•

Flush type

It has both type of arrangements, two pin and three pin. Two
pin sockets has one pin for phase and the other one for neutral,
but the 3 pin has one more bigger pin for earthings, known as
earthing pin. For light-fan circuits socket 5A 250V grade and for
domestic power cicuits 5A/15A is used and 6 pin is also now Fig 5.1.13 Socket
common in use. Sockets are usually switch controlled.
Specification of Sockets
It includes(i) Electrical current capacity		

(ii)

Voltage grade

(iii) Number of Pins				

(iv)

Forms
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(v)

Base					

(vi)

Shape

(vii)

Color					

(viii)

Manufacturer

For Example(i) 5A, 250V, two-pin Bakelite base, rounded, surface format, black colored switch, surface
format socket, KEY make, IS certified.
(ii) 5A, 250V three-pin, porcelain base, rectangular, white colored, flash format socket, Anchor
make, IS certified

5.1.4 Plug
Plug is devise for pairing utilities like table lamp, iron press, radio, TV etc.
with electrical source to get the electricity. It is of two types1. Two Pin Plugs: This plug contains two pins to form the contact
with phase wore and neutral wire of socket. As per socket two
5A, 250V and 15A, 250V grades are available. On one pin phase Fig 5.1.14 Two pin plug
and on other pin neutral wire is attached and they provide
connection for equipments when socket is attached to it.
2. Three Pin Plugs: Apart from two pins for phase and neutral,
there is provision of third thick pin for earthling in this type
of plug, and that is why it is known as three pin plug. It is
mounted on a three pin socket. Same as socket it comes with
5A 250V and 15A 250V grade. It is used as per socket. It not Fig 5.1.15 Three pin plug
only provides electricity to equipments but also secures from electrical shocks, due to the
fact that the metal cover of the equipment gets earthed.

5.1.5 Circuit Breaker
This is a equipment designed to safeguard the electrical system of a house or building. Electrical
systems are subject to sudden overloads of electrical flow. These sudden electrical surges can
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damage electrical equipment and appliances. Even more dangerous,
these overloads can cause fires in the house.
This is where circuit breakers come in. Circuit breakers immediately
block or stop a surge of power before any damage is caused. When
there is a power surge, the circuit trips. The problem in the circuit can
be easily traced and resolved. Once the circuit is repaired, the circuit Fig 5.1.16 Circuit breaker
breaker is switched on again and it continues to operate as usual.
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Miniature circuit breaker (MCB) units have more or less replaced main switch fuse breakers.
MCBs are available for 230/415 V and 50 Hz single and triple phase circuits. They are also available
with a neutral wiring system in 16/32/40/50/63 A electric line bearing capacity.
They are used as:
•

Single Polar (SP) units

•

Single Polar Neutral (SPN) or Double Polar (DP) units

•

Triple Polar (TP) units

•

Triple Polar Neutral (TPN) or Four Polar (FP) units

Specification of Miniature Circuit Breaker

Fig 5.1.17 MCB

Certain details must be mentioned when describing a miniature circuit breaker. These details are:
•

Electrical current capacity (16A, 32A, 40A, 50A, 63A etc)

•

Voltage grade (230V/415V etc)

•

Format (SP, SPN, DP, TP, TPN etc)

•

Name of manufacturer/I.S. certification

5.1.6 Fuse
It’s a piece of wire of little resistance and it helps like sacrificial equipment to give safety during
current over loading or a short circuit. The fuse element is a metal stripe or cable, mount connecting
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a pair off of electrical terminal. The fuse element is typically
covered with a non-combustible cover.

Functions of a Fuse
A fuse wire is a material with a very low melting point so that
when excessive current flows through the circuit the wires gets
heated and melts. This results in breakage of circuit and the flow
of current is stopped.
It can avoid fire and added harm while fire mishaps occur due to short circuit or current overloads.
Such accidents include loose cables coming in contact with the ciruit, cable in connection box
contact a grounded terminal, a nail drive throughout insecure cabling or broken insulation.

Types of Fuses
Fuses are of two categories:
1. Low voltage fuses
2. High voltage fuses
Low voltage fuses: It can be classified into two sections to be
specific:
1. Semi-enclosed or Re-wireable Fuses - The ordinarily fuse
in ‘house wiring’ and little current circuits is the halfencased or re-wire able fuse. It is made of porcelain base
conveying the settled contacts to which the entering and
active live or phase cables are joined and a porcelain meld
fuse holding the circuit component, comprising of at least one strands of wire, extended
between its terminals.
2. Totally Enclosed or Cartridge Fuse - The fuse component is encased in a completely encased
box and is furnished with metal connections on either side. the wires are additionally
delegated as:
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a) D-Type: It is a non-tradable fuse involving a fuse base, connector
ring, cartridge and a fuse top. The cartridge is pressed into the fuse
cap and then the fuse cap is bolstered onto the fuse base. On entire
screwing, the cartridge tip touches the conductor and the circuit
between the two terminals is finished through the fuse connect. The
standard appraisals are 6, 16, 32, and 63 amperes.

Fig 5.1.21 D-Type fuse

b) Link Type: These fuses have a specific identified as breaking limit which ought to have a
high rate.

High voltage fuses
High voltage high power fuses are separate defensive switching gadgets utilized up to 115 kV.
They are utilized as a part of energy supply systems and for dispersion employments. High voltage
fuses are utilized to secure instrument transformers utilized for power metering. Pole mounted
appropriation transformers are about constantly ensured by high voltage fuses.
High power fuses utilize fusible components made of silver, copper or tin to give steady and
unsurprising execution. High voltage fuses encompass the fusible connection with gas-developing
substances, for example, boric corrosive. At the point when the fuses blow, heat from the arc
makes the boric corrosive advance into vast volumes of gasses. The related high pressure (regularly
more prominent than 100 environments) and cooling gasses quickly extinguish the subsequent
circular segment. The hot gasses are then dangerously removed out of the finishes of the fuses.
Such fuses must be utilized outside.
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5.1.7 Electric relay
Electric relay is programmed equipment which detects a strange
state of electrical circuit and shuts its contacts down. These in turn
close and finish the electrical switch trip loop circuit thus makes the
electrical switch stumbled for disengaging the flawed part of the
electrical circuit from rest of the sound circuit.
Relays are ordinarily uses to switch little current in a control circuit Fig 5.1.22 Relay
and don’t generally control devouring devices except for little motors and Solenoids that draw low
amps. Regardless, exchanges can “control” greater voltages and amperes by having an escalating
impact in light of the way that a little voltage associated with a relays coil can achieve a generous
voltage being traded by the contacts.Defensive relays can keep away from equipment harm by
recognizing electrical irregularities, including overcurrent, undercurrent, over-burdens and turn
arount current.

Working of relay
At the point when power moves through the
primary circuit
1. It initiates the electromagnet (brown),
creating a magnetic field (blue) that pulls in
a contact (red) and trigger the second circuit
2. When the power is turned off, a spring pulls
the contact back to its unique position,
turning the second circuit off once more

Shorts of Relays

Fig 5.1.23 Working of relay

These are either solid-state relays or electro-mechanical.
•

In electro-mechanical relays (EMR), magnetic drive are use to open or shut the contacts.

•

With solid-state relays (SSR), shutting is absolutely electronic and contacts are not required.
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5.1.8 Sensors
Sensors are advanced gadgets which are habitually utilize to recognize and react to optical or
electrical signs. It changes over the physical parameter (for instance: circulatory strain, temperature,
stickiness, speed, and so forth.) into an indication that can be electrically measured. How about we
clarify the case of temperature. The glass of mercury thermometer extends and gets the fluid to
change over the deliberate temperature that is perused through a watcher on the adjusted tube
of glass.
In our everyday life we much of the time utilize diverse sorts of sensors in a few applications, for
example, IR sensorused for Television remotes, Passive Infrared sensor utilized to programmed
shopping centers entryway/door entry opening system and LDR sensor utilized for lighting outside
areas or road framework lighting , etc.

Criteria to choose a Sensor
Elements which must be considered wisely when we choose a sensor. Followings are mentioned
below:
1. Precision
2. Environmental condition - generally has restrictions for humidity and temprature
3. Range - Measurement end points of sensor
4. Calibration - Basic for most by far of the measuring gadgets as the readings gets changed
with time
5. Resolution - Smallest augmentation recognized through sensor
6. Costing
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7. Repeatability - The perusing that changes is again and again measured under a same
circumstance

Classification of Sensors
The sensors are characterized into the following criteria:
1. Primary Input amount
2. Transduction standards (Using physical and chemical effects)
3. Material and Technology
4. Property
5. Application

Different Types Of Sensors With Their Applications
Normal uses of different sorts of sensors, for instance, use
of Speed sensor for synchronizing the speed of various
engines, Temperature sensor application for industrial Fig 5.1.25 Speed sensors
temperature control, utilization of the PIR sensor for customized gateway opening structure,
Ultrasonic sensor application for distance estimation, etc., are discussed underneath:
1. Speed Sensor: used for distinguishing pace of a thing or vehicle is called as Speed sensor.
There are various sorts of sensors to distinguish
the speed, for instance, Wheel speed sensors,
speedometers, LIDAR, ground speed radar,
pitometer logs, doppler radar, speed pointers,
pitot tubes and so forth.
Speed synchronization of various engines in
industries utilizing remote technology is a run of
the mill utilization of the speed sensor.

Fig 5.1.26 Temperature sensors

2. Temperature Sensor: A device which gives temperature estimation as an electrical sign is
called as Temperature sensor. This electrical sign will be as electrical voltage and is relating
to the temperature estimation.
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There are several sorts of sensors used for measuring temperature, for instance, Contact
sort temperature sensors, Non-contact sort temperature sensors. These are futher gathered
as Mechanical temperature sensors like Thermometer and Bimetal. Electrical temperature
sensors like Resistance thermometer, Thermocouple, Silicon band gap temperature sensor
and Thermistor.
Outline of Industrial Temperature Controller for controlling temperature of gadgets
utilized as a part of mechanical applications is one of the every now and again utilized
viable utilizations of the temperature sensor. In this circuit, a computerized thermometer
is utilized as a temperature sensor.
3. PIR Sensor: An electronic sensor used for measuring the infrared light radiation
delivered from objects in its field of view is called as a
PIR sensor or Pyroelectric sensor. Every thing that has a
temperature above preeminent zero exude warm energy
as radiation transmitting at infrared wavelengths which
is unnoticeable

to the human eye, however can be

recognized by remarkable electronic gadgets, for instance, Fig 5.1.27 Ultrasonic sensor
PIR movement identifiers.
Programmed Door Opening System is a typical use of PIR sensors which is anticipated
customized for entryway closing and opening operations in perspective of body
development near the entryway.
4. Ultrasonic Sensor: The rule of ultrasonic sensor resembles sonar or radar in which
interpretation of echoes from radio or sound waves to evaluate the properties of an
objective by creating the high-frequencysound waves (around 40kHz). The transducer
used for changing over energy into ultrasound or sound waves with ranges above human
hearing degree is known as a ultrasonic transducer.
The distance measurement at out of reach areas is for constant use of ultrasonic sensors.
The circuit comprises of a microcontroller, LCD display and ultrasonic module.
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5.1.9 Contactors
A contactor is an electrically controlled switch used for exchanging an
electrical circuit, similar to a relay aside with greater current appraisals.
It is controlled by a circuit with greater power level than the switched
circuit.
Contactors ordinarily have various contacts, and those contacts are
typically (however not generally) regularly open, so power to the load
is stopped when the loop is de-stimulated. Maybe the most well-known modern use for contactors
is the control of electric engines.
Features of Contactors
•

A contactor is a relay that is used for trading power..

•

They generally controls overwhelming burdens like an electric engine, warming/lighting
equipment’s etc.

•

Though their yield is used for trading high loads, they are controlled by a circuit with a
littler power.

•

As per heaps they handle, they move in sizes from a little gadgets to as huge as a yard.

•

Though they are used for trading purposes, they don’t meddle with a short-circuit current
like an circuit breaker.

•

They have positioning running from a breaking current of two or three amperes and 24 DC
volts to countless with various kilo volts.

Contactor – Design and Construction
Like a relay a contactor likewise has
1. Contact
2. Spring
3. Electromagnet

The contact part of the contactor consolidates the power contacts and moreover the assistant
contacts. The power contacts grabs the power for the contactor and the aide contacts is acclimated
to carry a circle with the straggling leftovers of whatever is left of the devices it is joined to. These
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contacts are related with the contact springs.
The contacts are controlled by the electromagnet. These electromagnets give the fundamental
energy to the contacts and make them close. Both these contacts and electromagnet are encased
in a packaging which is ordinarily made of protecting materials. For untouchable contactors,
an open-frame contactor is normally
used. This will give a more noticeable
assurance from oil, tidy, atmosphere and
from impact.
Contactors are moreover used as a piece
of DC circuits. For their use in DC circuits,
magnetic blowouts are furthermore
used. The use of blowout coils help
in expanding and moving the electric
roundabout section. The electric arcs can Fig 5.1.29 Working of contactor
be AC or DC. An AC arc segment will have can be easily extinguished due to low current attributes.

Working of Contactor
As contactors are used for high-current load applications they are proposed to control and decrease
the arc made when the overwhelming engine streams are meddled. Other than the low current
contacts, they are in like manner setup with Normally Open contacts. These are devices which
handle more than 20 Amperes current and more than 100 Kilo Watts power.
The contactor has an AC/DC accessible driven loop input. This will depend upon the essential. This
loop will for the most part be controlled by a lesser current PLC. They can be controlled by the
engine voltage. Coil chain of motor may have related with either control the accelerating or even
the resistance.
Right when current is experienced the contactor, the electromagnet starts to create, making an
magnetic field. In this way the focal point of the contactor starts to bend up. This technique help
with fortifying the moving contact. Subsequently the moving and settled contacts make a short
circuit. Through these lines the current is experienced them to the accompanying circuit. The
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armature coil gets high voltage in the fundamental position. This reduces when the metal focus
goes into the coil. Exactly when the current is ended, the coil gets de-engaged and in this way the
contacts get open circuited.

Ratings of Contactor
Pole of the contactor hepls in evaluations of a contactor. It also depends on factors like fault
withstand current, coil voltage and so on. According to their rating, contactors are classified into
the following.
•

AC1 – Non-inductive rows

•

AC2 – Contactors for beginning of slip-ring motors

•

AC3 – Starting of squirrel-cage motors and turning off simply after the engine is up to
speed.

•

AC4 – Starting of squirrel-cage motors with inching and plugging duty.

•

AC11 – Auxiliary control circuits

Contactor Apllications
•

Lighting control

•

Magnetic starter

5.1.10 Isolator
Isolator is a mechanical switch which isolates a part
of circuit from system as when required. Electrical
isolators separate a part of the system from rest for
safe maintenance works.
Isolator is a manually operated mechanical switch
which separates a part of the electrical power system
normally at off load condition. Hence, it is also called
as a disconnector or disconnecting switch.
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There are different types of isolators available depending upon system requirement such as
1. Double Break Isolator
2. Single Break Isolator
3. Pantograph type Isolator.
Depending upon the position in power system, the isolators can be categorized as
1. Bus side isolator – the isolator is directly connected with main bus
2. Line side isolator – the isolator is situated at line side of any feeder
3. Transfer bus side isolator – the isolator is directly connected with transfer bus.

5.1.11 Grommet
A grommet is a ring or edge strip installed into
a hole through thin material, usually a sheet of
material texture, sheet metal/composite of carbon
fiber, wood or honeycomb.
They may be used to abstain from tearing or
scratched zone of the pierced material or security
from scratched region of the insurance on the wire,
cable, line being controlled through the invasion
and to cover sharp edges of the piercing
Electrical wires, string, rope, lacings, or other sensitive defenseless material experiencing the
crevice can advance toward getting to be rubbed or cut, or electrical assurance may break as a
result of reiterated flexing at the leave point. Versatile, plastic or plastic secured metal grommets
are used to avoid this. The grommet could in like manner secure the wiring/cabling from corrupting
from earth, air, water, etc.
Grommets made of flexible or other adaptable material are also used to constrain the transmission
of vibration. They were extensively used for mounting shock fragile PC circle drives, particularly
in hardware subject to vibration or knocking, however are not ordinarily used with more solid
present day drives.
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5.1.12 Choke coil
A choke coil is a part utilized as a part of electrical circuits
to enable DC current to course through while restricting AC
current from passing. These coils are utilized as a part of
various electrical gadgets. At the point when utilized as a
major aspect of a radio’s hardware, it can be categorized as
one of two frequency classes: audio or radio. Those utilized
as a part of circuits with higher frequencies utilize diverse
center materials than those utilized as a part of lower
frequency circuits.
The choke coil works since it goes about as an inductor. At the point when the current going through
changes, as AC currents do, it commonly makes a magnetic field in the loop that conflicts with that
current. This property, known as inductance, restricts the greater part of the AC current from going
through. Thus, currents that don’t change, for example, DC currents, can proceed through while
those that do are hindered by the extremely attractive field they made.
At the center of this part is a material used to create its magnetic field. Coils used to channel higher
frequencies may utilize an air-core or a ferrite core, while bring down frequency coils may utilize
an iron core. The material in the core decides the quality of the magnetic field and the inductance
rate of the coil.
While picking the best sort to use in a circuit, the engineer will take a gander at the voltage, the
DC resistance of the coil, and the level of inductance. These components figure out which loop will
most productively go through the right streams while hindering the undesirable ones.

5.1.13 Panel meters
Galvanometer
A galvanometer is an electromechanical instrument for perceiving and deciding electric current.
The most generally perceived usage of galvanometers was as basic measuring instruments, called
ammeters, used to evaluate the immediate current (stream of electric charge) through an electric
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circuit.
In galvanometer, when direct current (DC) travels by
coil, then it makes an magnetic field. This field exhibits
against the ceaseless magnet. The coil turns, pushing
against the spring, and moves the pointer. The hand
centers at a scale exhibiting the electric current. Vigilant
diagram of the pole pieces ensures that the magnetic
field is uniform, for the exact deviation of the pointer is
relative to the current.
Most present day utilizations are in positioning and
control frameworks. They are utilized as a part of a few sorts of printing machines,military
applications, space systems, laser-based standardized bar-code scanner and imaging applications

Voltmeter
A voltmeter is an instrument utilized for measuring electrical
potential distinction between two focuses in an electric circuit.
Voltmeters are made in an extensive variety of styles. Instruments
forever mounted in a board are utilized to screen generators or
other fixed apparatus. Convenient instruments, normally prepared
to likewise quantify current and resistance as a multimeter, are
standard test instruments utilized as a part of electrical and
electronics work.
Voltmeters working on the electrostatic guideline utilize the shared repugnance between two
charged plates to avoid a pointer connected to a spring. Meters of this sort draw negligible current
yet are delicate to voltages over around 100 volts and work with either alternating or direct current.
A digital voltmeter (DVM) measures an obscure input voltage by changing over the voltage to a
computerized value and afterward shows the voltage in numeric figure.
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5.1.14 Safety interlock
Most switchboards and engine control centres
are ﬁtted with an assortment of electrical and
mechanical safety interlocking gadgets.
Types of interlocking method
Typically in industry, interlocking gadgets have
a two sorts of strategy, for example, electrical
and mechanical control. Their fundamental
purposes for interlocking framework are:
•

Automatically ‘Trip’ the switching gadget while it is persisting load or fault current.

•

To avoid the switching device from being ‘on’ position amid set ‘off’ position.

•

Opening of access doors or panels prior to setting the switching device in its ‘off’ position.

•

To separate the entrance by human administrators while the framework stimulated.

•

To maintain a strategic distance from simple access to the bus bars when the switching
gadgets in ON position

•

To keep earthing switches from being shut on to live circuits or bus bars.

•

Incorrect electrical operation of an unpredictable procedure framework in which different
outside devices,motors or pumps are personally related.

•

To keep away from pump or electrical engine work or running other than their grouping
incidentally.

Mechanical interlocking device
We can utilize a mechanical gadget, for example, castle, keys, levers, limit switch, latches, bolt and
shutters to interlocking the system. For instance an oil pump must be running before the machine
driven engine is begin for operation.
For switchgear likes Vacuum electrical switch (VCB) or Air electrical switch (ACB), generally utilizes
a mechanical interlocking system.Normally it utilizes a levers and shutter to detach from bus bars
or to avoid stimulated by chance incidentally amid OFF position.
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Electrical interlocking device
In mechanization industry, the renowned gadgets for electrical interlocking are utilizing
Relays,Sensor,PLC, or electronic rationale. Electrical interlocking is likewise used to guarantee that
specific closing and tripping capacities occur in a specific grouping.
Amid build plan the circuit control, they should incorporate the interlocking gadget. It is the one of
significant things for electrical control board.

5.1.15 Rectifiers
A rectifier diode lets electrical current flow in
only one direction and is mainly used for power
supply operation. Rectifier diodes can handle
higher current flow than regular diodes and are
generally used in order to change alternating
current into direct current.
A rectifier can take the shape of several different
physical forms such as solid-state diodes, vacuum
tube diodes, mercury arc valves, silicon-controlled rectifiers and various other silicon-based
semiconductor switches.
Rectifiers are used in various devices, including:
•

DC power supplies

•

Radio signals or detectors

•

Generating current opposes basic power

•

As existence of flame is identified by flame rectification

•

Power transmission systems of high-votage DC

•

Several family machines utilize power rectifiers to make control, similar to scratch notebooks
or tablets, computer game frameworks and TVs.
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Rectifier has distinctive waveforms and can contain more then one diode in particular arrangments,
for example:
•

Half Wave: Either the negative or positive portion of the AC wave is passed in half-wave
rectification of a single-phase supply, while the rest is blocked. Since just a single portion
of information waveform achieves the yield, mean voltage is lesser. Half-wave rectification
requires a solitary diode in a solitary stage supply, or three out of a three-phase supply.

•

Full Wave: A full-wave rectifier changes over the whole of the info waveform to one of
relentless extremity (positive or negative) at its yield. Full-wave rectification changes over
the two polarities of the info waveform to throbbing DC, and yields a higher typical yield
voltage. Two diodes and an inside tapped transformer, or four diodes in a framework
arrangement and any AC source (checking a transformer without focus tap), are required.

•

Single-Phase AC: If the transformer is focus tapped then two diodes can shape a full-wave
rectifier. Four diodes arranged in a platform are required if there is no inside tap.

•

Three-Phase AC: Three sets of diodes are generally used

5.1.16 Battery
In the cutting edge period, electrical energy is regularly changed over from mechanical energy ,
solar energy, and chemical energy and so on. A battery is a gadget that believers chemical energy
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to electrical energy.
Batteries can be found in various sizes. A battery might be as little as a
shirt catch or might be so enormous in measure that an entire room will
be required to introduce a battery bank. With this variety of sizes, the
battery is utilized anyplace from little wrist watches to a vast ship.
We frequently observe this image in many outlines of electrical and
electronics system. This is the most prevalently utilized image for battery.
The greater lines speak to positive terminal of the cells and littler lines
speak to negative terminal of the cells associated in the battery.

How do batteries work?
There are three areas in batteries, an anode (- ), a
cathode (+), and the electrolyte. The cathode and
anode (the positive and negative sides at either end of
a standard battery) are trapped to an electrical circuit..
The chemical responses in the battery causes a
development of electrons at the anode. This outcomes
in an electrical distinction between the anode and the
cathode. The electrons needs to revamp themselves
to dispose of this discrepancy. Be that as it may, they
do this in a particular manner. Electrons repulse
one another and attempt to go to a place with less Fig 5.1.41 Working of battery
electrons.
In a battery, the principle place to go is to the cathode. Regardless, the electrolyte shields the
electrons from going straight from the anode to the cathode inside the battery. Right when the
circuit is closed (a wire relates the cathode and the anode) the electrons will have the ability to
get to the cathode. In the photograph over, the electrons encounter the wire, lighting the bulb in
transit. This is one strategy for delineating how electrical potential makes electrons course through
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the circuit.
In any case, these electrochemical systems adjusts the chemicals in anode and cathode to make
them quit giving electrons. So there is a limited measure of vitality available in a battery.
When you restore a battery, you adjust the course of the stream of electrons using another power
source, for example, sunlight based boards/solar panels. The electrochemical procedures occur
backward, and the anode and cathode are reestablished to their unique state and can again give
full power.

Batteries are classified into primary and secondary forms:
•

Primary batteries irreversibly change chemical energy to electrical energy . Right when the
supply of reactants is drained, energy can’t be instantly restored to the battery.

•

Secondary batteries can be energized; that is, they can have their synthetic reactions
pivoted by giving electrical energy source to the cell, generally restoring back to their
starting organization.

5.1.17 Power supplies
A power supply is an electronic device that arrangements electric energy to an electrical load.
The fundamental limit of a power supply is to change more than one sort of electrical energy to
another and, subsequently, control supplies are as a less than dependable rule implied as electric
power converters.
Some power supplies are different, stay single devices, while others are joined with greater devices
nearby their loads. All power supplies have a power input, which gets energy from the energy
source, and a power yield that passes on energy to the load.
A DC Power Supply Unit (typically called a PSU) getting power from the AC mains (line) supply plays
out different endeavors:
1. It changes (by and large diminishes) the level of supply to an esteem appropriate for
conveying the load circuit.
2. It creates a DC supply out of the mains (or line) supply AC sine wave.
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3. It shields any AC from appearing at the supply yield.
4. It will ensure that the yield voltage is kept at a consistent level, independent of changes in:
a) The AC supply voltage at the supply input.
b) The Load current drawn from the supply yield.
c) Temperature.
The fundamental building blocks of a directed dc control supply are as per the following:

1. A step down transformer
2. A rectifier
3. A DC filter
4. A regulator

Operation of Regulated Power Supply
Step Down Transformer
A phase down transformer will wander down the voltage from the ac mains to the important
voltage level. The turn’s extent of the transformer is so adjusted, for instance, to get the required
voltage esteem. The yield of the transformer is given as a commitment to the rectifier circuit.

Rectification
Rectifier is an electronic circuit involving diodes which finishes the amendment/correction
methodology. Correction is the route toward changing over a substituting voltage or current into
comparing direct (DC) sum. The contribution to a rectifier is AC however its yield is unidirectional
throbbing DC. Regularly a full wave rectifier or a bridge rectifier is used to correct both the half
cycles of the ac supply (full wave rectfication).
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DC Filteration
The amended voltage from the rectifier is a throbbing DC voltage containing great measure of
ripple substance, along these filter is used. Various sorts of filters are used, for instance, Choke
input filters, π type filter, capacitor filters , LC filters.

Regulation
This is the last piece in a managed DC control supply. The yield voltage or current will change or
shift when there is change in the commitment from ac mains or due to advance in stack current
at the yield of the directed power supply or in view of various factors like change in temperature.
This issue can be wiped out by using a regulator. A regulator will keep up the yield enduring despite
when changes at the information or some different changes happen. Transistor arrangement
controller, Fixed and variable IC controller or a zener diode worked in the zener region can be used
depending upon their applications.

Power supply purposes
•

Computer power supply

•

Electric Vehicle power supply

•

Welding power supply

•

Aircraft power supply

•

AC adapter

5.1.17.1 Switch mode power supplies
Switch-mode control supply is the electronic power supply facilitated with the switching regulator
for changing over the electrical power capably beginning with one shape then onto the following
casing with favored characteristic. It is used to get directed DC yield voltage from unregulated AC
or DC input voltage.
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Switch mode power supply
Like other power supplies, switch-mode control supply is a puzzled circuit that arrangements
control from a source to loads.
Not in any manner like a direct power supply, the pass transistor of a trading mode supply
incessantly switches between low-dissipation, all out and full-off states, and puts beside no time in
the high dissipation transition, which limits wasting of energy.
Most of electronic DC loads are given from standard power sources. Shockingly, standard source
voltages may not be equivalent to the levels required by chip, motors, LEDs, or different burdens,
especially when the source voltage is not controlled. Battery-filled devices are prime instances of
the issue: the ordinary voltage of a standard Li+ cell or NiMH stack is either too high/low or drops
too far in the midst of discharge to be used as a piece of standard applications.
Advantages and disadvantages
•

The principle preferred standpoint of the exchanging power supply is more noteworthy
effectiveness than linear regulators in light of the fact that the switching transistor disperses
little power when going about as a switch.

•

Other preferences incorporate littler size and lighter weight from the end of overwhelming
line-frequency transformers, and similar heat produced. Standby power misfortune is
frequently a great deal not as much as transformers.

•

Disadvantages incorporate more prominent multifaceted nature, the era of high-adequacy,
high-frequency energy that the low-pass filter must restrict to maintain a strategic distance
from electromagnetic interference(EMI), a ripple voltage at the switching frequency and
the harmonic frequencies thereof.

•

Very minimal effort SMPSs may couple electrical switching clamor back onto the mains
control line, causing impedance with A/V hardware associated with a similar stage. Nonpower-factor-amended SMPSs additionally cause harmonic mutilation.
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5.1.18 Thermistors
Thermistor is a temperature responsive gadget. On the off chance that the temperature shifts, at
that point the resistance of the thermistor either increments or reduces. By utilizing this property,
we can utilize it as a temperature sensor. While for most by far of the metals the resistance increases
with temperature, the thermistors respond differently to the temperature and their resistance
reduces with the development in temperature. Since the resistance of thermistors is dependent on
the temperature, they can be related in the electrical
circuit to gauge the temperature of the body.
There are two sorts of thermistor, those with a
resistance that rises with temperature (Positive
Temperature Coefficient – PTC) and those with a
resistance that diminishes with temperature (Negative
Temperature Coefficient – NTC).
The thermistors are comprised of ceramic kind of
semiconducting materials. They are for the most part
made out of oxides of manganese, nickel and cobalt
having the resistivities if around 100 to 450,000 ohmcm. Thermistors are accessible in different shapes like Fig 5.1.44 Thermistors
disc, bar, washer, bead and so forth.

Advantages of Thermistors
1. At the point when the resistors are related in the electrical circuit, warm is scattered in
the circuit due to stream of current. This glow tends to manufacture the temperature of
the resistor in view of which their resistance changes. For the thermistor the particular
estimation of the resistance comes at the given encompassing conditions as a result of
which the effect of this warmth is diminished.
2. In specific cases even the incorporating conditions keep changing, this is compensated by
the negative temperature characteristics of the thermistor. This is extremely useful against
the materials that have positive resistance attributes for the temperature.
3. The thermistors are used for the estimation of temperature, and also pressure, fluid level,
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power and so on.
4. They are in like manner used as the controls, over-burden defenders, giving notices etc.
5. The size of the thermistors is pretty much nothing and they are low in cost. Regardless,
since their size is little they should be worked at cut down current levels.

Thermistor applications:
There are numerous applications for a thermistor, three of the most well known are recorded
beneath.
•

Temperature sensing: The most evident application for a thermistor is to gauge temperature,
they are utilized to do this in an extensive variety of items, for example, indoor regulators.

•

In rush current limiting: In this application the thermistor is utilized to at first contradict
the stream of current (by containing a high resistance) into a circuit. At that point as the
thermistor warms up (because of the stream of power through the gadget) its resistance
drops letting current stream all the more effectively.

•

Circuit protection: In this application the thermistor is utilized to ensure a circuit by
restricting the measure of current that can stream into it. In the event that an excessive
amount of current begins to stream into a circuit through the thermistor this makes the
thermistor to heat. This thusly builds the resistance of the thermistor diminishing the
current that can stream into the circuit.

5.1.19 Junction box and terminal block
5.1.19.1 Junction box
Electrical junction boxes are gadgets that hold the wiring junction or convergences that permit the
wiring in the home or open working to interface with the fundamental power supply given by a
nearby utility. The primary reason for an junction box is to disguise the electrical intersections from
locate. Normally built with the utilization of metal or hard plastic, the outward presentation of the
container is either a square or rectangular outline. Without a junction box, you just can’t have a
wide range of sorts of electrical outlets, switches, or data hook ups.
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Junction boxes can be utilized to interface extra attachments to
circuits, include lighting focuses, broaden circuits, and all in all
they are a method for getting power from a current source and
taking it elsewhere.

Junction Box Terminals and Wiring
Junction boxes accompanied either 3, 4, 5 or 6 terminals
so work our which you should finish your venture. The
terminals are the place at which the associations will be
made by embeddings the wire center from either side or
the wiring run and after that screwing the terminal near
make a safe electrical intersection and join.
Basically there are three sorts of terminal that are
utilized as a part of an junction box - these are:
1. Single screw terminal – The terminal has one screw which is screwed closed on to the
link focuses being united to secure them in all cases single affiliation point. These are
normally found in the Standard junction box, and permit
the association of a bigger number or sizes of cable centers
than the other terminal sorts
2. Bussbar screw terminals – The link centers are embedded
into their own particular openings and after that secured
by screwing down on them to trap them safely. Ensure
that the terminal opening is adequately extensive for the Fig 5.1.47 Single screw junction box
cable center to fit. These terminals are moderately
speedy and simple to work with.
3. Easy connect/maintenance free terminals - the
cable centers are each embedded into their own
particular opening in the terminal. The cables
are either secured by levers, or are push fit. The Fig 5.1.48 Bus bar screw junction box
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quantity of centers that can be associated at
every terminal is restricted by the quantity
of openings in every terminal – Generally 2
to 8. They rush to interface and simple to
utilize.

Fig 5.1.49 Easy connect junction box

Wiring a Junction Box
This area discloses how to wire a customary or standard style junction box. It doesn’t make a
difference about the rating or number of terminals, the procedure is the same for each situation.
Joining Two Sections of Wire Together
1. Double checking that the power is off and interface your junction box demonstrated as
follows:
2. Creating a Spur using a Junction Box
On the off chance that you need to
goad off from a present circuit to give
power to another attachment of light,
once more, ensure the power is off and Fig 5.1.50 (a) & (b) Wiring of junction box
the circuit is secluded and wire your junction box utilizing the technique beneath.
3. Fixing cables into the Junction Box
The cables should be stripped to uncover the link centers, yet guarantee that you don’t do
this back past the intersection box itself. The cables leaving the intersection box ought to
be done and set up.
The connection focuses ought to be stripped before being inserted into the terminals.
Endeavor to reveal minimal measure of the conductor as required. 10mm will be frequently
satisfactory for this.
Use green and yellow earth sheathing to cover the earth which will without a doubt be
uncovered.
Junction boxes must be settled positively to a firm, reasonable surface and should be available.
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5.1.19.2 Terminal block
A terminal block is a screw-sort electrical
connector where the wires are clasped down to
the metal part by a screw. It is a connector which
enables more than one circuit to interface with
another circuit. It frequently contains two long
aluminum or copper strips that are intended to Fig 5.1.51 Terminal block
interface distinctive segments. These strips
make a bus bar for power appropriation
that is sent to the associated segments.
A barrier strip is made out of a few screw
terminals.
Steps for using a terminal block
1. Terminal Block Type: Look at the
electrical hardware you are dealing
with to perceive what sort of Fig 5.1.52 Different types of terminal blocks
association it requires; ordinarily you will have either a screw-in or plug-in connection.
Screw-in wires are put in to the terminal piece and screwed in position, and they are most
regular for hardware that does not require high voltage safety.
2. Choose Terminal Block: Once you know the kind of connection that is needed, you have
to locate a terminal piece that fits whatever remains of your prerequisites. Consider what
space you have for the connection and what number of wires should be associated. Terminal
pieces are provided in an assortment of shapes and sizes, so you ought to have the capacity
to discover one that suits your necessities.
ext, pick the right appraising. Three, five, 15, or
30 Amp terminal pieces are broadly accessible.
3. Secure Screw-in Connection: Always ensure that
any electrical hardware is killed before starting
work. For a screw-in connection, you should
strip a little measure of the protection from the Fig 5.1.53 Screwing connection in terminal block
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finish of the wire. Typically, around one inch is adequate however this will rely upon the
part. Unscrew the holding screw from the terminal piece at that point embed the wire into
the opening. Fix the screw into hole. Ensure that it is completely fixed in light of the fact
that if the wire is left free, it will start to warm up and liquefy the insulation.
4. Secure Plug-in Connection: Place the terminal block and connect the electrical wires to
it, interfacing the male terminal to the female port. Press solidly to guarantee that the
association is secure and won’t come free in case of any consequent advancement.
5. Test Equipment: Once you have made every one of the associations with the terminal
piece, test your hardware to ensure it works effectively.

5.1.20 Solenoid
A solenoid is a loop of protected or enameled wire twisted on a bar molded frame made of strong
iron, strong steel, or powdered iron. Gadgets of this kind can be utilized as electromagnets, as
inductors in electronic circuits.

A solenoid is only a coil of wire, however when you run a current through it, you make an
electromagnet.

Uses of Electromagnet Solenoids
Electromagnetic solenoids discover utilizes everywhere throughout the world. They’re in inn
entryway locks, water-pressure valves in AC systems and cooling frameworks, MRI machines, hard
plate drives, speakers, mouthpieces, control plants, and autos. You can barely swing a bat without
hitting a solenoid.
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5.1.20.1 Polarity of a solenoid
There are some basic principles to enable you to discover which end of an electromagnet is north
and which is south.
a) Direction of the current round the closures of the curl of wire (we can call a straight loop of
wire a solenoid). Take a gander at the closures of the coil all things considered; the heading
of the current takes after the course of the letters N and S for north and south.

Fig 5.1.55 Direction of current in solenoid

b) the right hand grip rule
i.

For a solenoid, on the off chance that you
envision holding the solenoid with your right
hand so your fingers take after the bearing of
the current then your thumb will point towards
the NORTH end of the electromagnet.
Fig 5.1.56 Direction of current in electromagnet

ii. For a straight wire, in case you imagine grumbling the wire with your correct hand
with your thumb toward the present then your fingers will show the orientation of the
attractive field round the wire demonstrating from NORTH SOUTH.
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Unit 5.2: Electronic symbols

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about various electronic symbols

5.2.1 Electronic symbols
The symbols for different electronic devices are shown below. Click on each link given below to
view the symbols. Apart from the circuit symbols, each device are also designated a short name.
Though these names are not approved as standard notations, they are commonly used by most
people. These designations are also given in the list.
Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

Wires
Wire

Used to interface one segment to another.

Wires Joined

One gadget might be associated with another
through wires. This is spoken to by drawing
“blobs” on the point where they are shorted.

Un-joined Wires

At the point when circuits are drawn a few
wires may not touch others. This must be
appeared by crossing over them or by drawing
them without blobs. In any case, connecting
is usually rehearsed as there won’t emerge
any perplexity.

Power Supplies
Cell

Used to provide a provision to a circuit.

Battery

A battery has more than a cell and is utilized
for a similar reason. The littler terminal is
negative and the bigger one is positive.
Shortened as “B”.
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

DC Supply

Utilized as a DC power supply, that is, the
current will dependably stream one way.

AC Supply

Utilized as AC power supply, that is, the
current will continue exchanging directions.

Fuse

Utilized as a part of circuits where a likelihood
of extreme current streams. The fuse will
break the circuit if exorbitant current streams
and spares alternate gadgets from harm.

Transformer

Utilized as an ac power supply. Comprises
of two loops, the primary and secondary
that are connected together through an
iron center. There is no manual association
between the two coils. The guideline of
common inductance is utilized to get power.
Truncated as ‘T’.

Earth/Ground

Utilized as a part of electronic circuits to
speak to the 0 volts of the power supply. It
can likewise be characterized as the real
earth, when it is connected in radio circuits
and power circuits.

Resistor
Resistor

A resistor is utilized to confine the measure of
current course through a gadget. Condensed
as ‘R’.

Rheostat

A rheostat is utilized to control the current
stream with two contacts. Pertinent in
controlling light brightness, capacitor charge
rate, and so on.

Potentiometer

A potentiometer is utilized to control the
voltage stream and has three contacts. Have
applications in changing a mechanical edge
change to an electrical parameter. Curtailed
as ‘POT’.

Capacitor
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

Capacitor

Capacitor is a gadget that is utilized to
accumulate electrical energy. It comprises
of two metals plates that are isolated by a
dielectric. It is relevant as a filter, that is, to
restrict DC signals and permit AC signals.
Contracted with the letter ‘C’.

Capacitor – Polarized

Capacitor can be utilized as a part of a clock
circuit by including a resistor.

Variable Capacitor

Used to shift the capacitance by turning the
handle. A sort of variable capacitor is the
trimmer capacitor that is little in estimate.
The documentations are all the same.

Diode
Diode

A diode is utilized to enable electric current
to stream in just a single heading. Shortened
as ‘D’.

Light Emitting Diode
(LED)

LED is utilized to discharge light when a
current is gone through the gadget. It is
curtailed as LED.

Zener Diode

After a breakdown voltage, the gadget
enables current to stream in the turnaround
course also. It is contracted as ‘Z’.

Photo Diode

Photodiode fills in as a photo detector and
changes over light into its comparing voltage
or current.

Transistor

NPN Transistor

This is a transistor with a layer of P-doped
semiconductor settled amid two layers of
N-doped semiconductors that go about as
the emitter and collector. Abridged as ‘Q.

PNP Transistor

This is a transistor with a layer of N-doped
semiconductor settled between two layers of
P-doped semiconductors that go about as the
emitter and collector. Contracted as ‘Q’.
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

Phototransistor

The working of a phototransistor is like that
of a bipolar transistor with a distinction that
it changes over light into its corresponding
current. The phototransistor can likewise go
about as a photodiode if the emitter is not
associated.

Field Effect Transistor

A FET has three terminals: Gate, Source
and Drain. FET has an electric field which
controls the conductivity of a channel in a
semiconductor substance.

N-Channel Junction
FET

The Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET) is
the least difficult kind of FET with applications
in Switching and voltage variable resistor.
In an N-channel JFET an N-sort silicon bar
has two littler bits of P-sort silicon material
diffused on each sides of its center part,
shaping P-N junctions.

P-Channel Junction
FET

P-channel JFET is comparable in development
to N-channel JFET with the exception of that
P-sort semiconductor base is sandwiched
between two N-sort junctions. For this
situation dominant part carriers are gaps.

Meters
Voltmeter

Voltmeter is utilized to gauge the voltage at
one point in the circuit.

Ammeter

An Ammeter is utilized to gauge the current
that goes through the circuit at a specific
point

Galvanometer

A galvanometer is utilized to quantify little
currents in the request of 1 milli ampere or
less.

Ohmmeter

Resistance of the circuit is estimated utilizing
an Ohmmeter.
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description
An oscilloscope is utilized to quantify the
voltage and era of signs alongside their shape
display.

Oscilloscope
Sensors

Light Dependent
Resistor (LDR)

It is shortened as LDR. Light Dependent
Resistor is utilized to change over light into
its corresponding resistance. Rather than
straightforwardly measuring the light, it
detects the warmth substance and changes it
onto resistance.

Thermistor

Rather than straightforwardly measuring
the light, a thermistor detects the warmth
substance and changes it into resistance.
Shortened as “TH”.

Switches
Push Switch

This is a common switch that passes current
just upon pushing.

Singe Pole Single
Throw Switch

Otherwise called the ON/OFF switch. This
switch permits the stream of current just
when it is continued. Abridged as SPST.

Single Pole Double
Throw Switch

Otherwise called the 2-way switch. It can
be likewise called as an ON/OFF/ON switch
as it has an OFF position in the inside. The
switch causes the stream of current in two
ways, contingent upon its position. It can be
condensed as SPDT.

Double Pole Single
Throw Switch

Abridged as DPST. Can likewise be called as
a double ON-OFF switch. This is utilized to
disengage between the live and unbiased
associations in the primary electrical line.

Double Pole Double
Throw Switch

Contracted as DPDT. The switch utilizes a focal
OFF position and is connected as switching
switch for engines.
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

Relay is used to protect the circuit from
overcurrent.

Relay

Audio and Radio Devices
Microphone

This gadget is utilized for changing over sound
to its relating electrical energy. Contracted as
‘MIC’.

Earphone

Does the turnaround procedure of amplifier
and changes electrical energy into sound.

Loudspeaker

Does likewise operation as a headphone,
however changes over an increased variant
of the electrical energy into its subsequent
sound.

Piezo-Transducer

It is a transducer that changes electrical
energy into sound.

Amplifier

Used to open up a signal. It is primarily used
to speak to an entire circuit instead of only
one part.

Output Devices
Lighting Lamp

This is utilized to give light to the yield.

Indicator Lamp

Used to change over electrical energy into
light. The best case is the notice light on a car
dashboard.

Heater

This transducer is utilized to change electrical
vitality into warm.

Inductor

Inductor is utilized to create an attractive field
when a specific current is gone through a
loop of wire. The wire is wound on a delicate
iron center. Have applications in engines, and
tank circuits. Shortened as ‘L’.
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Electronic
Component

Circuit Symbol

Description

Motor

This gadget is utilized to change over electrical
energy into mechanical energy. Can be
utilized as a generator too. Curtailed as ‘M’.

Bell

Utilized to deliver a sound as the output, as
indicated by the electrical energy created as
the data.

Buzzer

It is used to produce an output sound
corresponding to the electrical energy in the
input.

Table 5.2.1 Electronic symbols

Notes
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Unit 5.3: Cable assembly

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about methods and techniques of cable assembly.
2. Know about procedure of cable assembly
3. Know about stripping and crimping of wires
4. Know about wire identification marking method
5. Know about soldering process

5.3.1 Cable assembly
In cable assembly, a group of wires or cables are clipped together into a single unit. Cable assembly
is a get together of wires or cables which transmit signals or electrical power. The cables are bound
mutually by straps, cable binding, cable ties, electrical tape, sleeves, channel, or a mix thereof.
Binding the cables and wires and into a cable bridle, secures the wires from antagonistic impacts
of scraped areas, vibrations and dampness. Binding the wires into a non-flexing pack, use of space
is advanced and the danger of a short circuit is diminished. Binding the wires into a heat shrink
sleeve also lowers the risk of electrical fires.
Geometric and electrical necessities are factor through which cable assembly are designed. Wiring
figure present the directions in support of the assembly making and assembly.
1. irstly the worker has to cut the wires into required extent taken after by a marking procedure
(both manually or preset) for recognition use.
2. Then, the wires are uncovered to expose their metal centers and gathered jointly via
whichever additional terminals or connectors housings essential.
3. Then the bundle is fixed together to a structure panel or assembly installation.
4. The completed mass is then fixed by whichever defensive sleeves, conductor or expelled
yarn.
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This whole procedure can normally finished with hand as a result of the complicated preparing
requisite next to different phases of manufacturing,
•

Like directing the wires via sleeves,

•

taping through fabric tape, specifically on branch outs starting from wire strands,

•

crimping terminals against wires,

•

Add one sleeve with another furthermore

•

Binding the strands through tape, clips or cable ties.

5.3.1.1 Tools and equipments require for cable assembly

Fig 5.3.2 Tools and equipments require

5.3.2 Wire stripping
Stripping a wire is the process of removing the insulator from the end of a wire, usually done to
connect that wire to other wires or electrical parts. It requires a wire stripper.
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The initial process is toward stripe the wire. This is the means by which a programmed wire
stripper operates. The worker place the wire all the way through the right molded hole and press
the handle. The apparatus grasp the wire and after that drag the end off. Strip the wire thus there
is quite sufficient to fit into the crimp zone of the terminal.
Methodology for utilizing a wire stripper:
Step 1:

Recognize the gage of the wire (more often than not imprinted as an afterthought).

Step 2:

Coordinate the gage amid the proper hole on the wire stripper. The hole would be
checked.

Step 3:

Then the wire stripper handles need to be open. “Seat” the wire on one side of the hole.

Step 4:

Gradually push the handles jointly in anticipation of the point that they can go no more
distant.

Step 5:

Extremely essential: softly turn the wire inside the hole (or the wire stripper around the
wire either is less complicated). The worker doesn’t need to rotate far-off: only a quarter
hands over one bearing and back.

Step 6:

Drag off the “cut” end of the wire casing.

Step 7:

Once the wire is stripped, there will be about 1/4” (0.5 cm) of bare metal wire exposed.

Fig 5.3.3 Stripping of wire

5.3.3 Inserting heat shrink
On the off chance that the wire is comprised of numerous littler strands turned together, tenderly
move the strands so they are for the most part deceiving structure a smooth cylinder. On the off
chance that the wire is a strong conduit wire, this won’t be important.
Placing heat shrink: To utilize heat shrink tubing to protect the graft, removed a bit of tubing about
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twice the length of the zone of the join. Slide it on to the finish of both of the wires. Drive it up the
wire off the beaten path of the graft with the goal that it is not rashly warmed by the joining
operation.

Fig 5.3.4 heat shrink

5.3.4 Crimping
Crimping is a way of making electrical connections that doesn’t require solder. It protects wires
exposed ends and can be used to connect wires to each other or
to other electrical parts. It requires a wire crimper.
Procedure for crimping:
Step 1:

First select a properlyStepsized crimp connector. Place
the connector into the crimper.

Step 2:

Place the stripped wire end inside the cylindrical plastic

Fig 5.3.5 Crimping tool

end of the crimp connector. The wire insulation should
butt up against the inside of the crimp connector, and
no exposed wires should stick out.
Step 3:

Take the crimpers and place the blunt part of the
crimpers over the place you want to crimp. (For the Fig 5.3.6 Crimping wire
first crimp, you probably want to make the crimp near
the connector head, but make sure you get both the
connector and the wire). Then, compress the crimper
tightly. This will take a lot of hand strength.
Fig 5.3.7 Crimping wire
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Step 4:

Once you have crimped the wire a first time, crimp the wire a second time at 90º (a
quarter turn) to the
first
farther

crimp,

and

from

the

connector head.
Step 5:

Now, slide the heat

Fig 5.3.8 Crimped wire

shrink over the crimp and heat it by using heat gun until it closes tight.
Step 6:

This is not generally fundamental, except rather if
you’re wiring association will be liable to dampness
or over the top motion and shaking, and then a smart
thought is to tape the link.
Electrical tape utilizes rubbing to hold itself, so it Fig 5.3.9 Taping wire
should be twisted firmly around the electrical connection.

5.3.5 Cable terminal marking
The credentials of wire bunch and harnesses is turning into a typical practice and might be expert
by the utilization of a checked sleeve tied set up or by the utilization of weight sensitive tape.
There are two strategies for marking wire or cable is as per the following:
a) Direct marking is completed by printing the cable external covering.
b) Indirect marking is completed by printing a heat shrinkable sleeve and introducing the

Fig 5.3.10 Cable terminal marking
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printed sleeve on the wire or links external covering.

5.3.5.1 Marking methods
1. Hot stamp marking: Hot stamp prepare utilizes a heated typeface to exchange shade from
a strip or thwart to the surface of wires or cables. The conventional strategy engraves hot
ink marks onto the wire.
2. Ink jet marking: it is a “non-affect” marking technique where the ink beads are electrically
charged and after that guided onto the moving wire to frame the characters. Two essential
ink sorts are accessible: thermal cure and UV cure.
3. Laser marking: Of the assortment of laser marking machines, UV lasers are turned out
to be the finest. This technique marks into the exterior of the wire’s protection without
corruption to its execution. One normal kind of UV laser is alluded to as an excite laser
marker. UV laser delivers the most strong imprints since it marks into the protection rather
than at first glance

5.3.5.2 Identification sleeves

Fig 5.3.11 Marking sleeves

Adaptable sleeving, any clear or hazy, is suitable for normal utilize. At the point while shading
coded or striped segment wire is utilized as a major aspect of a cable, the recognizable sleeve
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ought to indicate which shading is related to which wire recognizable proof code. Recognizable
proof sleeves are ordinarily utilized for distinguishing the accompanying sorts of wire or cable:
a) Unjacketed protected wire.
b) Thermocouple wire recognition is usually skilled through way of ID sleeves.
c) Coaxial cable ought not to be hot stamped straightforwardly. While marking coaxial cable,
protection ought to be taken not to distort the cable because this could modify the electrical
attributes of the cable. At the point when cables can’t be marked specifically, they ought to
be recognized by printing the ID code (and individual wire shading, where ever pertinent)
on a nonmetallic material set remotely to the external layer at the ending end and at every
intersection or pressure bulkhead.
d) Multi-conductor cable utilize ID sleeves in favor of identify unprotected, unjacketed cable.
e) High-temperature wire through insulation is hard to mark (such as Teflon and fiberglass).

5.3.5.3 Identification marking
Terminal marking sleeve and tags: Typical cable markers are level, nonheat-shrinkable labels. heat
shrinkable checking sleeves are accessible for marking wires and cables, and ought to be embedded
over the correct wire or cable and warmth contracted utilizing the best possible producer suggested
heating apparatus.

Fig 5.3.12 Marking sleeves installation

Sleeves and cable markers must be chosen by cable estimate and working conditions.
Marker sleeve establishment subsequent to printing - The accompanying general methods apply:
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a) Hold marker, the printed side must be hold towards upwards, and then push end of wire
on lip of sleeve to open sleeve.
b) Where wire is stripped, utilize a piece
bit of unstrapped wire to open the finish
of the marker.
c) Press sleeve onto wire with a delicate
Fig 5.3.13 Inserting sleeves into cable

contorting movement.

d) Shrink marker sleeve, utilizing heat weapon with shrivel tubing connection.

5.3.6 Soldering
Fastening is a procedure in which at least two metal things are consolidated by liquefying and after
that streaming filler metal into the joint—the filler metal having a generally low softening point.
Soldering is utilized to shape a lasting association between electronic segments.
The metal to be patched is soldered with a welding iron and after that solder is softened into the
connection.
•

Just the solder liquefies, not the components
that are being soldered.

•

Solder is metallic “paste” that holds the
parts together and shapes an association
that enables electrical current to stream.

The vast majority of the solder metals are the
composite of tin and lead. These alloys display an Fig 5.3.14 Soldering process
extensive variety of liquefying point so extraordinary sort of soldering metal can be utilized for
assortment of utilizations. Proportion of lead is kept at minimum because of its harmful properties.
Tin turns out to be chemically dynamic at welding temperature and encourages the wetting
activity required for making the joint. Copper, silver and antimony are likewise utilized as a part of
soldering metal according to the quality prerequisites of the joint.
A solder is chosen on the premise of its softening point. On the off chance that metals to be joined
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have higher softening point weld of higher dissolving point is for the most part chosen. Patch of
high softening point gives better quality of the joint.

5.3.6.1 Soldering Methods
Hand Soldering: Hand Soldering is done physically utilizing solder iron. Little joints are made by
along these lines in brief term period around in one second.
Wave Soldering: Wave soldering is a method which permits different lead wires to be soldered
to a PCB as it disregards an influx of liquid bind. In this procedure a PCB on which electronic parts
have been put with their lead wires stretching out through the gaps in the board, is stacked onto
a conveyor for transport through the wave soldering gear. The conveyor bolsters the PCB on its
sides, so its underside is presented to the preparing steps, which comprises of the accompanying:
a) flux is used with the help of foaming, spraying, brushing
b) Wave soldering is utilized pump liquid solder from a liquid both on to the base of board to
build soldering associations between lead wire and metal circuit on the board.
Re-flow Soldering: This procedure is additionally broadly utilized as a part of hardware to gather
surface mount segments to print circuit sheets. In this procedure patch glue comprising of weld
powders in a flux cover is connected to spots on the board where electrical contacts are to be
made between surface mount segments and the copper circuit.
The parts are put on the glue spots, and the board is warmed to soften the weld, framing mechanical
and electrical bonds between the segment leads and the copper on the circuit board.

5.3.6.2 Different types of Solder
There are two principle sorts of weld::
•

Lead-based solder

•

Lead-free solder

The principle down to earth distinction between the
two is the softening temperature. So fundamentally,
Fig 5.3.15 Types of soldering wire
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you can pick whichever you like.
Lead-based solder
Solder comprising of lead was all around utilized as a part of the past. It was made of a mix of tin
and lead. By and large a 60/40 (tin/lead) mix, that melts at around 180-190C degrees.
Since lead makes them harm impacts to our prosperity, the industry are moving a long way from
lead and towards sans lead solder.
Lead-free solder
Lead-free solder is solder that do not use lead. EU requires financially accessible gadgets to utilize
sans lead solder (RHoS) due to the wellbeing risks of lead.
It has a higher melting point, so it is to some degree harder to work with, however for the most
part not an issue.
Solder wires for the most part have a center inside the wire containing flux. Flux is intended to
enhance electrical contact and mechanical quality in solder joints.

5.3.6.3 Soldering flux
The motivation behind flux is to encourage the soldering procedure. One of the deterrents to an
effective solder joint is pollution at the site of the joint, for instance, dirt, oil or oxidation. The
polluting influences can be evacuated by mechanical cleaning or by substance implies, yet the
lifted temperatures required to liquefy the filler metal (the solder) energizes the work piece (and
the solder) to re-oxidize. This impact is quickened as the binding temperatures increment and can
totally avert the soldering from connecting to the workpiece.
For a long time, the most widely recognized kind of flux utilized as a part of hardware (soft
soldering) was rosin-based, utilizing the rosin from chosen pine trees. It was perfect in that it was
non-destructive and non-conductive at typical temperatures however turned out to be somewhat
responsive (destructive) at the raised soldering temperatures.
Fluxes for soft solder are currently available in three basic formulations:
1. Water-soluble fluxes - higher movement fluxes intended to be evacuated with water in the
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wake of soldering.
2. No-clean fluxes - sufficiently mellow to not “require” expulsion due to their non-conductive
and non-destructive deposit. These fluxes are called “no-clean” on the grounds that the
deposit left after the solder operation is non-conductive and will not lead to any electrical
shorts; all things considered they leave an obviously unmistakable white buildup that looks
like weakened fledgling droppings. No-perfect flux buildup is adequate on each of the 3
classes of PCBs as characterized by IPC-610 gave it doesn’t hinder visual examination,
access to test focuses, or have a wet, cheap or extreme deposit that may spread onto
different ranges.
3. Traditional rosin fluxes - accessible in non-initiated (R), somewhat enacted (RMA)
and actuated (RA) details. RA and RMA
fluxes contain rosin consolidated with an
activating operator, ordinarily a corrosive,
which expands the wettability of metals to
which it is connected by evacuating existing
oxides. The deposit coming about because

Fig 5.3.16 Rosin flux

of the utilization of RA flux is erosive and must be cleaned. RMA flux is detailed to bring
about a buildup which is not essentially erosive, with cleaning being favored but rather
discretionary.

5.3.6.4 Materials and equipment for soldering
The accompanying materials and types of tools are required for soldering:
•

A soldering iron
o

A soldering iron is utilized to heat up the attachments to be soldered.

o

For electronic circuits, you need to utilize a 25-to 40-watt (W) soldering iron.

o

Higher wattage soldering irons are not really sultrier; they are quite recently ready to
warm bigger parts. A 40-W soldering iron makes joints quicker than a 25-W soldering
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iron does.
o

A soldering iron can be acquired at tool shops and at most expansive retail
establishments.

Fig 5.3.17 Soldering equipments

•

Solder
o

Solder has a lower softening point than the metals that are being associated do. The
solder liquefies when it is warmed by the soldering iron, yet the metals being joined
won’t soften.

o

The rosin center goes about as a flux. It counteracts oxidation of the metals that are
being associated, and improves the capacity of the solder to “wet” the surfaces that
are being joined.

o

Solder that is utilized to join copper pipes has a corrosive center, which is suitable for
pipes, however will erode electronic associations. Utilize solder that has a rosin center.

o

For most gadgets work, a solder with a width of 0.75 millimeters (mm) to 1.0 mm
is ideal. Thicker solder may make soldering little joints troublesome and furthermore
builds the odds of making solder connects between copper cushions that are not
intended to be associated.

o

An alloy of 60/40 (60% tin, 40% lead) is utilized for most hardware work, however sans
lead solders are accessible too.
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•

Stand on which to hold the hot soldering iron
o

There are assortments of stands accessible. It is vital to dependably keep the hot iron
in its stand when not being used.

•

Sponge
o

•

The damp sponge is utilized to make the tip of the iron clean.

Solder braid
o

This is utilized to expel solder.

o

To utilize the braid, put it over the solder to be expelled and warm it from above with
the iron. The solder will stream into the braid.

•

•

•

o

Solder braid is utilized to separate an electronic part that is soldered onto a board.

o

It is likewise used to lessen the measure of solder on an association.

Prototype board
o

A prototype board is utilized to gather the circuit.

o

Prototype boards have copper tracks or pads for associating segments.

Steel wool or fine sandpaper
o

This is utilized to clean associations preceding soldering.

o

Solder won’t stream over a messy connection.

Crocodile clips
o

These can be utilized as heat sinks, if necessary.

5.3.6.5 Safety precautions and tips during soldering

!

1. Caution: A soldering iron temperature goes somewhere near to 400°C, that can lead to you
getting burned up or can initiate a fire, that is why utilize it with extra caution.
2. Unplug the iron when it is not being used.
3. Keep the power line far from spots where it can be stumbled over.
4. Take incredible care to abstain from touching the top of the soldering iron on an electrical
cable. On the off chance that a power line is touched by a hot iron, there is a genuine
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danger of burns and electric stun.
5. Always restore the soldering iron to its stand when it is not being utilized.
6. Never put the soldering iron down on your work seat, notwithstanding for a minute!
7. Work out of an all around ventilated part.
8. The smoke that will frame as you liquefy solder is generally from the flux and can be very
bothering. Abstain from breathing it by keeping your head to the side of, not over, your
work.
9. Solder contains lead, which is a harmful metal. Wash your hands subsequent to utilizing
solder.
Tips
Solid operation of a circuit with soldered associations relies upon great soldering techniques. Here
are a few hints for effective soldering
1. Plan preceding you begin to solder. Distinguish every one of the parts that you will be
utilizing.
2. It is useful to connect each part to a bit of paper and compose what it is and its value for
instance, resistor #1: 100 ohms).
3. Some parts, for example, LED’s, must be set the right path around with a specific end goal
to work.
4. Below points are recommended order for the setting up of various components:
o

Integrated circuit (IC) holders.

o

Resistors

o

Capacitors, less than 1 micro farad

o

Large capacitors, 1 micro farad or greater

o

Diodes, note the orientation.

o

LED’s, note the orientation.

o

Transistors, note the orientation.

o

Solid wire associations linking parts on the board

o

Solid wire is genuinely unbending, so it will remain fixed at one place once joined.
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o

Stranded wire to components that are joined by wire to the circuit

o

Stranded wire has got more elasticity than solid wire.

o

Integrated circuits

o

Join them with the appropriate way.

o

Many IC’s are static responsive.

o

Leave IC’s in their antistatic bundling till the point that you require them, at that point
ground your hands by touching a metal water pipe or window outline before touching
the IC’s.

o

Carefully embed IC’s in their holders. Ensure every one of the pins are aligned with the
attachment and afterward push down tightly with your thumb.

5.3.6.6 Soldering process
Preparing the Soldering Iron: Tinning the Tip
Step 1:

Prepare the parts for soldering. Select the right
segment by checking it’s sort and value deliberately.
For resistors, their color code needs to be confirmed.
Bend leads accurately, if essential, being mindful so
as not to surpass the bend specifications, and clinch
leads be suitable for the board.

Fig 5.3.18 Tip tinning

Step 2:

Position the soldering iron in its rest and connect it to it.

Step 3:

Hang around till the time soldering iron warms up.

Step 4:

Dampen the sponge.

Step 5:

Dab the tip of the iron with the help of clammy sponge. This will make the tip clean.

Step 6:

Melt a small amount of solder on the tip of the iron.
o

This is called tinning and it will enable the warmth to spill out of the iron’s tip to the
joint.

o

The solder should stream onto the tip, creating a brilliant glossy surface.
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o

If the solder won’t stream onto the tip, clean it by wiping it with the help of wet wipe.

o

When tinned, clean overabundance solder off on the wet wipe.

o

You don’t have to tin the tip prior to each joint, yet you should re-tin it on the off
chance that it has gone dull when the welding iron has not been utilized for a couple of
minutes.

o
Step 7:

Check the manufacturer’s directions identified with tinning the tip.
The tip of the welding iron ought to be glossy silver shading. On the off chance that it is
dark and pitted, supplant it with another one.

5.3.6.7 Soldering of two wires
Begin with tinning the two wires. It is valuable to have something to grip one wire for you. Position
the tip of the iron on the wire and allow it warm for a moment or three. At that point include some
solder until the point when the wire is doused with solder. On the off chance that it is a thick wire,
you should turn up the warmth on your iron (if conceivable) to make the wire warm up speedier.
Rehash the tinning procedure on the other wire.

Fig 5.3.19 Soldering of two wires

Fig 5.3.20 Soldering of two wires
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At this moment put the two tinned wires together keep still while warming them with the soldering
iron so the tin on each of the wires liquefy jointly.

5.3.8 Set out and termination of fiber optic cable
The accompanying strides will direct you through the preparation and concluding procedure for a
no epoxy, no polish fiber optic SC connector. Following these rules will help guarantee that you get
the ideal execution from the fiber optic cable.
Step 1:

Step 2:

The devices you will require:
•

Fiber stripper

•

Ruler

•

Marker

•

Crimper

Fig 5.3.21Equipments require

Determine from the finish of the fiber to 40 mm and
confirm the cable.
Fig 5.3.22 Measurement of wire ends

Step 3:

Slip the strain-relief boot on top of the cable.

Fig 5.3.23 Inserting heat shrink

Step 4:

Make beyond any doubt the stripper’s cutting face is
spotless. Utilize the front, substantial V-indent on the
cable stripper to evacuate the 900-micron tight buffer.

Fig 5.3.24 Wire stripping
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Step 5:

Carefully clip down on the cable mostly down from the
check you made.

Step 6:

Maintaining the pressure light, precisely slide the coat Fig 5.3.25 Wire stripping
off of the fiber. Be mindful so as to abstain from breaking
the delicate glass fiber. Rehash venture to evacuate the
rest of the 20 mm of coat.

Fig 5.3.26 Wire stripping

Step 7:

Carefully expel any of the remaining 250-micron
covering (see the white film on the fiber) utilizing the
littler, back V-notch on the instrument.

Step 8:

Cleanse the uncovered fiber with two passes of a fiber
wipe hosed with fiber optic cleaning liquid.
Try not to touch the uncovered fiber in the wake of
cleaning it.
Fig 5.3.28 Wire cleaning

Step 9:

Slide an orange sleeve over the uncovered optical fiber
onto the coat of the fiber cable. Push the sleeve until
the end nearest to the uncovered fiber is flush with the
finish of the coat.
Fig 5.3.29 Inserting connectors

Step 10: Slide the extensive end of the fiber connector body (ferrule) onto the stripped end of the
fiber cable and up finished the orange sleeve. Push it onto the cable to the extent that it
will go.
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Step 11: Now utilize the crimping instrument to crimp the ferrule against the fiber cable. On the
off chance that the crimping apparatus jaws are not
completely open, gradually crush the handles until the
point when the jaws completely close. Keep pressing
until the point when the latch system discharges,
enabling the jaws to open totally.

Fig 5.3.30 Crimping

Step 12: Place the huge end of the ferrule in the crimp device jaws and gradually press the handles
of the crimp device until the jaws simply reach it. Try not to apply any more weight on the
handles.
Step 13: While ensuring that the fiber cable and connector don’t go out of their place, gradually
press the handles to close the jaws until the point that
the instrument bottoms and springs open. The crimp is
presently done.
Step 14: Slip the strain relief boot in the direction of the finish of
Fig 5.3.31 Inserting staing relief boot

the connector.

Step 15: Position the hot blade edge against the side of the protruding fiber, just past the tip of
the connector and removed all the overabundance fiber.
Step 16: Insert the fiber ferrule on the finish of the connector you just collected into the adapter
of the inspection microscope. Gaze through the eyepiece and change the concentration
and lighting of the magnifying lens until the point when you can plainly observe the tip
end of the fiber. The finish of the fiber you are assessing can likewise be illuminated by
pointing the inverse end at a light installation or open window if the sun is out.
Step 17: Place the sandpaper confront up in the focal point of the glass polishing plate (the dark
gray rough side is up). The container of polishing slurry needs to be wobbled well. Damp
the sandpaper with a few drops of clean slurry in the middle of the sheet. Embed the
ferrule of the fiber connector into the highest point of
the polishing puck. Place the puck base side down on
the cleaning extender with the goal that the tip of the
fiber contacts the sandpaper.
Fig 5.3.32 Polishing of wire
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Step 18: Polish the finish of the fiber. After 20 strokes, clean the puck and the connector by wiping them
off by cleaning arrangement.
Step 19: Monitor the finish of the fiber ferrule with the help of microscope. Now try not to
have the capacity to see the scratches left by the polishing film, aside from via cautious
examination under the microscope.
Step 20: After effective clean, collect dark coupling sleeve. To start with slide up the bend relief
boot and embed the coupling sleeve over the white body. Arrange the sleeve, with the
goal that the decreased side of the sleeve fits into the tapered body. The coupling sleeve
should bolt into the right spot when legitimately situated. It ought to never be slide
forward and backward with little resistance. Presently your assembly is finished.

Fig 5.3.33 Completion of fiber optic cable termination

Exercise
1. The purpose of tinning the wire is to
(a) make sure that when the wire is bent it won’t be damaged
(b) introduce a direct metalization process to soldering
(c) identify a twisted shielded wire
(d) none of the above

2. Never use a thermal stripper on
(a) color coded wire
(b) wire with PVC insulation
(c) wire with teflon insulation
(d) heavier gauge wire
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3. The purpose of attaching labels to wire harnesses is to
(a) make the boss think you’re doing extra work
(b) keep work flowing from the printing department
(c) identify the product and be able to trace production history
(d) identify the crimp and solder connections

4. Contact pins usually form the basis of a
(a) telephone harness
(b) multi-pin connector
(c) terminal block
(d) terminal lug

5. The purpose of a crimping nest is to
(a) hold the barrel of the termination hardware
(b) hold the wire to be crimped
(c) provide a nurturing environment for all crimping material
(d) keep the crimp from loosening

6. If the tie wrap is too tight
(a) the tie won’t hold the bundle securely
(b) the tie will create a rigid harness
(c) the wires can be damaged
(d) the connector won’t be able to reach to its mating connector
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Unit 5.4: Assembling procedure

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about distribution panel assembling procedure.
2. Know about assembling procedure with mechanical equipment

5.4.1 Assemble and wiring of distribution panel
An arrangement which is used for distribution of
electrical energy to various circuits, in which exit points
for circuits are made by fixing fuse units of different
circuits for various circuits and it has a wooden or metal
cover which is of sun mica sometimes.
Now there are distribution board arrangements
available in the market which are placed in covered
metal and hold different number of circuits. These units
are known distribution box. These distribution boxes
are available in single phased and triples phase forms Fig 5.4.1 Distribution panel
both. The neutral wire link is available in the distribution box with neutral wire requirements.
Some companies are making some distribution boxes where main switches are also fixed.

LT Panel and HT Panel
Getting power from transformer or generator and distributes the same to various electronic devices
and distribution boards by LT Panel, which is an electrical distribution board. For external and
internal use in industries such panels are used, therefore, they are somewhat rough to withstand
dissimilar climatic circumstances. To work with low electricity consumption, LT panels are created
and that creates them cost effective.
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HT panel is used for high tension cables this is only the basic difference between HT Panel and LT
Panel.
Special description of distribution boardFollowing details are to be mentioned while providing special details about distribution boxes•

Number of lines (3 lines, 6 lines etc.)

•

Per line electric current capacity(15 A/line, 60 A/line)

•

Voltage grade (250 V, 500 V etc.)

•

Number of poles (DP, TP etc.)

•

If it has metal cover then its detail
(I.C.) is given.

Components of control relay
•

Enclosure

•

Cables

•

MCB

•

Bus bars

•

Relay

•

Contactor

•

Earth leakage circuit breaker

Fig 5.4.2 Distribution box assembly

Assembly of Components on Distribution Box
Take a look at the steps for the assembly of the components on the distribution box:
1. Wear the personal protective equipment before starting. Switch off the main input supply.
2. Mark the area for fixing the MCB on the distribution box.
3. Use a drill machine, drill holes in the marked locations.
4. Use a suitable screwdriver; fix the MCB box on the wooden board by tightening the screws.
5. Fix the isolator in the MCB box. Press the lock available on the isolator switch and lock it
with the MCB box.
6. Take the MCB switches mounting panel and mark the locations on the wooden board.
7. Use a drilling machine, drill holes in the marked locations.
8. Fix the panel on the wooden board, using a screw driver.
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9. After fixing the panel, fix all the MCB switches on it. Press the lock available on the MCB
switches and lock it with the panel.
10. Similarly mark the area for the three bus bars.
11. Fix the bus bars to the distribution board with the help of screws.
12. Take the wire connector for connecting the MCB neutral wire output. Fix the wire connector
on the MCB switch. Press the lock available on the wire connector and lock it with the
panel.
The assembly of components in the distribution box is now complete. The box is now ready for
wiring.
Wiring of the Distribution Box
Take a look at the steps for wiring of the distribution box:
1. Connect the output terminals of the isolator cut-out switch to the input terminals of the
distribution box through the MCB.
•

Connect the phase wires in the R, Y and B phase output terminals of the isolator cutout switch.

•

Connect the phase output of the cut-off switch to the respective inputs on the pole
switch.

•

Take the black neutral wire from the energy meter neutral output and connect it with
the input neutral terminal on the TPN switch.

•

Connect the earthing wire of the input supply main to the earthing terminal in the
MCB.

•

This is how the input mains supply connects with the distribution board.

2. Connect the output terminals of the pole switch to the bus bar of the respective phase.
•

Connect the wires in the phase and neutral output terminals of the pole switch.

•

Connect the other end of all the phase wires to their respective phase bus bars.

•

To connect it, take a 25 sq mm wirelux and connect it at the stripped ends of all the
phase wires using a plier.

•

Take the phase wire and connect it to the input terminal of the phase bus bar by
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tightening it with the nut and screw.
•

Take the neutral wire from the output of the pole switch and insert it into the input of
the wire connector.

3. Connect the all phase bus bars with their respective MCB switches.
•

Connect the red wire on the phase bus bar output terminal.

•

Connect the other ends of all the phase wires with their respective MCB switches.

•

For the phase use 2 MCB switches, one of 16 amps and one of 32 amps.

•

Insert the wire from the output of the phase bus bar to the input of the phase 16 amp
switch.

•

Connect the 32 amp phase MCB switch with the R phase bus bar. For this, interconnect
the 16 amp switch with the 32 amp switch by taking a cut piece of phase wire.

4. Check all the connections to ensure that there are no loose connections.

5.4.2 Assembling with mechanical equipment
Manufacturers are using lots of other mechanical parts for creating electrical equipment. These
come into the group of connecting circuits or switching. The spacer comes into a dissimilar group,
called as mounting.
•

Redirect of voltage or current from one circuit to another is done by the switch.

•

To grip two twisted wires collected and protect them (save them from being basic and
exposed) at the similar time a wire nut is used.

•

To save leads from shorting to the case the spacer grip the printed circuit board away from
the case.

Mounting on mechanical equipment
For mounting distribution panels there are different methods. The using of machine screws and
spacers is the simplest method. The requirement for a lock washer and nut can remove by the
self-threading screw but can create metal fragments that must be eliminate to save shorts from
occurring.
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Use proper fasteners and tools as discussed in previous unit for assembling the PCB board with the
mechanical equipment.
Connect the cable terminals into their proper connectors fitted in the mechanical equipment.

Notes
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Notes
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Unit 6.2 – Electronic accessories
Unit 6.3 – Assembling procedure
Unit 6.4 – Software selection and loading
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about electronic components
2. Know about functions and applications of electronic components
3. Know about reading color coding of electronic components
4. Know about electronic components symbols
5. Know about PCB assembling procedure
6. Know about assembling electronic component with mechanical equipment process
7. Know about software selection and loading
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Unit 6.1: Electronic components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about various electronic components i.e. resistor, capacitor, diode etc.
2. Discuss about functions and applications of electronics components
3. Know about reading values of electronic components
4. Know about PCB construction

6.1.1 Electronic components
Electronic components are essential electronic element or electronic parts typically bundled in a
discrete shape with at least two associating leads or metallic pads.
Electronic Components are proposed to be associated together, as a rule by patching to a printed
circuit board (PCB), to make an electronic circuit with a specific capacity (for instance an amplifier,
radio receiver and oscillator, wireless). A portion of the fundamental Electronic Components are:
•

resistors

•

capacitors

•

inductors

•

diodes

•

LED

•

transistors

•

Integrated circuit (IC)

6.1.2 Resistors
The first and most normal electronic segment is the resistor. There is for all intents and purposes
no working circuit I am aware of that and doesn’t utilize them, and few viable circuits can be
assembled utilizing nothing else. There are three primary parameters for resistors, yet just two of
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them are regularly required, particularly for strong state
electronics.
• Resistance - the estimation of resistance, estimated in
Ohms. This is the essential parameter, and decides the
present stream for any connected voltage.

Fig 6.1.1 Resistor

• Power - The measure of power the resistor can deal
carefully. Expansive resistors (physically) for the most part have a higher power rating than
little ones, and this is constantly determined by the manufacturer. Abundance power will
make the resistor overheat and bomb, regularly in a stunning way.
• Voltage - Rarely indicated, however this is the most extreme voltage that may show up over
a resistor. It has nothing to do with power rating, which might be surpassed at evaluated
voltage. It is a measure of the most extreme voltage that may show up over any estimation
of resistance for this style with no breakdown.
The resistance value is indicated in ohms, the standard representation is “R” or Ω.
Representation of

resistor is

The tolerance of resistors is mostly 1%, 2%, 5% and 10%.

6.1.2.1 Types of resistor
There are a wide range of sorts of resistors utilized as a part of electronics. Each kind is produced
using diverse materials. Resistors are additionally made to deal with various measures of electrical
power. A few resistors may change their value when voltages are set crosswise over them.
Wire wound Resistor
For the restriction of current an electrical passive
segment is used which is known as wire wound resistor.
It is formed by metallic wire wounded around a non
conductive material .

Fig 6.1.2 Wire wound resistor

Carbon composition resistor
Carbon composition comprise of a strong cylindrical shaped resistive component with installed wire
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leads or metal end caps to which the lead wires are
appended. The body of the resistor is ensured with
paint or plastic.
Carbon film resistor
They have a settled shape. They have a clean thin
carbon film covering a ceramic rod .Carbon film
contributes the resistance.
Metal oxide resistor

Fig 6.1.4 Carbon film resistor

Metal oxide resistors are axial resistors with settled frame. Structure consists
of a metal oxide film on a ceramic core like, tin oxide. Metal oxide varistor is
not the same but made of zinc oxide or silicon carbide.
Variable Resistor
It consists of two fixed contact and a wiper contact .As a rheostat any fixed

Fig 6.1.5 Metal oxide
resistor

contact and wiper contact can be connected in series to a load to control
current in circuit .As a potentiometer supply is given to fixed contact and
output to load is taken from one fixed contact and wiper terminal.
Fig 6.1.6 Variable
Resistor

6.1.2.2 Functions of resistor
The primary capacity of resistors in a circuit is to control the stream of current to different segments.
Take a LED (light) for instance. In the event that an excessive amount of current courses through a
LED it is annihilated. So a resistor is utilized to confine the current.
At the point when a current moves through a resistor energy is squandered and the resistor warms
up. The more noteworthy the resistance the more burning it gets. The battery needs to do work to
drive the electrons through the resistor and this work winds up as warmth energy in the resistor.
The rule by which resistors work can likewise be connected to warming components in irons,
toasters, heaters, electric stoves and hair dryers, which disperse voltage as heat. Variable resistors
may work as sensors, switches or voltage dividers.
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6.1.2.3 How to read the resistor value
The resistor value is shown on resistor as separate coloured lines. From the lines you can remember
the value or can use the table shown below
Colours
The color of lines and the corresponding values are values are
•

Black: 0

•

Brown: 1

•

Red:

•

Orange: 3

•

Yellow: 4

•

Green: 5

•

Blue:

•

Violet: 7

•

Grey: 8

•

White: 9

2

6

In case of four bands resistor as in figure the 1st
and 2nd colourline values forms the numerics
of resistance value and actual value is obtained
by multiplying that with multiplier which is the
2nd digit from right to left. Multiplier values
are

Fig 6.1.7 Resistor colour coding

•

Black:

1

•

Brown: 10

•

Red:

•

Orange: 1000

•

Yellow: 10000

•

Green:

100000

•

Blue:

1000000

•

Gold:

0.1

•

Silver:

0.01

100
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Tolerance is the last line which shows the trueness of resistor value. A 400 ohm resistor with 10 %
tolerance value can have resistance between 360 and 440 .This is obtained by 400 +/- 40 that is 10
% of 400
•

Brown:

1%

•

Red:

2%

•

Gold:

5%

•

Silver:

10%

•

Nothing: 20%

Example
In the above figure the color code is yellow, violet, orange and gold for 4 band resistor value is
calculated as below
Yellow – 4
Violet – 7
Orange - x1000
Gold- +/-5%
So, value of resistor: 4 7 000 +/- 10%
This is 47,000 Ohm or 47kOhm

6.1.3 Capacitor
Capacitors are parts that can store electrical pressure (Voltage) for drawn out stretches of time. At
the point when a capacitor has a distinction in voltage (Electrical
Pressure) between its two leads it is supposed to be charged. A
capacitor is charged by driving a one way(DC) current to move through
it for a brief time frame. It can be released by letting an inverse
direction current flow out of the capacitor.
Capacitors are appraised in Farads, and the standard image is “C” or
‘F’, contingent on the specific situation. The unit of estimation for
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capacitance is Farad however this unit is much too huge for viable work. It is typically measured in
microfarads (uF) or picofarads (pF).
Sign of capacitor is
The tolerance of the majority capacitors is commonly 10%, however by and by it is normally
superior to that. Close tolerance kinds (e.g. 1%) are accessible; however they are generally quite
costly.
Polarity of capacitors
•

The negative side has got shorter terminal.

•

The negative terminal side of the capacitor has as trip.

•

The board is set apart for positive or negative.

6.1.3.1 Types of capacitor
Ceramic Capacitor
A ceramic capacitor is a non-polarized set capacitor made out of at least two
substituting layers of ceramic and metal in which the ceramic material goes
about as the dielectric and the metal goes about as the electrodes.
Fig 6.1.9 Ceramic Capacitor

Film capacitors
Film capacitors are non-polarized capacitors having a dielectric of insulating
plastic film. The dielectric films are attracted to a slim layer provided metallic
electrodes into cylindrical winding. The electrodes of film capacitors might be
metalized aluminum or zinc, connected onto one or both sides of plastic film,

Fig 6.1.10 Film capacitors

bringing about metalized film capacitors or a different metallic foil overlying
the film.
Electrolyte Capacitor
Electrolytic capacitors have a metallic anode secured with an oxidized layer
utilized as dielectric. The second electrode is a wet or strong electrolyte. These
capacitors are polarized in nature. Three families are accessible, classified by
Fig 6.1.11 Electrolyte
capacitor

their dielectric.
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•

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors’ dielectric material is Aluminum
oxide

•

Tantalum electrolytic capacitors’ dielectric is Tantalum pentoxide

•

Niobium electrolytic capacitors’ dielectric is Niobium pentoxide
Fig 6.1.12 Variable Capacitor

Variable Capacitor

Variable capacitors might get their capacitance modified by mechanical motion. For the most part two
renditions of variable capacitors must be recognized:
•

Tuning capacitor – used for repeatedly tuning of an oscillator circuit in a tuned circuit

•

Trimmer capacitor – little variable capacitor more often for one-time oscillator circuit inward
alteration

6.1.3.2 Functions of capacitor
Functions of capacitor in electronic circuits are as follows:
•

Storing electrical energy.

•

Avoid stepping over the electric circuit which are using coil like power supply, adapter,
lamps etc.

Capacitors have various fundamental applications in circuit configuration, giving adaptable filter
options, noise decrease, and power stockpiling and detecting abilities for designers.
Capacitors are utilized for:
•

Creating delay/time interval in timing circuits by utilizing the charging time of capacitor

•

to smooth differing DC power supplies by going about as a repository of charge

•

in filter circuits since they effectively pass AC flags yet they block DC signals

6.1.3.3 How to read the capacitor value
It is difficult to peruse the capacitor value because of the variety of codes used to show their value
unlike the resistors. Because of small space availability in small capacitors it is very difficult to mark
the code showing its value.
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1. Capacitor units
Farad is the unit of capacitance .Normally capacitors with small units are used as given below
•

1 pF, nF, µF, or mF = 1 microfarad = 10-6 farads.

•

1 nF = 1 nanofarad = 10-9 farads.

•

1 mF= 10-3 Farad 1pF (picofarad) = 1 micro microfarad = 10-12 farads.

2. Capacitance value. Mostly all capacitors value will
be marked on them despite some small differences
in representations between them.
•

Capital letters must be overlooked. For example
millifarad can be marked as MF ;but we have to
read it as mF

•

Be careful single-letter marking such as “475m,”

Fig 6.1.13 Reading capacitance value

typically found on small capacitor for guidelines.
3. Tolerance value. Tolerance is listed by a few
capacitors or the range of its expected value will be
given based on tolerance
•

A solitary letter, an all alone line or a percentage
value on capacitor represent its tolerance value.

4.

Voltage rating. The maximum voltage ratings of Fig 6.1.14 Reading tolerance value
capacitors are normally
•

1 kV = 1,000 volts.

•

If voltage rating is marked on capacitor as code
such as a separate digit, letter etc then we can
use it up to that voltage. If no markings are
available use it for low voltage circuits only

•

In case of AC circuits use capacitors with VAC
marking. You cannot use a DC capacitor in AC Fig 6.1.15 Reading voltage rating
unless and until you have idea of changing
voltage rating and secure usage of DC capacitors in AC circuit
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5. Polarity of capacitor. The polarity of capacitor is
marked on the terminals/the length of legs will be
different sometimes to indicate polarity. In case of
polarized capacitor if we reverse voltage applied
the capacitor may get short or detonate. If there is
no indication of polarity we can connect the +/- of
Fig 6.1.16 Finding capacitor terminals

supply to any terminals.
6. Tolerance code on ceramic capacitors. Tolerance
code will be given after the three code of capacitance
value in case of ceramic capacitors. Tolerance
indicates the closeness of actual value with the
indicated value on capacitor.
7. Reading of tolerance value. In the above figure
•

The lowest temperature is indicated by first Fig 6.1.17 Reading tolerance
image.
Z = 10ºC,
Y = -30ºC
X = -55ºC.

•

Highest temperature is indicated by second
image
Fig 6.1.18 Reading letter-number-letter tolerance

2 = 45ºC
4 = 65ºC
5 = 85ºC
6= 105ºC
7 = 125ºC.
•

Tolerance is the third image.
Exactness is highest for, A = ±1.0%, and lowest for V = +22.0%/-82%. Standard tolerance is
R with exactness of ±15%.
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8. Interpret voltage codes. Voltage rating are normally coded or given as it is on capacitors.
•

As letter codes like 1A or 2A, need to find
the value from the code chart.
In some it is given as digit.
0 covers values under ten;
1 from ten to 99;
2 from 100 to 999; and so on.

Fig 6.1.19 Understanding voltage codes

6.1.4 Inductor
An inductor is most generally a coil, yet in actuality, still a straight bit of wire has inductance.
Winding it into a coil basically focus the magnetic field, and expands the inductance impressively
for a given length of wire. In spite of the fact that there are some extremely regular inductive
segments, they are not frequently utilized as a part of
sound. Small inductors are some of the time utilized as
a part of the yield of power amplifiers to counteract
precariousness with capacitive loads.
Note: Transformers are an uncommon instance of
inductive segments, and are covered individually.
Indeed, even short segment leads have some Fig 6.1.20 Inductor
inductance, and like capacitance, it is only a piece of life. Generally in sound, these stray inductances
cause no issues; however they can create or rupture a radio frequency circuit, particularly at the
higher frequencies.
An inductor can be viewed as the inverse of a capacitor. It passes DC with little resistance, however
turns out to be a greater amount of an impediment to the signal as frequency increments.
There are various diverse images for inductors, and three of them are demonstrated as follows. To
some degree unreasonably maybe, I utilize the “standard” image more often than not, since this is
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what is bolstered best by my schematic drawing package.
Inductance is measured in Henrys (H) and has the image ‘L’. The average range is from a couple
of smaller scale Henrys up to at least 10h. In spite of the fact that inductors are accessible as
segments, there are barely any traditions as to values or markings.
Sign of inductor is
Quality Factor
The resistance of a coil decides its Q, or Quality component. An inductor with high resistance
has a low Q, and the other way around. I don’t propose to cover this in any more detail at this
stage, and most financially accessible inductors will have an adequately high Q for anything we
will require in audio. On the off chance that needed, the Q of any inductor might be diminished
by wiring a resistor in arrangement with the coil; however it can’t be increased due to its interior
impediments.
Inductance Materials
The most widely recognized winding material is copper, and this might be bolstered on a plastic
bobbin. Iron or ferrite cores might be toroidal (molded like a ring), or can be in the customary EI
(ee-eye) design.

6.1.4.1 Functions of inductor
Functions and applications of inductors are:
Inductors are utilized widely with capacitors and resistors to make channels for analog circuits and
in signal handling. Alone, inductor capacities as a low-pass filter, since the impedance of inductor
increments as the frequency of signal increments. At the point when consolidated with a capacitor,
whose impedance diminishes as the frequency of signal increments, a notched filter can be made
that lone permits a specific frequency range to go through.
•

An inductor associated with a capacitor frames a tuned circuit, which goes about as a
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resonator for oscillating current. Tuned circuits are generally utilized as a part of radio
frequency hardware, for example, radio transmitters and receivers, as thin bandpass filters
which can select a particular frequency from a combined signal. They are also used in
electronic oscillators to produce sinusoidal signs.
•

Transformer is formed by coupling flux using inductors of different number of turns and is
used in power transmission systems

•

Inductors restrict exchanging currents /fault currents. This is why they are used in electrical
transmission systems and are alluded as reactors

6.1.5 Diode
A diode is a particular electronic segment with two electrodes called anode and cathode. Most
diodes are prepared with semiconductor materials, for example, silicon, germanium, or selenium.

Fig 6.1.21 Diode and its symbol

•

A Device which allows the current to flow in one direction and restricts the current in other
direction is called diode.It has two leads

•

A diode is formed by combining n-type and p-type silicon .These n and p sides are created
using a technique called doping. The p-n junction will be protected using glass/plastic
cover.

•

Anode is the one with more holes ,which is p-side and cathode is the one with more elctrons
which is the n-side. Current can only flow from P to N side. Current flows in forward bias
when p-side’s voltage is higher than that of n-side. The arrowhead in figurepoints in the
direction of conventional current flow.
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6.1.5.1 Functions of diode
The function of the diode is to conduct current when it is forward biased as mentioned before and diode act as a
short circuit /it is turned on. When n-side is at higher potential than p-side diode doesn’t conduct and this is known
as reverse bias. At this time diode acts as open circuit/it is in off state.
Diode Applications: Diodes are utilized as a part of building AC to DC Power Supply, rectifier, Diode Gates, Diode
Clamp, Limiter.

6.1.6 Light emitting diode (LED)
Diodes which produce light when current flows through it are known as light emitting diode (LED).
A light-producing diode (LED) is a two-lead
semiconductor light source. When they are
applied with a suitable voltage the electrons
and holes combines and energy is emitted as
photons/light
Electronic sign of LED is

Fig 6.1.22 Light emitted diode (LED)

Advantages of LED’s
•

Very low voltage and current is adequate to driverun the LED.

•

Voltage ranges from 1 to 2 volts.

•

Current ranges from 5 to 20 milliamperes.

•

Total power yield will be under 150 milliwatts.

•

The reaction time is less – just around 10 nanoseconds.

•

The device does not require any warming and warm up time.

•

Miniature in dimension and henceforth light weight.

•

Have a rough structure and thus can withstand stun and vibrations.

•

An LED has a life expectancy of over 20 years.

Disadvantages
•

A slight overabundance in voltage or current can harm the gadget.
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•

The gadget is known to have a substantially more extensive data transmission contrasted
with the laser.

•

The temperature relies upon the radiant yield power and wavelength

6.1.6.1 Function of LED
Four important functions are:
•

LEDs are used in signaling systems like traffic signals road diction signals etc

•

Used in LED bulbs to provide sufficient light in night /in dark rooms etc

•

In human vision measurement

•

LED is used in light sensors in reverse bias condition to detect narrow banded lights

You’ll clearly frequently discover LEDs in lighting applications. The light from LEDs can be tweaked
rapidly so they are utilized broadly in optical fiber and free space optics correspondences. LEDs’
high -effectiveness has prompt across the board use in road lights, presentations, backdrop
illumination, and significantly more. Infra red LED produces light which is invisible humans and are
used in remote controls. They can be used in optical disconnection of higher voltage framework
from low voltage circuits
In opto isolator electricity is transferred as light using photodiode or photo transmitter and receiver
hence providing electrical isolation. LEDs have additionally been utilized as a mid-range quality
voltage reference in electronic circuits.

6.1.7 Transistors
A transistor is a three-terminal gadget in which a voltage
connected to one of the terminals (called the base) can
control current that streams over the other two terminals
(called the collector and the emitter). The transistor is a
standout amongst the most vital gadgets in electronics
Fig 6.1.23 Transistor
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In figure shown there are three legs.B is base, C is collector and E is emitter

Fig 6.1.24 Type of transistor

Outward arrow on emitter side is indication of npn transmistor and inward arrow on emitter side
is indication of pnp transistor.
Operation Modes
They canoperate in four modes. which are
•

Saturation – In which current flows from collector
to emitter like in a short circuit

•

Cut-off – It acts like an open circuit by preventing
current from collector to emitter

•

Active – In this case collector current (collector to
emitter) is proportional to base current

•

Reverse-Active – A backward current proportional

Fig 6.1.25 Diode operation modes

to base current (flowing into base) flows from emitter to collector
The transistor’s mode can be changed by changing voltages from base to emitter (VBE) and from
base to collector (VBC)

6.1.7.1 Functions of a transistor
A transistor is a semiconductor with a strong and non-moving part to pass a charge. It can increase
and switch electrical power and electronic signals.
Applications of transistor
The transistor as an amplifier
1. As the base current decides the much larger collector current in active mode the transistor
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is used to amplify the signals by supplying small signals like microphone output at the base
2. Sound waves that are encouraged into the microphone make the diaphragm in the
microphone to vibrate.
3. The electrical yield of the microphone changes as per the sound waves.
4. As an outcome, the base current is differing as a result of the little rotating voltage delivered
by the microphone
5. A little change in the base current causes an extensive change in the collector current.
6. The changing authority current streams into the loudspeaker. There, it is changed into the
sound waves relating to the original sound waves.
7. The frequencies of both waves are proportionate however the plentifulness of the sound
wave from the loudspeaker is higher than the sound waves bolstered into the microphone.
The transistor as switch
1. In a transistor, no current can stream in the collector circuit unless a current streams in the
base circuit. This property enables a transistor to be utilized as switch.
2. The transistor can be switched on or off by altering the base.
3. There are a couple of sorts of exchanging circuits worked by transistors.
(a) Light-Operated Switch
(b) Heat-operated switch

6.1.8 Integrated Circuit (IC)
An arrangement of electronic circuits on one little plate of semiconductor material, regularly silicon
is called an integrated circuit or monolithic integrated circuit.
This can be made substantially littler than a discrete circuit
produced using independent electronic parts.
An integrated circuit (IC), some of the time called a chip or
microchip, is a semiconductor wafer on which thousands or
a great many modest resistors, capacitors, and transistors Fig 6.1.26 Integrated Circuit
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are manufactured. An IC can work as an intensifier, oscillator, clock, counter, PC memory, or
microprocessor.
The capacity of an incorporated circuit (IC) is to be a solitary segment that can perform abnormal
state errands, for example, amplification, signal processing, or even advanced computerized
calculations as on account of microprocessors. Barely any electronic circuits don’t utilize an IC or a
chip or microchip. Besides, the capacity of a coordinated circuit incorporates miniaturization, cost
lessening, and execution improvement among others.

6.1.9 PCB (Printed Circuit Board)
PCB (Printed Circuit Board)
•

circuit components are connected in electronic Board called PCB

•

They are cheap, trustworthy and having reasonable strength

•

Printed circuit assembly is the PCB occupied with electronic components and IC

•

Mass manufacturing is possible

Materials of PCB
•

Thin copper foil makes conducting path

•

Solder mask cover the board whose colour is normally green, red or blue

•

The conducting path is made clear by taking away the unnecessary copper after etching

Parts of PCB
•

Components

•

Vias

•

Traces

•

Pads

•

Top Metal Layer

•

Bottom Metal Layer
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Fig 6.1.27 PCB board layout

Multilayer PCBs
•

Number of top and bottom layers are more than one

•

Ground plane ,power plane and top and bottom layers will be present normally

•

Required signal layers are added

•

In some cases more expensive materials make the RF plane

Steps in PCB design

Step 1: Film Generation

Step 2: Shear Raw Material
- Industry standard 0.059”
thick, copper clad, two sides

Step 3: Drill Holes

Step 4: Electrolus Copper Apply copper in hole barrels

Step 5: Apply Image - Apply
Photosensitive Material to
selected areas from panel

Step 6: Strip and EtchRemove dryfilm, etch
exposed copper
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Step 7: Solder Mask - Apply
solder mask area to entire
board with the exception of
solder pads

Step 8: Solder Coats - Apply
solder to pads

Notes
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Step 9: Silkscreen - Apply
white letter marking using
screen printing process
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Exercise
1. Identify the resistance of resistor
(a) 47 kΩ with a tolerance of +/- 10%
(b) 47 kΩ with a tolerance of +/- 5%
(c) 6.2 Ω with a tolerance of +/- 10%
(d) 6.2 Ω with a tolerance of +/- 5%
2. The image to the right is of a:
(a) Capacitor

(b) Diode

(c) Inductor

(d) Resistor

3. As a capacitor is being charged, current flowing into the capacitor will:
(a) increase

(b) decrease

(c) remain the same

(d) cannot tell

4. What is a varistor?
(a) a voltage-dependent resistor
(b) a voltage-dependent diode
(c) a current-dependent resistor
(d) a current-dependent diode
5. A pn junction allows current flow when
(a) the p-type material is more positive than the n-type material
(b) the n-type material is more positive than the p-type material
(c) both the n-type and p-type materials have the same potential
(d) there is no potential on the n-type or p-type materials
6. The electrical energy consumed by a coil is stored in the form of:
(a) an electrical field
(b) a force field
(c) an electrostatic field
(d) a magnetic field
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Unit 6.2: Electronic accessories

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about different types of cables
2. Know about different types of cable connectors
3. Know about fasteners required for electronic component assmebly.

6.2.1 Cables
An electrical cable is made of at least two wires running next to each other and reinforced, wound,
or meshed together to shape a solitary get together, the finishes of which can be associated with
two devices, which empower the exchange of electrical signals from one device to other. Cables
are utilized for an extensive variety of purposes, and each must be custom-made for that reason.
Links are utilized widely in electronic gadgets for power and signal circuits.
An electrical link cable has distinctive sorts, color and purpose as its deciding variables.
Types of Electrical Cables – For applications like transmission to expensive industrial utilization 15
sorts of cables are available today. Mostly used cables are:
•

Non-Metallic Sheathed Cable:Used in underground
or outside utilization and are having a plastic jacket
covering two or four wire with an uncovered
ground cable. on metallic building wire cable is

Fig 6.2.1 Non metalic sheated cable

the other name for this type cable.
•

Underground Feeder Cable: They are used in open
air wiring and for ground applications. Same as in
non metal type wires are combined and fixed inside
a flexible material .They can be used in gardens
,open air lights, water pumps etc because of water
protection and are available in different wire sizes.
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•

Metallic Sheathed Cable: Important devices /mains
power can be provided with this type of cable. They
have PVC outer sheath covers a PVC bedding contains
three copper wires with plain strands. The purposes of
wires are to carry current, neutral connection and

Fig 6.2.3 Metalic sheated cable

establish wire. The wire insulation is made of cross-connected polyethylene. Another name
of this cable is heavy clad or BX cable. For open air and high stress equipment steel wire
sheathed cable is used.
•

Multi-Conductor Cable: With an external protection
they consist of multiple cores/wires and because of
well insulation can be used in homes, audio cable, etc.

•

Fig 6.2.4 Multi conductor cable

Coaxial Cable: Used in TV and interfacing video signal
transmission system .They have an external sheath over
a conductor shield which is covering a protection layer
of conductor running axially.

•

Unshielded Twisted Pair Cable: They contain pairs of

Fig 6.2.5 Co-axial cable

wire that are twisted together. Signal transmission and
video applications are possible using this type cable
since the wires aren’t protected. They are also used
in telephones, survelliance camera and information
systems. To use in in wall installation cables with strong Fig 6.2.6 Unshielded twisted pair cable
copper cores are preferred because of flexibility.
•

Ribbon Cable: They have conducting wires attached
together to form a flat surface like a ribbon and are
useful in low voltage devices like in PC to connect

Fig 6.2.7 Ribbon cable

Processor and its peripherals etc.
•

Direct-Buried Cable: Because of its large metal center
with many layers of metal strip sheathing, thick rubber
covers, presence of shock absorbent gel, water proof
Fig 6.2.8 Direct buried cable
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wrapped thread fortified tape they are used as coaxialfiber optic cables types that are
buried underground without any additional protection. Transmission or correspondence
applications can use this cable due to high temperature resistance, dampness and other
environmental components.
•

Twin-Lead Cable: They are used in TV/radio to connect
antenna to receiver and comprise of two conductor
wire inside an insulated covering.
Fig 6.2.9 Twin-lead cable

•

Paired Cable: DC or low recurrent AC appliances use this
type cable with two independently insulated conductors,

Fig 6.2.10 Paired cable

•

Twisted Pair: They contains paired wires that are
twisted together

Fig 6.2.11 Twisted pair cable

Cable Color Code – Active, neutral and earth conductors are decided by cable insulation colour
coding and are different in different nation/area like district. Green/yellow, green, yellow, light blue
or black can’t be the color of active conductors.
Cable Size – The conductor cross sectional area /gauge is called cable size. It is mentioned like
10,12 etc . As the gauge increases wire size decreases. Cable size labeled 10/3 means 3 wires of
size 10 .G is used to indicate ground wire.
Cables must be used instead of wires since they give more protection from accidents like shortage,
fire etc.
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6.2.2 Fiber optic cables
An optical fiber cable is a cable containing one or more optical fibers that are used to carry light.
The optical fiber elements are typically individually coated with
plastic layers and contained in a protective tube suitable for the
environment where the cable will be deployed.
A fiber optic cable comprises of a heap of glass strings, each
of which is equipped for transmitting messages regulated onto Fig 6.2.12 Fiber optical cable
light waves.
Advantages of fiber optic cables are
•

More data transfer capability than conventional cables

•

Normally there will be less obstructions to fiber optic cable than copper cables.

•

They are not heavy and big like copper cables .So easy to handle them.

•

Fiber optic cables can carry digital data , which makes them a suitable part of latest
communication systems

Disadvantages are the joining of fiber optic cable is difficult, more subtle and costly than copper
cable
Types of fiber-optic cables
There are different ways of transferring signal through fiber optic cables, which are known as
modes and are explained below
1. Single mode fiber –In this straight travelling occurs for signal without touching edges and is
available as large wrapped package. Their diameter is
five to ten micron. 100 km is the signal transfer
capability of single mode fiber and used as Digital TV
cable, Internet cables, and phone cables.
2. Multi mode fiber – In this type light rays can travel
in different ways by continuously getting reflected by

Fig 6.2.13 Fiber optical modes

the edge of fiber as in figure and their fibers are 10 times better than single mode type, at
the end of the day, in numerous diverse mode. Multi-mode cable can send data generally
for short distances and are utilized (in addition to other things) to connect PC networks
together.
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Glass /plastic are used to construct the optical fiber, because of extraordinary attribute and discover
utilization as a part of altogether different applications. Short distance communication use plastic
type and short/medium multimode and long single mode (media communication) use glass fiber.
Color coding
Color code, utilized as a part of fiber optics, looks like that of copper. The significant distinction
is 12-Color succession as restrict to 10-Color for copper. The series of color is the same, with
expansion of two Color - Rose (11-th) and Aqua (12-th)
Fiber color codes in free tube cables, this color code will be utilized for tubes and in addition to
fibers inside the tubes and subgroups.
For cables that comprise of more than 12 strands, the color code rehashes itself. Each gathering of
12 strands is related to some different means, for example:
•

Multiple buffer tubes each with 12 or less strands either numbered or colored after a
similar color code, e.g., first tube is blue, second is orange, and so on.

•

24 strands bunches with the color code rehashing with some disparity, e.g., the first
gathering of 12 strands are solid colors and the second gathering are solid colors with a
stripe or some other distinguishing mark.

Fig 6.2.14 Fiber optic modes color codes
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Fiber optic cable jacket and connector color
Color Coding of Premise Fiber Cable
Fibre Type/Class
Diameter
Multimode 1a
50/125
Multimode 1a
62.5/125
Multimode 1a
85/125
Multimode 1a
100/140
Multimode IVa
All
Multimode Ivb
All

Jacket Color
Orange
Slate
Blue
Green
Yellow
Red

Table 6.2.1 Fiber optic cable jacket and connector color

For open aerial and burial kind cable, the jacket color is typically black polyethelene for both
multimode and single-mode cables to avoid UV radiation harm.
For indoor cables, the external most fiber cable jacket might be of any color however the true
business standard is:
•

Multimode fibers as Orange

•

Single-mode fibers as Yellow

This is additionally by and large valid for fiber optic patch cords.

6.2.3 Connectors
An electrical connector is an electro-mechanical gadget used to join electrical terminations and
make an electrical circuit. Electrical connectors comprise of plugs (male-ended) and jacks (femaleended). The connection might be transitory, concerning
compact equipment, require a device for gathering and
evacuation, or fill in as a changeless electrical joint between
two wires or gadgets.
Electrical connectors are described by their pinout and
physical development, size, contact resistance, insulation
between pins, roughness and imperviousness to vibration,
imperviousness to entry of water or different contaminants,
imperviousness to pressure, reliability, lifetime, and
simplicity of connecting and disconnecting . It is normally
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alluring for a connector to be anything but difficult to recognize visually, fast to gather, require just
straightforward tooling, and be cheap.
Commonly used connectors
1. USB Connectors: Host and peripheral are the two types of USB connectors. In USB, there is
a contrast between the cable connectors and devices. Molded strain relief – To reduce the
damage of electrical connection USB cables are having flexible over-trim at connector.
USB-A connector- They are a marginal male connector which we can find in USB cable ends
of keyboard, mouse etc and also at the end of USB drive which are peripheral devices of PC
USB-B Connector- It is solid and cumbersome than USB A connector and used in peripherals
where greatest unwavering connection is required and space is not limited. Both panel and
board mounted types are available.
Audio Connectors
Another well-known connector bunch is those utilized for varying audio-visual applications. Even if
they cannot be considered in same family lets view them as similar elements
2. Phone type connectors: The connector that is found at the end of ear phones with size 1/8
inch (3.5mm), 1/4 inch (6.35 mm), 2.5 mm. Mostly used types are ¼ inch size that we can
find in electric guitars/amplifier tip sleeve jack. To additionally incorporate an amplifier for
hands-free communications some phones uses 2.5mm TRRS (tip ring sleeve) jack for
associating with earphones.

Fig 6.2.16 Audio Connector

3.

RCA Connectors: RCA RCA connectors are normally found on gadgets. Using female jacks
we can expand their length/transform them and are
used in component video cable, composite video
cable and also as stereo audio cable. These types of
connectors are generally found on cables.
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Power Connectors
While numerous connectors convey control notwithstanding information, a few connectors are
utilized particularly to give power connections with gadgets and they vary from device to device in
size and shape. The basic ones are
4. Barrel Connectors: Ordinarily present in minimal
effort customer gadgets which can be connected to
divider control by means of cumbersome AC wall
connectors.
In spite of the fact that there are numerous techniques
for appending the attachment to the end of the wire, Fig 6.2.18 Barrel Connector
this type is used in wire terminations.
Barrel connectors give just two associations, every now and again alluded to as “joint” or
“tip” and “sleeve”
5.

“Molex” Connectors: Molex connectors can handle
high power and are used to supply power to PC
peripherals like hard disc, CD drive, mother board
and also to supply power to 3D printing machine, CNC
machine etc from PC power supply .

Fig 6.2.19 Molex Connector

These have male/female pins inside plastic shell connected at the end of link. Frequent
attachment and detachment is possible with these
type connectors which require them to be of good
quality and are very tight and squeeze fit type.
6. IEC Connector: In desktop PC power supply cables
we can find this connector and are used for AC input
Fig 6.2.20 IEC Connector

only.

In most global area local wall plugs are suitable to connect to IEC PC to wall cables
7. Pin Header Connectors: Pin header connectors include a few unique methods for
attachment. They are either parallel or vertical to the PCB and have a series of pins either
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in one or multiple rows on connector which is firmly connected to a PCB. They are available
in a variety types.
The connectors are either attached with individual wires
by crimping connector or with ribbon cable. Ribbon
cables can be connected by using such male and female
connectors. The cables are generally having a female
connector which can be connected to male connector.

Fig 6.2.21 Pin header Connector

Fig 6.2.22 (A) Six-position crimp-type cable (B)Insulation displacement connectors (IDC)

Temporary connectors
8. Screw Terminals: Sometimes, it might be alluring to have the capacity to associate
uncovered, un-terminated circuit wire. To connect miscellaneous interfacing devices this
connectors are useful.
SThe issue of connection of little wire can be solved with this connector. They can without
much of a stretch be reached out at a similar pitch by
basically interfacing at least two smaller sections
together and thus they can be said to be modular.
9. Banana

Connector:

They

are

extremely

straightforward connectors called banana jack and Fig 6.2.23 Screw terminal
used in test devices like multimeter, power supply
etc. hardware (multimeter, power supplies). Banana
plugs crimped sprung metal plugs are used to connect
to this type of connector. They are as often as possible
accessible in a stackable design and can be effortlessly Fig 6.2.24 Banana Connector
attached with a wire. They are equipped for conveying a few amps of current and are
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reasonable.
10. Alligator Clip: Alligator cuts are useful for test
associations with posts or exposed wires. They
have a tendency to be cumbersome, effortlessly
make shorts to adjacent uncovered wire, and
weak holding capacity. For trouble shooting and
temporary connection they are used.

Fig 6.2.25 Aligator clips

11. Ring and spade terminals: The connectors
appeared in picture are known as ring
terminals and spade terminals. Electrical
contact is made by the level surface of the
ring or spade, while mechanically they
are joined by passing a screw or fastener
through them. The spade terminal frame

Fig 6.2.26 Ring and spade terminals

figure encourages attachments since the screw or fastener can be left mostly screwed as
the spade terminal is evacuated or connected.

6.2.4 Fasteners
A fastener is an equipment gadget that mechanically joins or appends at least two objects together.
Mechanical fasteners for electrical products come in three classifications:
1. One manages with threaded inserts for plastic. These hold plastic cases to metal boards or
to other plastic parts.
2. Other nibbles into metal sheets, for example, panels and chassis. Since the primary
employment of these fasteners is to hold parts together, they depend essentially on
mechanical properties.
3. But a third sort of fastener depends likewise on its oxidization resistance and electrical
properties, for example, fasteners and nuts that interface strong bus bars or tightens to
wires in terminal strips.
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Threaded inserts for plastics: Threaded inserts for plastics appears in three styles. Ultrasonic
tools put in one type, other cast straight in the plastic, and the third press fits into an already
present hole. Ultrasonic tools create high-frequency vibrations that warmth the plastic-to-insert
interface and soften the plastic. The plastic streams into the insert’s knurled serrations, barbs, and
undercuts, and afterward re-sets holding the embed set up. Ultrasonic establishment gives higher
torsional and pullout powers than cool press-fit techniques.
Ultrasonic inserts for plastics are additionally characterized into three sorts. One fits narrow holes
for fast and precise arrangement. Another fits straight-walled holes, where a unique lead-in helps
position. The third is a symmetrical insert which introduces in either a straight or tapered hole and
needs no unique introduction.

Fig 6.2.27 Self clinching threaded fasteners

Self-clinching fasteners are likewise broadly utilized for
electronics items. They are normally strung and press into
flexible metal or circuit sheets. The circuit-board material
uproots around the mounting gap, and the metal icy streams
into a space around the fastener’s shank. A knurl, rib, or hex
head keeps the fasteners from turning in place.

Fig 6.2.28 Self clinching fasteners

Self-securing clasp require less space and less assembly sequence than conventional fasteners, for
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example, anchor nuts. They join sheet metal and different thin materials where different fasteners
could haul out or hand over place under torque. Self-clinching fasteners are reusable, and they
hold more tightly than sheet-metal screws.
Electrical fasteners normally utilize nonferrous parts to
anticipate electrolytic decay and rust. Electrolytic corrosion
grows involving copper channels and steel combinations in
sticky climates, and rust brings down electrical conductivity and
can pluck screws. Subsequently, top notch clamping parts are
generally made of brass while screws are high-tensile copper
alloys.

Fig 6.2.29 Electrical fasteners

Exercise
1. Out of the following which is an insulating material
(a) copper

(b) gold

(c) silver

(d) paper

2. If electrical wires are overheated due to high electric current they can cause
(a) Fires

(b) burns

(c) both a and b (d) freezing
3. Why is the single core cables not provided with armouring?
(a) Avoids excessive loss in the armour
(b) Make the cable more flexible
(c) Make the cable non hygroscopic
(d) None of the above
4. How many cores are used in a cable for the transmission of voltages upto 66 kV?
(a) Single core

(b) Two core

(c) Three core

(d) All of the above
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Unit 6.3: Assembling procedure

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about PCB assembling procedure.
2. Know about assembling procedure with mechanical equipment

6.3.1 Assemble a Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
Printed circuit boards (PCB) give various focal points to modern applications. They form an
electronic circuit in a minimal area by connecting the electronic components as in circuit there by
reduces the area and heaviness of circuits. Because of their space
constrain and roughness they are difficult to repair and
understand. Every one of these advantages originated from exact
assembly of a printed circuit board.
Step 1:

PCB technology it rely upon innovation prerequisite, Fig 6.3.1 PCB assembly
once the innovation is picked, the PCB will be assembled.

Step 2:

Component soldering: Electronic components are
connected to the board using lead/tin piece and
soldering iron.

Step 3:

Attach components according to the schematic pattern: Fig 6.3.2 PCB components
The circuit board consists of a schematic drawing or
pattern. According to the schematic drawings the little
segments must be chosen and arranged on board

Step 4:

Use soldering machine to join segments: Every segments
are joined reasonably using the soldering machine. Then
the next step happens
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Step 5:

Test the PCB for Defects: Automated Optical
Inspection (AOI) is used to test PCB. Open joints,
over soldering, loosen parts are detected by
such machine.
Fig 6.3.4 Diagnosing for defects

6.3.2 Assembling with mechanical equipment
There are numerous other mechanical parts utilized by makers of electronic hardware. A large
portion of them fall into the classification of exchanging
or connecting circuits. Just the spacer falls into an
alternate classification, called mounting.
•

The switch is utilized to divert current or voltage
starting with one circuit then onto the next.

•

The wire nut is utilized to hold two contorted
wires together and insulate them (keep them
from being stripped and uncovered) in the
meantime.

•

The PC board male and female connectors
are utilized to append wires from controls or
different circuits to the printed circuit board.

•

Fig 6.3.5 Spacers for assembling

The spacer holds the printed circuit board far from the case to keep leads from shorting to
the case.

Mounting on mechanical equipment
There are various techniques for mounting printed
circuit boards. The least difficult technique is utilizing
machine screws and spacers. The self-threading screw
Fig 6.3.6 Mechanical assembling
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kills the requirement for a nut and lockwasher however can create metal pieces that must be
expelled to keep shorts from happening.
Utilize legitimate fasteners and tools as talked about in past unit for assembling the PCB board with
the mechanical hardware.
Associate the cable terminals into their legitimate connectors fitted in the mechanical gear.

Notes
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Unit 6.4: Software Selection and Loading

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about software selection and loading of electronic assembly.

6.4.1 Software selection and loading
Many electronic components and micro-electronic components have code loading mechanism
and they require embedded software.
The embedded software is of different types: closed platform with applications, open platform,
native software etc. The Loader has a place with the embedded programming.
Embedded software: The machines and devices which are different from a PC are controlled using
some programs made in embedded software. The main criteria for the is time and memory and
the will be specific for a particular machine.
Programs of electronics in cars, mobile phones, computer modems, robotics, Home appliances,
different toys, security systems, pacemakers of Heart, Television etc are examples. Eight bit chip
with some KB of memory controlling the lighting system with a proper standard of preparing manysided quality decided with a Probably Approximately Correct Computation system.

6.4.1.1 Procedure for loading the software in machine
Step 1:

Embedded software development
Programming Development is performed on a Host PC
•

Compiler, Assembler, Linker, Locator, Debugger

•

Generates executable binary image that will keep running on Target Embedded
System

Embedded Systems Programming needs an extra multifaceted software build progression
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•

•

Target hardware platform comprises of following:
o

Target hardware (processor, memory, I/O)

o

Runtime environment (Operating System)

What is required for final deployment has been comprise by target hardware platform

Fig 6.4.1 Developing embedded software

•

Target hardware platform doesn’t comprise development tools (like compiler,
debugger etc.)

Target hardware platform is unique in relation to development platform
•

Development platform, known as the Host Computer, is ordinarily a universally useful
PC

•

Host PC runs compiler, assembler, linker, locator to make a binary image that will
keep running on the Target embedded framework

Step 2:

Step 3:

For developing software for a general purpose computer
•

Creation source file

•

Typing of C code

•

Build: compilation and linking

•

Execution: loading and running

Compiling Embedded Systems
Compiler interprets program written in human understandable dialect into machine
language
•

Source Code --> Object file
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•

Object file is a binary file that contains set of machine- language guidelines (opcodes)
and data as a consequence of language interpretation process

Step 4:

Linked embedded systems
The Linker combines object files (from compiler) and resolves variable and function
references

Fig 6.4.2 Software installation block diagram

•

Source code comprised file >1, which should be joined

•

Resolve variables referenced in one file and defined in another file

•

Library functions for resolve calls, like sqrt

•

Comprise an operating system

Linker generates a “relocatable” version of software program
•
Step 5:

Program is finished, aside from no memory addresses relegated

Locating Embedded Systems
•

A Locator is the device that plays out the transformation from relocatable program to
executable binary image

•

The Locator allots physical memory locations to code and information segments
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inside the relocatable program
•

The Locator delivers a binary memory picture that can be stacked into the target
ROM

•

In distinction, the operating system allocates the addresses at load time on general
purpose computers.

Step 6:

Downloading and Executing Program
•

Once the program is compiled, linked and located effectively, move it towards the
target platform

•

Download the binary image to the embedded system
o

Executable binary image is moved and stacked into a memory gadget on target
board

o

Can be loaded by a device programmer into ROM, which “burns” a chip which
can be re-inserted into the embedded system

o

When handy board is put into bootstrap download mode, then transfer the data
via serial port into memory

•

When resetting the processor, program is executed.

6.4.1.2 Checking functionality of the software
When the software has been downloaded to the target processor, check its functioning:
•

•

Run-time errors
o

Most embedded systems do not have a “screen”

o

When a program fails, processor can crash or lock-up

Logic errors
o

If program is running, is it performing the correct steps?
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Use debugging tools for checking the functionality of the software
1. Simulator
2. Remote debugger
3. Emulator in-circuit
1. Debugging with Simulators: : A host-based program that suggest suitability and guideline set
of target processor is known as Simulators

Fig 6.4.3 Debugging of software

•

Front-end has text or GUI-based windows for register contents, source code, etc.

•

Precious throughout early stages of development

•

It simulates processor only, not peripherals

2. Debugging by remote debuggers: They are used to monitor/control embedded software
•

Used to download, execute and investigate embedded software over correspondences
(e.g., serial port)

•

Front end has GUI based windows or text for register contents, source code, etc

•

Backend gives low-level control of target processor, keeps running on target processor and
conveys to front-end over comm-link

•

Debugger and programming being fixed are executing on two diverse PC frameworks
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•

•

It supports superior level of contact between target and host
-

Allows start/restart/kill, and stepping through program

-

Software breakpoints (“stop execution if instruction X is fetched”)

-

Read/write registers or data at particular address

It requires target processor to run more than final software package

3. Debugging with In-Circuit Emulators:
•

Take the place of target processor

•

Contains duplicate of target processor, in addition to RAM, ROM, and its own particular
installed programming

•

Allows you to inspect condition of processor while program is running

•

It used remote debugger for human interfacing

•

It has more potential than target processor
-

Supports software and hardware breakpoints (stop execution on memory and I/O
read/write, interrupts) “Stop on write to variable num”

-

Real-time tracing = Stores information about each processor cycle that is executed =
Allows you to see what order things happened

•

Disadvantage: It is very costly!
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Exercise
1. Embedded processors can be categorized as ordinary microprocessors and
(a) Macrocontrollers
(b) Macroprocessor
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Microcontrollers

2. What is an In-circuit emulator?
(a) It replaces the microprocessor with a simulated equivalent
(b) It is a hardware device that connects to the microprocessor
(c) It is an embedded application with real time operating system
(d) A tool that allows external debugging

3. ______________ provides a simulation of all aspects of the hardware
(a) Emulator
(b) ICD
(c) ICE
(d) HLL

4. What is the purpose of an In-Circuit debugger (ICD)?
(a) specific debugging capabilities
(b) allows the operation of the microprocessor to be controlled externally
(c) Provides full control over all aspects of the microprocessor
(d) Both a and c
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about inspection tests
2. Know about destructive and non-destructive tests
3. Know about preliminary checks on the completed work
4. Know about insulation resistance testing between housing assembly and interconnection
wiring
5. Know about continuity test of all interconnections
6. Know about unwanted short circuits test between wires
7. Know about Oscilloscope testing
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Unit 7.1: Preliminary checks of electrical components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about importance of quality checks
2. Know about different types of inspection tests

7.1.1 Importance of quality checks
Quality can be described as fulfillment of customer requisites and
specifications defect free. A product can be marked as a high quality if
it is operating as per the expectations and is consistent. Quality control
refers to actions which make sure that the items produced/manufactured
are satisfying the maximum possible quality.
Each production series commence with inputs which are in turn

Fig.7.1.1 quality check

transformed by a procedure into a more desirable output or product. Production inputs to each
production process are as:
•

man (Individual carrying out or controlling the process);

•

machine (equipment or machinery utilized in the carrying out of the process);

•

material (unprocessed resources or parts necessary in the process);

•

methods (actions and series used to perform the process); and

•

Information (work directions, data, and sensor interpretation that direct process execution).

In every process too much variations and errors each process can lead
to non compliance, with three unwanted consequences:
a) Scrapped or exhausted resources;
b) Corrupted process throughput;
c) “Contamination” from unnoticed noncompliance leading to Fig.7.1.2 productivity graph
dip in the value of product to the customer.
The objective of quality control in each production structure is to
a) Get rid of noncompliance and their outcome
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b) Eradicate rework and washed out resources,
c) Attain these objectives at the minimum feasible cost and
d) Get less rejections
How to achieve Quality Standards?
•

Understand the end objective of the product

•

Strictly follow manufacturing process

•

Set the machine parameter correctly

•

Understand crucial check points

•

Align yourself with the latest technology

7.1.2 Quality checks and inspection tests
Testing Techniques:

Fig.7.1.3 testing techniques

7.1.2.1 Visual inspection
A visual examination scrutinize bead form, width and thickness; also
any defect such as undercut, overlap, cracks, pits, and slag inclusions
in the surfaces of product.
This test is simple and inexpensive. Therefore, it is commonly applied
to all tools, equipments and machines.
Fig.7.1.4 visual inspection
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7.1.2.2 Destructive tests
Destructive tests intends on scrutinizing the mechanical, chemical, and metallurgical properties by
breaking, distort, or chemically processing test specimens. Destructive teats further classified into
following tests.
a) Tensile Test:
This test is used for determining the Tensile Strength, Yield point and reduction in Area
•

The piece to be tested is clamped in a tensile Testing Machine

•

The Load (Force ) is applied along the axis

•

The load (Force) is applied till the specimen is broken

•

The readings are plotted on a graph

Fig.7.1.5 (a) (b) tensile strength test

b) Bend Test:
Bend tests inspect the elasticity of metals and check for any defects in
them.
c) Impact Test:
•

Impact Test is conducted to determine the resistance to impact
Fig.7.1.6 bend test

loads or shock loads.

Fig.7.1.7 (a) (b) impact test
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•

Two types of Impact Testing Machines are used ( Izod and Charpy )

•

The distance through which the specimen moves after breaking is measured on a scale

•

The longer the distance ,the less impact resistance the specimen has

d) Hardness test
The hardness test is performed to ensure if the metal is hard enough or
not to stand firm mechanical wearing, depending on the handling.

Fig.7.1.8 hardness test

7.1.2.3 Non-destructive tests
For a firm quality structure it is imperative to know which defects may or may not exist.
Destructive tests are performed on test specimens and not on actual products. It is crucial to
scrutinize the reliability of assembly without breaking them. For this reason non destructive tests
are performed.
Nondestructive tests can identify flaws by exploiting radiation, ultrasonic waves, electricity,
magnetism, or light. Few of the non-destructive tests
are:
1. Radiographic test
When an accelerated electron strikes a target of heavy
metal, the radiation originates. It generates a kind of
electromagnetic wave; and the shorter the wavelength,
the stronger its penetrative capacity. An X-ray test is a
method which identifies a defect inside the component
utilizing this penetrable capacity.
Weld zones can also be inspected with the use of
Fig.7.1.9 radiographic test
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radioactive isotopes that emit γ-rays. These
methods are known as radiographic test and it
includes usage of X-rays and Y-rays.

2. Ultrasonic test (UT)
The ultrasonic test is a detection technique
which causes an out of earshot, short sonic

Fig.7.1.10 ultrasonic test

wave of 0.5-15 MHZ (megahertz) to infiltrate
the object to be tested. These waves are reproduced due to internal defect or uneven layer.
Raw material inspection
•

Check manufacturer’s written certification that all material meets appropriate.

•

Visually inspect all rolls of goods for defects, contaminants and edge regularity.

•

All defects or impurities will be cleared from the roll before doing the fabrication into
panels or rejection of the roll.

•

Measure the thickness of each roll of material at the beginning and end.

Raw material testing:
•

Visually check or inspect the surface uniformity of the material. Check for dust or any
contaminants.

•

By using micrometer, measure and inspect the thickness of material as per the job
drawing requirements.

•

Use tensile testing machine to check the tensile strength of the material.

Machine and equipments testing:
•

Visually check the machine and equipments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of equipments.

•

Use non-destructive tests to identify the faults and defects in the machine and
equipments.

•

After testing tag the equipment with its part number or transaction number.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.
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Tools and measuring instruments testing
•

Visually check the tools and instruments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of tolls and instruments.

•

Manually operate and check the tools are working properly or not.

•

Check the accuracy of measuring instruments by comparing the zero reading of
instruments with the standard industrial measurement reading.

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.

Exercise
1. Quality checks don’t include inspection of raw material. True or False

2. Which is not a input for the production
a) Machine

(b) Tools

(c) Man

(d) None

3. Less rejections can be done by

4. Destructive tests examines the
a) Mechanical properties
b) Chemical properties
c) Metallurgical properties
d) All of these
5. Destructive tests checks the

6. Bend test examines the resistance and hardness of material. True or False

7. Earthing can be checked by using
a) Height gauge

(b) Neon tester

(c) Megger
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Unit 7.2: Preliminary checks of electronic components

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about Preliminary checks on the completed work
2. Know about Insulation resistance testing between housing assembly and interconnection
wiring
3. Know about continuity test of all interconnections
4. Know about unwanted short circuits test between wires
5. Know about Oscilloscope testing

7.2.1 Security of assembled and interconnected items
Assembly boards proposed for outrageous conditions frequently have a conformal covering, which is
connected by plunging or spraying after the parts have been
welded. The coat forestalls corrosion and leakage currents or
shorting because of compression. The initial conformal coats
were wax; These days conformal coats are normally plunges
of dilute solutions of silicone elastic, polyurethane, acrylic, or
epoxy. An extra strategy for applying a conformal coating is

Fig 7.2.1 Security of assembles items

for plastic to be sputtered onto the PCB in a vacuum chamber. The main inconvenience of conformal
coatings is that adjusting of the board is rendered to a great degree troublesome.
Many assembled boards and interrelated are static sensitive, and in this way should be put in antistatic
bags amid transportation. When dealing with these boards, the client must be grounded (earthed).
Inappropriate dealing with systems may transmit a collected static charge through the board, harming
or decimating parts. Indeed, even uncovered boards are in some cases static sensitive. Follows have
turned out to be fine to the point that it’s very conceivable to pass an engraving over the board (or
change its attributes) with a static charge. This is particularly valid on non-customary PCBs, for example,
MCMs and microwave PCBs.
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7.2.2 Insulation resistance test
The insulation resistance (IR) test (additionally regularly known as a Megger) is a spot insulation
test which utilizes a connected DC voltage (ordinarily 250Vdc, 500Vdc or 1,000Vdc for low voltage
gear <600V and 2,500Vdc and 5,000Vdc for high voltage hardware) to gauge insulation resistance
in either kω, Mω or Gω. The deliberate resistance is expected to show the state of the protection
or dielectric between two conductive parts, where the higher the resistance, the better the state
of the insulation. Preferably, the insulation resistance would be interminable, yet as no insulators
are impeccable, leakage currents through the dielectric will guarantee that limited (however high)
resistances esteem is measured.
Since IR analyzers are versatile, the IR test is regularly utilized as a part of the field as the last check
of gear insulation and furthermore to affirm the unwavering quality of the circuit and that there
are no spillage currents from unintended faults in the wiring (e.g. a shorted association would be
evident from the test outcomes).
There is one advantages of the IR test is its non-dangerous nature. DC voltages don’t cause
destructive and additionally combined consequences for insulation materials and gave the voltage
is underneath the breakdown voltage of the insulation, does not worsen the insulation. IR test
voltages are all well inside the protected test voltage for most (if not all) protection materials.

Fig 7.2.2 Insulation test

Test Procedure
Step 1

Firstly guarantee that the hardware to be tried and the work range is secure, e.g.
hardware is de-stimulated and disconnected, all the significant work grants have been
endorsed and all locks / tags.

Step 2:

Next, release capacitances on the equipment (particularly for HV hardware) with static
release sticks or an IR analyzer with programmed releasing abilities.
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Step 3:

The leads on the IR analyzer would then be able to be associated with the conductive
parts of the gear. For instance, for a three-cores and earth link, the IR test would be
connected between cores (Core 1 to Core 2, Core 1 to Core 3 and Core 2 to Core 3) and
between each core and earth. Correspondingly for three-stage engines, circuit breakers,
switch disconnections, and so forth the IR test can be connected at the equipment
terminals (and earth association).

Step 4:

While applying an IR test to earth, it is great practice to interface the positive pole of the
IR analyzer to earth with a specific end goal to stay away from any polarization impacts
on the earth.

Step 5:

The IR analyzer is empowered once associated, for run of the basic test term of 1 minute.
The IR test estimations are recorded following 1 minute

Step 6:

After the IR test is done, release capacitances again for a time of 4-5 times the test span.

7.2.2.1 Steps for conducting insulation resistance test
To lead a protection resistance test, play out the system recorded beneath:
Step 1:

Check the insulation tester by shorting its test leads. It should indicate zero resistance.
On the off chance that test leads are kept open, it should demonstrate interminable
resistance.

Step 2:

The segment to be examined is isolated from power supply

Step 3:

All electrical /light gadgets are disconnected from the circuit to be examined.

Step 4:

Depending upon the rating of the system select the correct working voltage for directing
the examination

Step 5:

Make sure that the area to be tried is only involved in the test and no other areas are
connected with test.

Step 6:

Make sure there are no stray parallel spillage ways.

Step 7:

Pointer file or some other pre-change requirement of instrument to be checked.
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Step 8:

To have great quality insulation conduct the test promptly

Step 9:

Make sure that the capacitors are discharged by shortening leads before beginning of the
test and also after the test. Otherwise false reading may be produced during test.

Step 10: The energy that may have been put away in the links amid the test have to be removed,
before touching link closes after examination. This happens very much in long keeps
running of bigger links because of their capacitance.
Step 11: Low perusing ohmmeters are to be used for checking progression of an earthling
framework which has to be zero checked before each test and adjusted on normal
interims.
Step 12: Earth-resistance analyzers (Uncommon type) must be utilized to test the the earth
electrode resistance (resistance between the electrode and the general mass of earth).

7.2.3 Continuity test
Checking of an electronic circuit’s continuity by setting a little voltage and checking of current
stream is called continuity test. A progression test is performed by setting a little voltage (wired
in arrangement with a LED or commotion creating segment, for example, a piezoelectric speaker)
over the picked way. In case of breakage in circuit, excess resistance, damaged parts etc speaker
will not work indicating an open circuit
Devices that can be utilized to conduct progression tests includes millimeters to measure current
and concentrated coherence analyzers which are less expensive, more essential gadgets, by and
large with a basic light that glow up when current flows
The most effective method to test for continuity
Step 1:

Turn the dial to Continuity Test mode (

). It will probably impart a spot on the

dial to at least one capacities, normally resistance (Ω). With the test tests isolated, the
multimeter’s show may indicate OL and Ω.
Step 2:

If needed, press the progression key.

Step 3:

First embed the black test lead into the COM jack.
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Step 4:

Then embed the red lead into the V Ω jack. Whenever completed, expel the leads
backward request: red initially, then black.

Step 5:

With the circuit de-energized, connect the test
leads across the component being tested. The
position of the test leads is arbitrary. Note that
the component may need to be isolated from
Fig 7.2.3 Continuity test

other components in the circuit.
Step 6:

The digital multimeter (DMM) beeps if a total way (continuity) is distinguished. In the
event that the circuit is open (the turn is in the OFF position), the DMM won’t beep

Step 7:

When completed, kill the multimeter to save battery life.

To identify a short out situation a congruity test is especially valuable; it is a consequence of crossconnecting of wires among two unique circuits
Following reasons define an interconnection between circuits is probably going:
•

Wrong removal of wires

•

Output of insulation failure

•

Wrong association at field intersection box

7.2.4 Short circuit test
A short circuit (in some cases abbreviated as to short or s/c) is an electrical circuit that enables a current
to go along an unintended way with no or low electrical impedance. The electrical inverse of a short
circuit is an “open circuit”, which is a boundless resistance between two nodes.
It is normal to misuse “short
circuit” to portray any electrical
glitch, paying little mind to the
real issue A short circuit is an
unusual

association

between

two nodes of an electric circuit
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expected to be at various voltages. These outcomes in an extreme electric current restricted just
by the Thévenin proportional resistance of whatever remains of the system and conceivably causes
circuit damage, overheating, fire or blast. Albeit more often than not the consequence of a blame,
there are situations where shortcircuits are caused purposefully, for instance, with the end goal of
voltage-detecting crowbar circuit defenders.
In circuit examination, a short out is an association between two nodes that constrains them to be
at a similar voltage. In a perfect short circuit, this implies there is no resistance and no voltage drop
over the short. In real circuits, the outcome is an association with no resistance. In such a case, the
current is restricted by whatever is left of the circuit.
Procedures to direct short out test
Step 1:

Direct test is needed among neutral conductors and dynamic conductor, neutral
conductors of each particular circuit and the dynamic conductor of a similar circuit at the
mains supply appropriation to uncover any interconnection error.

Step 2:

In advance performing of tests, execute the accompanying strides.

Step 3:

Neutral connection should be disconnected from circuit

Step 4:

Protection of circuit is very important

Step 5:

All switches or contactors should be closed.

Step 6:

Verify every immediate interconnection with the low-go ohmmeter.

Step 7:

A short out condition will be raised if resistance appeared in the ohmmeter is low.

Step 8:

Load can be identified with associated load only, if the load is associated with an active
phase and is neutral from various circuits.

Step 9:

If these means are executed preceding the beginning of the assessment, at that point
verify the resistance amoung the neutral and the dynamic conductors.

Step 10: To verify insulation resistance of links, carry insulation resistance with megger or analyzer,
particularly if insulation failure is happening.
Step 11: If the wiring or gadget terminal has an insulation issue it shows resistance less than 1
Mω.
Step 12: To recognize every electrical circuit and it’s dynamic and insulation conveyor, compute
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load resistance with the ohmmeter and as needs be, distinguish every dynamic and
neutral transmitter.

7.2.5 Oscilloscope
An oscilloscope, already called an oscillograph and casually known as an scope, CRO (for cathode-beam
oscilloscope), or DSO(for the more present day computerized capacity oscilloscope), is a kind of
electronic test instrument that permits
perception of continually shifting signal
voltages, for the most part as a twodimensional plot of at least one signals
as a component of time. Different signals
, (for example, sound or vibration) can
be changed over to voltages and showed.
Oscilloscopes are utilized to watch the
change of an electrical signals after some
time, to such an extent that voltage and
time portray a shape which is constantly
diagramed against an aligned scale. The
watched waveform can be investigated
for such properties as sufficiency,
recurrence, rise time, time interim,
bending and others.
By and large electronics utilize, when
measuring AC voltage signals, what do
the two axes (even and vertical) of the
oscilloscope screen speak to?

Fig 7.2.5 Oscilloscope and its waveforms

A technician plans to utilize an oscilloscope to show an AC voltage signal. Subsequent to turning the
oscilloscope on and associating the Y input test to the signal source a test point, this shows up.
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Exercise
1. How do fixed resistors usually fail?
(a) by increasing their value
(b) slowly over time
(c) by becoming an open circuit
(d) by increasing their value and becoming an open circuit

2. Which insulating material is used for low voltage cables?
(a) Impregnated paper
(b) Rubber
(c) Silk and cotton
(d) Vulcanised Indian rubber

3. In case of Short Circuit, _______Current will flow in the Circuit.
(a) Zero
(b) Very Low
(c) Normal
(d) Infinite

4. Which among these tests are to be conducted on wiring installations?
(a) Testing of polarity of non linked single pole switches
(b) Testing of earth continuity path
(c) Testing of earth resistance
(d) All of these

5. Generally grounding is provided for:
(a) only for the safety of the equipment
(b) only for the safety of the operating personnel
(c) both (a) and (b)
(d) none of the above
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about identification of problem
2. Discuss about risk management process
3. Know about escalation matrix and problem escalation process
4. Discuss about reporting and documentation requirements
5. Know about accident reporting
6. Know about reporting of defective tools
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Unit 8.1: Risk management

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Discuss about risk management process
2. Know about inspecting controlling and controlling the problems

8.1.1 Risk management process
To identify problems and suggesting improvements or remedies, you have to follow the specific
procedure of risk management. Risk Management consists of methodical steps for handling
hazards in the workplace.

Step 1
Identifying
the Hazard

Step 4

Step 2

Evaluating and
Reviewing the
Process

Assessing
the Risk

Step 3
Controlling
the Risk
Fig. 8.1.1 Risk Management process

Step 1: Identifying any anticipated problem – Anything that could lead to any harm to any person
in the work place, e.g. machine moving, poisonous chemicals, and jobs requiring physical
interference.
Step 2: Evaluating the issues – Assessing the problem on the basis of their impact, e.g. can it cause
a severe injury, sickness or fatality and how likely is this to take place?
Step 3: Control the problem or if it’s not feasible, controlling the threat arising out of the problem
– putting in to practice such strategies that can eradicate or manage the problem, e.g.
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designing the equipments differently, putting in machine guards at place, using harmless
chemicals, placing heavy objects lifting equipments to reduce manual weight lifting or PPE
or inform to supervisor or seniors.
Step 4: Analyzing risk evaluation - to keep a check on control measures and adding better control
measures. Also need to discover secure ways of doing things.

8.1.2 How to control the problems
Elimination

Need to manage the risk at base level. Fully eradicate the risk.

Substitution

Substitute risk with another one which solves the same purpose however should be
low in impact.

Engineering

Using fume hoods, guards, emergency stop buttons, etc..

Administrative

Relevant and sufficient training to be provided, implementation of Safe Work
Procedures, MSDS's, safety signage

PPE

Wear gloves, safety boots, apron, eye protection, face mask, hard hat, ear
plugs etc.

8.1.3 Workplace Inspections
One key factor of risk management is Workplace Safety Inspections. Inspections are key means to
make sure that the workplace remains safe. They assist us in recognizing and dealing with the new
problems or dangerous situations.
After inspection, make an inspection report, which includes the following information:
1. Name of the place or area which is being inspected if not mention on report, the date of
inspection along with the name of inspector.
2. Ensure either yes or no as per the situation or item mentioned, or put a checkmark against each
point. If unable to find out the presence of control or if your answer is no for any point, this
represents that it is an actionable problem. Evaluate the hazard to prioritize the action on it.
3. A documents state that the corrective action should be mentioned in the comment section
of identifies action items. Also mention what is required and should be done to correct and
improve hazardous situations.
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Unit 8.2: Escalation matrix

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Know about problem management process
2. Know about escalation matrix

8.2.1 Escalation matrix
For escalating issues to the concerned department, every organization follows a specific procedure.
This procedure is based on escalation matrix.
Problem management process
1. Identify problems as described earlier
2. Logging problems – Log the complaint report to the concerned person via email or
procedure specified by organization.
3. Categorize problems – categorize the problems into hazards, accidents, faulty tools or
equipments and general problems.
4. Prioritization of problem – prioritize the problem according to its impact or severity into
high, low, moderate and critical.
5. Initially diagnosis the problem and collect data and information regarding that.
6. Escalate the problem to the management through the escalation procedure.
7. Review the remedial action taken by the management to resolve the situation
8. If found any problem again, then notify the management again about the problem and also
suggest the remedial action required for it.
9. Close the complaint after solution of problem.
Escalation matrix is a complaint logging system (complaint box) allows you to specify multiple user
contacts to be notified in the event of issues. By using escalation matrix you can notify the right
people at the right time about critical alerts irrespective of the business hours. The escalation
matrix is time zone specific and it is available 24X7. The key features of escalation matrix are as
follows.
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•

The escalation levels are based on schedules.

•

The service is available 24X7 and schedules are allocated accordingly.

•

The schedules are time zone specific.

•

A matrix can be defined at multiple levels ranging from senior management to lower
management.

This implies that you can now have exclusive user groups notified of issues depending on device
roles or locations or issue types.

8.2.2 How does escalation matrix works
In escalation matrix,complaints severity can be assigned into difference levels, Level 1 andcan be
escalated to next levels. These next levels, say are called Level 2 and Level 3 respectively.
Administrators can assign Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments.

Once the Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments are defined, here is the how this works:
Step 1:

Complaint of a given category will by
default be assigned and notified by
email to the Level 1 department of
that category.

Step 2:

It defines which of the issue has to be
raised to whom and within which time
frame.

Step 3:

If the complaint is not resolved within
X number of days (X is the time defined
for Level 1 department to resolve the
issue), the complaint will be escalated
to Level 2 department.

Step 4:

Fig 8.2.1 Escalation matrix

If the complaint is not resolved within Y number of days (Y is the time defined for Level 2
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department to resolve the issue), the complaint will be escalated to Level 3 department.
At every escalation, L1/L2/L3 owners can receive notifications.
This is the process of escalating the issues to your supervisor to your senior management. If you
will get any issues, you have to lodge the complaint according to the complaint box system followed
by your organization.
Concerns and complaints may be received by any member of staff. It is important that they are
dealt with promptly and effectively by following the organizational policies and procedures.

Notes
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Unit 8.3: Accident reporting

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to: :
1. Discuss about accident and incident reporting
2. Know about how to write reports properly

8.3.1 Accidents and incidents reporting
IIt is of utmost importance to inform about the accidents and incidence straightaway, irrespective
of the impact of it. Even if there is minor injury or no harm to anyone and you believe it is not
worth reporting, still documentation is needed of the incidence. Reporting and documentation is
essential for multiple reasons:
•

Reporting helps in rectifying the situations and avoiding such future incidents.

•

If any occurrence leads to the loss of time or a long term leave and the affected needs to
claim compensation, a proper documentation helps in receiving the appropriate approval.

•

For legal reasons, the accidents leading to the fatal injuries or even to the demise of a
worker must be reported.

•

Any major accidents that includes the disintegration of a building or a major structure
failure, bridge, tower, crane, hoist, temporary construction support system or any
excavation an incident that includes the major release of dangerous material.

Your responsibility requires you to be aware of potential hazards and correct reporting processes.
If you notice a potentially hazardous situation, it is important that you report it immediately to
management and fill out the appropriate forms.
Hazard reports can take a number of different forms:
•

the standard hazard report used by workers for all hazards

•

reports of infections

•

near-miss incident reports
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•

reports of damage and faulty tools, equipments and machines

•

routine inspection reports

•

Behaviour incident reports.

8.3.2 Reporting format
Reporting of incidents and accidents is required under the Work Health and Safety (WHS)
legislation. Workplaces tend to have well developed reporting procedures in place, which aim to
fully understand the accident/incident and prevent any future occurrences through investment in
injury prevention, based upon accurate data. Reporting and recording should also facilitate costing
and associated financial loss.
Always report an accident to management immediately. There should be a form at each workplace
that you (or the person involved) and any witnesses can fill out, where possible, otherwise it can
be completed by a health and safety representative (HSR) if necessary. The form should cover the
following areas:
•

Description of the occurrence – what was the event that occurred, which required this
report to be completed?

•

Nature of injury or disease – select the most appropriate description from a range of
options. What injury or disease happened as a result of the occurrence?

•

First aid, medical treatment or hospital admission – this section asks for a description of
what was done to treat the injury or disease.

•

Part of the body affected – tick off which part or parts of the body were affected as a result
of the occurrence.

•

Source of injury – what actually caused the person to be injured or acquire a disease? This
could be a piece of machinery or other hazardous materials for example.

•

Probable cause or causes of injury – how was the source listed above actually responsible
for the injury?
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•

Investigation – this asks a series of questions that seek to find out why the person has been
injured or has acquired a disease.

•

Notification checklist – this checklist makes sure that everyone who should have been
contacted regarding the matter has been contacted and asks whether appropriate action
has been taken by the authorities.

•

Preventative action – this asks whether or not any action has been taken to prevent the
occurrence from happening again.

•

Witness details – this part is to be filled out if someone saw the occurrence happen. It is
essential if any sort of legal action is to be taken.

8.3.3 Filling reports and documents properly
In order for an effective completion of documentation, pre established pro-forma should be
followed. It is extremely essential despite of the reporting format, all information is recorded in a
manner that is:
•

documented in appropriate language

•

proper

•

timely

•

According to organization reporting protocols.

The below mentioned pointers will help you in finishing your reports accurately and aptly:
•

Make use of pen, not pencil.

•

Do not use erasers or liquid paper. For any correction, strike off the word or phrase and
write the correct changes above it along with initials and date of change.

•

Be thorough. Write down everything that is important.

•

Try to document note as soon as possible after the event. Most critical incident reports will
specify a time by which the documentation is to be completed.

•

Remember that case notes or incident reports may be required in the legal arena. In
determining the validity of information, the courts discriminate between facts and opinions.
‘Facts’ are what is directly observed.
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•

Use it with particularly important information.

•

Be legible

•

In describing an event, be clear, organized and sequential. Write down what happened in
the order it happened.

•

For any concerns or queries related with the documentation process, discuss with the
management.

•

make sure the report is dated and signed after each entry.

We have looked at a number of aspects of accident/incident reporting, from what we need to
report, e.g.equipment difficulties, damage or malfunction to recording forms required, e.g.
incident reports, fault reports, accident and prevention reports.

Exercise
1. Assume you got an accident at work place on your knees. File a report and inform the
management about the accident.

2. What is important in an accident investigation?
(a) Only to interview the victim.
(b) To clear up the site of the accident as quickly as possible in order to prevent new accidents.
(c) To collect all facts and information at the location of the accident.
(d) None of these
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Unit 8.4: Defects reporting

Unit Objectives
After the completion of this session you will be able to:
1. Know about reporting of faulty and damage tools

8.4.1 Reporting of faulty and damage tools
Like accident or incident reporting, reporting of faulty and damaged machine, tools and equipments
is also necessary. To reduce the chances of accident or any damage it is very important. Any
damaged, faulty or malfunctioning tools, equipment should be immediately withdrawn from use
and addressed according to organizational policies and procedures. In general, this may require
you to report the damage or fault to management, take action to ensure that you or other workers
are not injured or harmed by the equipment by tagging or labeling it with a hazard sign, and/or
removing the equipment from the area. You should have to check the following details before
doing reporting or providing any repair suggestions:
•

Last date of inspection

•

Last date of repair and which part was repaired.

•

Life cycle of the tool, equipment or machine

In machine or equipment faulty or damage report you have to provide following details:
•

Name of the tool or machine

•

Registration details of machine

•

Who does the inspection of tool and machine before the use

•

Trouble or hazard from the defective tool or machine

•

Defective part name or number

•

Remedial action - Tool or machine has to be discontinued or need repair

•

Which process is going to affect due to the faulty machine or tool

•

Report whether the machine or tool is performing accurately or precisely.

•

Report that there limits, fits and tolerances are set or not according to industrial standards.
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about communication with colleagues
2. Discuss about workplace etiquettes
3. Know about working in a team
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Unit 9.1: Ensure appropriate communication with others

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about how to communicate effectively with colleagues
2. Know about effective communication

9.1.1 Communicate with others properly
What will be the reaction of yours when people say a largely about you. The success of the
organization depends on each colleague.
•

For success of organization learn your co-workers’ names and learn them quickly because
people loves hear their names.

•

It doesn’t matter a person is more or less significant because of his/her designation. Always
use to speak to every person you work with or pass in the lobby. You should respect every
employee.

•

Self-assessment: Make your own assessment how you behave your supervisor(s),
subordinates, and peers. Would the changes in the dealings, if seen by others, put you in
negative list? If so, find where the unevenness, and start the procedure of reworking the
relationship active.

•

Share about your personal life is your choice with employees but always be careful. May
cause a negative impact because of yours openness. Didn’t shows interest or ask people to
share their personal lives with you. This makes people uncomfortable in the job

•

Always respect other people’s personal space. Different people having different personal
space than your own.

Sometimes it’s not what you say, but how you say it that counts! Proper communication is equally
important whether your delivery is spoken, written or implied.
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9.1.2 Effective communication with colleagues
To communicate better with your colleagues at work place here are some ways:
•

Listen actively: This shows that what your team mates have to say and that you should
respect them and you’re interested. Few things you need to follow: Listen to them carefully,
positioning your body towards people, and look at them directly. Never interrupt them
while they’re speaking. If you listen to them closely and wait for them to finish speaking
you’ll only be able to understand what people are trying to speak. After listening you can
ask questions to clarify any issues. When anyone talking to you doesn’t email or text.

•

Face to face talk and Speak with pleasure: To avoid any misunderstandings with your team
mates should speak with pleasure. To understand your colleague point of view and feelings
a face to face communication helps with building trust and openness.

•

Offer constructive criticism: While giving feedback, don’t involve personal feelings and
make sure your team mates fully understands what you are try to telling them. If someone
did a great job, offer positive support and give them upgrading tips without being unkind
or dominant.

•

Build and earn trust: Trust and respect play an important role for effective communication
to occur. To build faith with your team mates, it’s significant that you act steadily and with
honesty. Clear communicate, collaboratively and confidentially with them while showing
the respect to earn their faith. To create trust and understand with your colleagues, the
clear and concise communication should be there.

•

Get personal but don’t be too casual: Colleagues personal lives should be discuss during
breaks or after work to know better by talking. This helps to build faith. Don’t get too
casual in your discussions, especially in the work place, as it may cause the other people
uncomfortable.

•

Tell them how what you’re communicating is relevant to them: For relevant communication
it related to what the other person wants, doubts or needs. First find out how what you’ll
say or write is pertinent to your team mates and then impress them. If your communication
is certainly relevant to them, then it will keep them listening to or reading.

•

Keep spoken and written communications short, simple and direct: Limited time is
constraints so don’t think your team mates to listen to and read everything that you’re
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trying to tell them. Try not to giving those complicated descriptions and endorsements
with the expectation they will know everything straight away. Short, simple and direct
communications is the best way to impress.

Notes
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Unit 9.2: Workplace etiquettes

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about organization policies and procedures
2. Know about workplace etiquettes

9.2.1 Follow organization policies and procedures
Organization policies and procedures while working with colleagues:
•

Never use abusive words with the colleagues

•

Follow work etiquettes

•

Never share secret or confidential information with your colleagues

•

Help your colleague in case of emergency or difficult situations

•

Coach your colleagues in case of problems and about organization policies and procedures.

•

Communicate with them properly.

9.2.2 Workplace etiquettes
In the business world the way you present yourself to others tells capacities about you. Seconds of
meeting will decide first impression about others. Present yourself professional after you’re hired
for a job. Important tips that help to succeed on the work place:
Making a good impression
To improve overall image and confidence a good impression on the
work place play an important role.
•

At the beginning of your first day, meet each of your team
Fig 9.2.1 Workplace etiquettes

mates.
•

Always make eye contact, turn towards them and listen attentively with co-workers if they
are speaking to you.

•

NEVER assume you can wear casual clothing to work, always verify and follow the
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employer’s office dress code.
•

Bag or purse and the belongings you carry in them must say something about your
personality. Disordered items may diminish from the image you would like to present.

•

In a first time meeting with someone, smile and shake hands palm to palm with a gentle
control.

•

Always alert and ready to contribute to the company and avoid sleepiness which can cause
a negative effect in the workplace.

•

Always be on time each day. Avoid your personal items away and ready to start workday.

•

Kindness and courtesy is the most important factor which always counts!

What will be the reaction of yours when people say a largely about you The success of the
organization depends on each colleague .
•

For success of organization learn your co-workers’ names and learn them quickly because
people loves hear their names .

•

It doesn’t matter a person is more or less significant because of his/her designation. Always
use to speak to every person you work with or pass in the lobby. You should respect every
employee. !

•

Self-assessment: Make your own assessment how you behave your supervisor(s),
subordinates, and peers. Would the changes in the dealings, if seen by others, put you in
negative list? If so, find where the unevenness, and start the procedure of reworking the
relationship active.

•

Share about your personal life is your choice with employees but always be careful. May
cause a negative impact because of yours openness. Didn’t shows interest or ask people to
share their personal lives with you. This makes people uncomfortable in the job.

•

Always respect other people’s personal space. Different people having different personal
space than your own.

Work space savvy
You can spend more working hours at your job than in home.
•

Work station should be professional and well-ordered with suitable private touches! It
reflects good imPushion on the team mates.
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•

Always give respect to others’ space whether it is a cubicle or office so not just walk in; you
should knock or make your presence gently known. Always invite team mates if they have
a few minutes to talk. Wait until you are invited to sit down don’t assume greeting of your
presence is an invitation to sit down.

•

An important phone call could be damage by you so don’t interrupt people on the phone.

•

Bound personal calls, if your work spaces don’t have a door

•

Always ask your superior when and where it is suitable to use your phone in office.

•

Try not to use ear buds or headphones to listen to music while at job.

•

Smells and noise from food can be distracting others so avoid food consumption to a
minimum.

Notes
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain the meaning of health

2.

List common health issues

3.

Discuss tips to prevent common health issues

4.

Explain the meaning of hygiene

5.

Understand the purpose of Swacch Bharat Abhiyan

6.

Explain the meaning of habit

7.

Discuss ways to set up a safe work environment

8.

Discuss critical safety habits to be followed by employees

9.

Explain the importance of self-analysis

10. Understand motivation with the help of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
11. Discuss the meaning of achievement motivation
12. List the characteristics of entrepreneurs with achievement motivation
13. List the different factors that motivate you
14. Discuss how to maintain a positive attitude
15. Discuss the role of attitude in self-analysis
16. List your strengths and weaknesses
17. Discuss the qualities of honest people
18. Describe the importance of honesty in entrepreneurs
19. Discuss the elements of a strong work ethic
20. Discuss how to foster a good work ethic
21. List the characteristics of highly creative people
22. List the characteristics of highly innovative people
23. Discuss the benefits of time management
24. List the traits of effective time managers
25. Describe effective time management technique
26. Discuss the importance of anger management
27. Describe anger management strategies
28. Discuss tips for anger management
29. Discuss the causes of stress
30. Discuss the symptoms of stress
31. Discuss tips for stress management
32. Identify the basic parts of a computer
33. Identify the basic parts of a keyboard
34. Recall basic computer terminology
35. Recall basic computer terminology
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36. Recall the functions of basic computer keys
37. Discuss the main applications of MS Office
38. Discuss the benefits of Microsoft Outlook
39. Discuss the different types of e-commerce
40. List the benefits of e-commerce for retailers and customers
41. Discuss how the Digital India campaign will help boost e-commerce in India
42. Explain how you will sell a product or service on an e-commerce platform
43. Discuss the importance of saving money
44. Discuss the benefits of saving money
45. Discuss the main types of bank accounts
46. Describe the process of opening a bank account
47. Differentiate between fixed and variable costs
48. Describe the main types of investment options
49. Describe the different types of insurance products
50. Describe the different types of taxes
51. Discuss the uses of online banking
52. Discuss the main types of electronic funds transfers
53. Discuss the steps to prepare for an interview
54. Discuss the steps to create an effective Resume
55. Discuss the most frequently asked interview questions
56. Discuss how to answer the most frequently asked interview questions
57. Discuss basic workplace terminology
58. Discuss the concept of entrepreneurship
59. Discuss the importance of entrepreneurship
60. Describe the characteristics of an entrepreneur
61. Describe the different types of enterprises
62. List the qualities of an effective leader
63. Discuss the benefits of effective leadership
64. List the traits of an effective team
65. Discuss the importance of listening effectively
66. Discuss how to listen effectively
67. Discuss the importance of speaking effectively
68. Discuss how to speak effectively
69. Discuss how to solve problems
70. List important problem solving traits
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71. Discuss ways to assess problem solving skills
72. Discuss the importance of negotiation
73. Discuss how to negotiate
74. Discuss how to identify new business opportunities
75. Discuss how to identify business opportunities within your business
76. Understand the meaning of entrepreneur
77. Describe the different types of entrepreneurs
78. List the characteristics of entrepreneurs
79. Recall entrepreneur success stories
80. Discuss the entrepreneurial process
81. Describe the entrepreneurship ecosystem
82. Discuss the government’s role in the entrepreneurship ecosystem
83. Discuss the current entrepreneurship ecosystem in India
84. Understand the purpose of the Make in India campaign
85. Discuss the relationship between entrepreneurship and risk appetite
86. Discuss the relationship between entrepreneurship and resilience
87. Describe the characteristics of a resilient entrepreneur
88. Discuss how to deal with failure
89. Discuss how market research is carried out
90. Describe the 4 Ps of marketing
91. Discuss the importance of idea generation
92. Recall basic business terminology
93. Discuss the need for CRM
94. Discuss the benefits of CRM
95. Discuss the need for networking
96. Discuss the benefits of networking
97. Understand the importance of setting goals
98. Differentiate between short-term, medium-term and long-term goals
99. Discuss how to write a business plan
100. Explain the financial planning process
101. Discuss ways to manage your risk
102. Describe the procedure and formalities for applying for bank finance
103. Discuss how to manage your own enterprise
104. List important questions that every entrepreneur should ask before starting an enterprise

4
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UNIT 10.1: Personal Strengths & Value Systems
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Explain the meaning of health

2.

List common health issues

3.

Discuss tips to prevent common health issues

4.

Explain the meaning of hygiene

5.

Understand the purpose of Swacch Bharat Abhiyan

6.

Explain the meaning of habit

7.

Discuss ways to set up a safe work environment

8.

Discuss critical safety habits to be followed by employees

9.

Explain the importance of self-analysis

10. Understand motivation with the help of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
11. Discuss the meaning of achievement motivation
12. List the characteristics of entrepreneurs with achievement motivation
13. List the different factors that motivate you
14. Discuss how to maintain a positive attitude
15. Discuss the role of attitude in self-analysis
16. List your strengths and weaknesses
17. Discuss the qualities of honest people
18. Describe the importance of honesty in entrepreneurs
19. Discuss the elements of a strong work ethic
20. Discuss how to foster a good work ethic
21. List the characteristics of highly creative people
22. List the characteristics of highly innovative people
23. Discuss the benefits of time management
24. List the traits of effective time managers
25. Describe effective time management technique
26. Discuss the importance of anger management
27. Describe anger management strategies
28. Discuss tips for anger management
29. Discuss the causes of stress
30. Discuss the symptoms of stress
31. Discuss tips for stress management
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10.1.1 Health, Habits, Hygiene: What is Health
As per the World Health Organization (WHO), health is a “State of complete physical, mental,
and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” This means being
healthy does not simply mean not being unhealthy – it also means you need to be at peace
emotionally, and feel fit physically. For example, you cannot say you are healthy simply because
you do not have any physical ailments like a cold or cough. You also need to think about whether
you are feeling calm, relaxed and happy.

Common Health Issues
Some common health issues are:
•

Allergies

•

Asthma

•

Skin Disorders

•

Depression and Anxiety

•

Diabetes

•

Cough, Cold, Sore Throat

•

Difficulty Sleeping

•

Obesity

Tips to Prevent Health Issues
Taking measures to prevent ill health is always better than curing a disease or sickness. You can
stay healthy by:
•

Eating healthy foods like fruits, vegetables and nuts

•

Cutting back on unhealthy and sugary foods

•

Drinking enough water everyday

•

Not smoking or drinking alcohol

•

Exercising for at least 30 minutes a day, 4-5 times a week

•

Taking vaccinations when required

•

Practicing yoga exercises and meditation

How many of these health standards do you follow? Tick the ones that apply to you.
1.

Get minimum 7-8 hours of sleep every night.

2.

Avoid checking email first thing in the morning and right before you go to bed at night.

3.

Don’t skip meals – eat regular meals at correct meal times.

4.

Read a little bit every single day.

5.

Eat more home cooked food than junk food.
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6.

Stand more than you sit.

7.

Drink a glass of water first thing in the morning and have at least 8 glasses of water
through the day.

8.

Go to the doctor and dentist for regular checkups.

9.

Exercise for 30 minutes at least 5 days a week.

10. Avoid consuming lots of aerated beverages.

What is Hygiene?
As per the World Health Organization (WHO), “Hygiene refers to conditions and practices that
help to maintain health and prevent the spread of diseases.” In other words, hygiene means
ensuring that you do whatever is required to keep your surroundings clean, so that you reduce
the chances of spreading germs and diseases.
For instance, think about the kitchen in your home. Good hygiene means ensuring that the
kitchen is always spick and span, the food is put away, dishes are washed and dustbins are not
overflowing with garbage. Doing all this will reduce the chances of attracting pests like rats or
cockroaches, and prevent the growth of fungus and other bacteria, which could spread disease.
How many of these health standards do you follow? Tick the ones that apply to you.
1.

Have a bath or shower every day with soap – and wash your hair with shampoo 2-3
times a week.

2.

Wear a fresh pair of clean undergarments every day.

3.

Brush your teeth in the morning and before going to bed.

4.

Cut your fingernails and toenails regularly.

5.

Wash your hands with soap after going to the toilet.

6.

Use an anti-perspirant deodorant on your underarms if you sweat a lot.

7.

Wash your hands with soap before cooking or eating.

8.

Stay home when you are sick, so other people don’t catch what you have.

9.

Wash dirty clothes with laundry soap before wearing them again.

10. Cover your nose with a tissue/your hand when coughing or sneezing.
See how healthy and hygienic you are, by giving yourself 1 point for every ticked statement!
Then take a look at what your score means.
Your Score
0-7/20: You need to work a lot harder to stay fit and fine! Make it a point to practice good
habits daily and see how much better you feel!
7-14/20: Not bad, but there is scope for improvement! Try and add a few more good habits to
your daily routine.
14-20/20: Great job! Keep up the good work! Your body and mind thank you!
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Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
We have already discussed the importance of following good hygiene and health practices for
ourselves. But, it is not enough for us to be healthy and hygienic. We must also extend this
standard to our homes, our immediate surroundings and to our country as a whole.
The ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ (Clean India Mission) launched by Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi on 2nd October 2014, believes in doing exactly this. The aim of this mission is to clean the
streets and roads of India and raise the overall level of cleanliness. Currently this mission covers
4,041 cities and towns across the country. Millions of our people have taken the pledge for a
clean India. You should take the pledge too, and do everything possible to keep our country
clean!

What are Habits?
A habit is a behaviour that is repeated frequently. All of us have good habits and bad habits.
Keep in mind the phrase by John Dryden: “We first make our habits, and then our habits make
us.” This is why it is so important that you make good habits a way of life, and consciously avoid
practicing bad habits.
Some good habits that you should make part of your daily routine are:
•

Always having a positive attitude

•

Making exercise a part of your daily routine

•

Reading motivational and inspirational stories

•

Smiling! Make it a habit to smile as often as possible

•

Making time for family and friends

•

Going to bed early and waking up early

Some bad habits that you should quit immediately are:
•

Skipping breakfast

•

Snacking frequently even when you are not hungry

•

Eating too much fattening and sugary food

•

Smoking, drinking alcohol and doing drugs

•

Spending more money than you can afford

•

Worrying about unimportant issues

•

Staying up late and waking up late

Tips
•

Following healthy and hygienic practices every day will make you feel good mentally and
physically.

•

Hygiene is two-thirds of health – so good hygiene will help you stay strong and healthy!
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10.1.2: Safety: Tips to Design a Safe Workplace
Every employer is obligated to ensure that his workplace follows the highest possible safety
protocol. When setting up a business, owners must make it a point to:
•

Use ergonomically designed furniture and equipment to avoid stooping and twisting

•

Provide mechanical aids to avoid lifting or carrying heavy objects

•

Have protective equipment on hand for hazardous jobs

•

Designate emergency exits and ensure they are easily accessible

•

Set down health codes and ensure they are implemented

•

Follow the practice of regular safety inspections in and around the workplace

•

Ensure regular building inspections are conducted

•

Get expert advice on workplace safety and follow it

Non-Negotiable Employee Safety Habits
Every employer is obligated to ensure that his workplace follows the highest possible safety
protocol. When setting up a business, owners must make it a point to:
•

Immediately report unsafe conditions to a supervisor

•

Recognize and report safety hazards that could lead to slips, trips and falls

•

Report all injuries and accidents to a supervisor

•

Wear the correct protective equipment when required

•

Learn how to correctly use equipment provided for safety purposes

•

Be aware of and avoid actions that could endanger other people

•

Take rest breaks during the day and some time off from work during the week

Tips
•

Be aware of what emergency number to call at the time of a workplace emergency

•

Practice evacuation drills regularly to avoid chaotic evacuations
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10.1.3 Self Analysis – Attitude, Achievement Motivation:
What is Self-Analysis
To truly achieve your full potential, you need to take a deep look inside yourself and find out
what kind of person you really are. This attempt to understand your personality is known as
self-analysis. Assessing yourself in this manner will help you grow, and will also help you to
identify areas within yourself that need to be further developed, changed or eliminated. You
can better understand yourself by taking a deep look at what motivates you, what your attitude
is like, and what your strengths and weaknesses are.

What is Motivation?
Very simply put, motivation is your reason for acting or behaving in a certain manner. It is
important to understand that not everyone is motivated by the same desires – people are
motivated by many, many different things. We can understand this better by looking at Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Famous American psychologist Abraham Maslow wanted to understand what motivates
people. He believed that people have five types of needs, ranging from very basic needs (called
physiological needs) to more important needs that are required for self-growth (called selfactualization needs). Between the physiological and self-actualization needs are three other
needs – safety needs, belongingness and love needs, and esteem needs. These needs are
usually shown as a pyramid with five levels and are known as Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

Self actualization:
achiving one's full
potential, including
creative activities
Esteem needs:
prestige and feeling of
accomplishment

Self-fulfillment
needs

Psychological
needs

Belongingness and love needs:
intimate relationships, friends
Safety needs:
Security, safety

Basic
needs

Physiological needs:
food, water, warmth, rest
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As you can see from the pyramid, the lowest level depicts the most basic needs. Maslow
believed that our behaviour is motivated by our basic needs, until those needs are met. Once
they are fulfilled, we move to the next level and are motived by the next level of needs. Let’s
understand this better with an example.
Rupa comes from a very poor family. She never has enough food, water, warmth or rest.
According to Maslow, until Rupa is sure that she will get these basic needs, she will not even
think about the next level of needs – her safety needs. But, once Rupa is confident that her basic
needs will be met, she will move to the next level, and her behaviour will then be motivated
by her need for security and safety. Once these new needs are met, Rupa will once again move
to the next level, and be motivated by her need for relationships and friends. Once this need
is satisfied, Rupa will then focus on the fourth level of needs – her esteem needs, after which
she will move up to the fifth and last level of needs – the desire to achieve her full potential.

Understanding Achievement Motivation
We now know that people are motivated by basic, psychological and self-fulfillment needs.
However, certain people are also motivated by the achievement of highly challenging
accomplishments. This is known as Achievement Motivation, or ‘need for achievement’.
The level of motivation achievement in a person differs from individual to individual. It is
important that entrepreneurs have a high level of achievement motivation – a deep desire to
accomplish something important and unique. It is equally important that they hire people who
are also highly motivated by challenges and success.

What Motivates You?
What are the things that really motivate you? List down five things that really motivate you.
Remember to answer honestly!
I am motivated by:
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Characteristics of Entrepreneurs with
Achievement Motivation
Entrepreneurs with achievement motivation can be described as follows:
•

Unafraid to take risks for personal
accomplishment

•

Very persistent when it comes to achieving
goals

•

Love being challenged

•

Extremely courageous

•

Future-oriented

•

Highly creative and innovative

•

Flexible and adaptive

•

Restless - constantly looking to achieve more

•

Value negative feedback more than
positive feedback

•

Feel personally responsible for solving
problems

•

Can you think of entrepreneurs who display
these traits?

Think about it:
•

How many of these traits do you have?

How to Cultivate a Positive Attitude
The good news is attitude is a choice. So it is possible to improve, control and change our
attitude, if we decide we want to! The following tips help foster a positive mindset:
•

Remember that you control your attitude, not the other way around

•

Devote at least 15 minutes a day towards reading, watching or listening to something
positive

•

Avoid negative people who only complain and stop complaining yourself

•

Expand your vocabulary with positive words and delete negative phrases from your mind

•

Be appreciative and focus on what’s good in yourself, in your life, and in others

•

Stop thinking of yourself as a victim and start being proactive

•

Imagine yourself succeeding and achieving your goals

What is Attitude?
Now that we understand why motivation is so important for self-analysis, let’s look at the
role our attitude plays in better understanding ourselves. Attitude can be described as your
tendency (positive or negative), to think and feel about someone or something. Attitude is the
foundation for success in every aspect of life. Our attitude can be our best friend or our worst
enemy. In other words:
“The only disability in life is a bad attitude.”
When you start a business, you are sure to encounter a wide variety of emotions, from difficult
times and failures to good times and successes. Your attitude is what will see you through
the tough times and guide you towards success. Attitude is also infectious. It affects everyone
around you, from your customers to your employees to your investors. A positive attitude helps
build confidence in the workplace while a negative attitude is likely to result in the demotivation
of your people.
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What Are Your Strengths and Weaknesses?
Another way to analyze yourself is by honestly identifying your strengths and weaknesses. This
will help you use your strengths to your best advantage and reduce your weaknesses.
Note down all your strengths and weaknesses in the two columns below. Remember to be
honest with yourself!
Strengths

Weaknesses

Tips
•
•
•
•

Achievement motivation can be learned.
Don’t be afraid to make mistakes.
Train yourself to finish what you start.
Dream big.
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10.1.4 Honesty & Work Ethics: What is Honesty?
Honesty is the quality of being fair and truthful. It means speaking and acting in a manner
that inspires trust. A person who is described as honest is seen as truthful and sincere, and as
someone who isn’t deceitful or devious and doesn’t steal or cheat. There are two dimensions
of honesty – one is honesty in communication and the other is honesty in conduct.
Honesty is an extremely important trait because it results in peace of mind and builds
relationships that are based on trust. Being dishonest, on the other hand, results in anxiety and
leads to relationships full of distrust and conflict.

Qualities of Honest People
Honest individuals have certain distinct characteristics. Some common qualities among honest
people are:
1.

They don’t worry about what others think of them. They believe in being themselves –
they don’t bother about whether they are liked or disliked for their personalities.

2.

They stand up for their beliefs. They won’t think twice about giving their honest opinion,
even if they are aware that their point of view lies with the minority.

3.

They are think skinned. This means they are not affected by others judging them harshly
for their honest opinions.

4.

They forge trusting, meaningful and healthy friendships. Honest people usually surround
themselves with honest friends. They have faith that their friends will be truthful and
upfront with them at all times.

They are trusted by their peers. They are seen as people who can be counted on for truthful
and objective feedback and advice.
•

Honesty and employees: When entrepreneurs build honest relationships with their
employees, it leads to more transparency in the workplace, which results in higher work
performance and better results.

•

Honesty and investors: For entrepreneurs, being honest with investors means not only
sharing strengths but also candidly disclosing current and potential weaknesses, problem
areas and solution strategies. Keep in mind that investors have a lot of experience with
startups and are aware that all new companies have problems. Claiming that everything is
perfectly fine and running smoothly is a red flag for most investors.

•

Honesty with oneself: The consequences of being dishonest with oneself can lead to dire
results, especially in the case of entrepreneurs. For entrepreneurs to succeed, it is critical
that they remain realistic about their situation at all times, and accurately judge every
aspect of their enterprise for what it truly is.

Importance of Honesty in Entrepreneurs
One of the most important characteristics of entrepreneurs is honesty. When entrepreneurs
are honest with their customers, employees and investors, it shows that they respect those
that they work with. It is also important that entrepreneurs remain honest with themselves.
Let’s look at how being honest would lead to great benefits for entrepreneurs.
•

Honesty and customers: When entrepreneurs are honest with their customers it leads to
stronger relationships, which in turn results in business growth and a stronger customer
network.
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What are Work Ethics?
Being ethical in the workplace means displaying values like honesty, integrity and respect in
all your decisions and communications. It means not displaying negative qualities like lying,
cheating and stealing.
Workplace ethics play a big role in the profitability of a company. It is as crucial to an enterprise
as high morale and teamwork. This is why most companies lay down specific workplace ethic
guidelines that must compulsorily be followed by their employees. These guidelines are
typically outlined in a company’s employee handbook.

Elements of a Strong Work Ethic
An entrepreneur must display strong work ethics, as well as hire only those individuals who
believe in and display the same level of ethical behavior in the workplace. Some elements of
a strong work ethic are:
•

Professionalism: This involves everything from how you present yourself in a corporate
setting to the manner in which you treat others in the workplace.

•

Respectfulness: This means remaining poised and diplomatic regardless of how stressful
or volatile a situation is.

•

Dependability: This means always keeping your word, whether it’s arriving on time for a
meeting or delivering work on time.

•

Dedication: This means refusing to quit until the designated work is done, and completing
the work at the highest possible level of excellence.

•

Determination: This means embracing obstacles as challenges rather than letting them
stop you, and pushing ahead with purpose and resilience to get the desired results.

•

Accountability: This means taking responsibility for your actions and the consequences of
your actions, and not making excuses for your mistakes.

•

Humility: This means acknowledging everyone’s efforts and had work, and sharing the
credit for accomplishments.

How to Foster a Good Work Ethic
As an entrepreneur, it is important that you clearly define the kind of behaviour that you expect
from each and every team member in the workplace. You should make it clear that you expect
employees to display positive work ethics like:
• Honesty: All work assigned to a person should be done with complete honesty, without
any deceit or lies.
• Good attitude: All team members should be optimistic, energetic, and positive.
• Reliability: Employees should show up where they are supposed to be, when they are
supposed to be there.
• Good work habits: Employees should always be well groomed, never use inappropriate
language, conduct themselves professionally at all times, etc.
• Initiative: Doing the bare minimum is not enough. Every team member needs to be
proactive and show initiative.
• Trustworthiness: Trust is non-negotiable. If an employee cannot be trusted, it’s time to let
that employee go.
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•

Respect: Employees need to respect the company, the law, their work, their colleagues
and themselves.

•

Integrity: Each and every team member should be completely ethical and must display
above board behaviour at all times.

•

Efficiency: Efficient employees help a company grow while inefficient employees result in
a waste of time and resources.

Tips
•

Don’t get angry when someone tells you the truth and you don’t like what you hear.

•

Always be willing to accept responsibility for your mistakes.
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10.1.5 Creativity & Innovation : What is Creativity
Creativity means thinking outside the box. It means viewing things in new ways or from different
perspectives, and then converting these ideas into reality. Creativity involves two parts: thinking
and producing. Simply having an idea makes you imaginative, not creative. However, having an
idea and acting on it makes you creative.

Characteristics of Highly Creative People
Some characteristics of creative people are:
•

They are imaginative and playful

•

They detest rules and routine

•

They see issues from different angles

•

They love to daydream

•

They notice small details

•

They are very curious

•

They have very little tolerance for boredom

What is Innovation?
There are many different definitions of innovation. In simple terms, innovation means turning
an idea into a solution that adds value. It can also mean adding value by implementing a new
product, service or process, or significantly improving on an existing product, service or process.

Characteristics of Highly Innovative People
Some characteristics of highly innovative people are:
•

They embrace doing things differently

•

They don’t believe in taking shortcuts

•

They are not afraid to be unconventional

•

They are highly proactive and persistent

•

They are organized, cautious and risk-averse

Tips
•

Take regular breaks from your creative work to recharge yourself and gain fresh perspective.

•

Build prototypes frequently, test them out, get feedback, and make the required changes.
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10.1.6 Time Management: What is Time Management?
Time management is the process organizing your time, and deciding how to allocate your time
between different activities. Good time management is the difference between working smart
(getting more done in less time) and working hard (working for more time to get more done).
Effective time management leads to an efficient work output, even when you are faced with
tight deadlines and high pressure situations. On the other hand, not managing your time
effectively results in inefficient output and increases stress and anxiety.

Benefits of Time Management
Time management can lead to huge benefits like:
•

Greater productivity

•

Higher efficiency

•

Better professional reputation

•

Reduced stress

•

Higher chances for career advancement

•

Greater opportunities to achieve goals

Not managing time effectively can result in undesirable consequences like:
•

Missing deadlines

•

Inefficient work output

•

Substandard work quality

•

Poor professional reputation

•

Stalled career

•

Increase in stress and anxiety

Traits of Effective Time Managers
Some traits of effective time managers are:
•

They begin projects early

•

They set daily objectives

•

•

They break tasks into steps with
specific deadlines

They modify plans if required, to achieve
better results

•

They continually review long term
goals

•

They are flexible and open-minded

•

•

They inform people in advance if their
help will be required

They think of alternate solutions if and
when required

•

They ask for help when required

•

They know how to say no

•

They create backup plans

Effective Time Management Techniques
You can manage your time better by putting into practice certain time management techniques.
Some helpful tips are:
• Plan out your day as well as plan for interruptions. Give yourself at least 30 minutes to
figure out your time plan. In your plan, schedule some time for interruptions.
• Put up a “Do Not Disturb” sign when you absolutely have to complete a certain amount
of work.
• Close your mind to all distractions. Train yourself to ignore ringing phones, don’t reply to
chat messages and disconnect from social media sites.
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•

Delegate your work. This will not only help your work get done faster, but will also show
you the unique skills and abilities of those around you.

•

Stop procrastinating. Remind yourself that procrastination typically arises due to the fear
of failure or the belief that you cannot do things as perfectly as you wish to do them.

•

Prioritize. List each task to be completed in order of its urgency or importance level. Then
focus on completing each task, one by one.

•

Maintain a log of your work activities. Analyze the log to help you understand how efficient
you are, and how much time is wasted every day.
Create time management goals to reduce time wastage.

Tips
•

Always complete the most important tasks first.

•

Get at least 7 – 8 hours of sleep every day.

•

Start your day early.

•

Don’t waste too much time on small, unimportant details.

•

Set a time limit for every task that you will undertake.

•

Give yourself some time to unwind between tasks.
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10.1.7 Anger Management: What is Anger Management
Anger management is the process of:
1.

Learning to recognize the signs that you, or someone else, is becoming angry

2.

Taking the best course of action to calm down the situation in a positive way

Anger management does not mean suppressing anger.

Importance of Anger Management
Anger is a perfectly normal human emotion. In fact, when managed the right way, anger can
be considered a healthy emotion. However, if it is not kept in check, anger can make us act
inappropriately and can lead to us saying or doing things that we will likely later regret.
Extreme anger can:
•

Hurt you physically:: It leads to heart disease, diabetes, a weakened immune system,
insomnia, and high blood pressure.

•

Hurt you mentally: It can cloud your thinking and lead to stress, depression and mental
health issues.

•

Hurt your career: It can result in alienating your colleagues, bosses, clients and lead to the
loss of respect.

•

Hurt your relationships: It makes it hard for your family and friends to trust you, be honest
with you and feel comfortable around you.
This is why anger management, or managing anger appropriately, is so important.

Anger Management Strategies
Here are some strategies that can help you control your anger:
Strategy 1: Relaxation
Something as simple as breathing deeply and looking at relaxing images works wonders in
calming down angry feelings. Try this simple breathing exercise:
1.

Take a deep breath from your diaphragm (don’t breathe from your chest)

2.

Visualize your breath coming up from your stomach

3.

Keep repeating a calming word like ‘relax’ or ‘take it easy’ (remember to keep breathing
deeply while repeating the word)

4.

Picture a relaxing moment (this can be from your memory or your imagination)

Follow this relaxation technique daily, especially when you realize that you’re starting to feel angry.
Strategy 2: Cognitive Restructuring
Cognitive restructuring means changing the manner in which you think. Anger can make you
curse, swear, exaggerate and act very dramatically. When this happens, force yourself to replace
your angry thoughts with more logical ones. For instance, instead of thinking ‘Everything is
ruined’ change your mindset and tell yourself ‘It’s not the end of the world and getting angry
won’t solve this’.
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Strategy 3: Problem Solving
Getting angry about a problem that you cannot control is a perfectly natural response.
Sometimes, try as you may, there may not be a solution to the difficulty you are faced with. In
such cases, stop focusing on solving the problem, and instead focus on handling and facing the
problem. Remind yourself that you will do your best to deal with the situation, but that you will
not blame yourself if you don’t get the solution you desire.
Strategy 4: Better Communication
When you’re angry, it is very easy to jump to inaccurate conclusions. In this case, you need to
force yourself to stop reacting, and think carefully about what you want to say, before saying it.
Avoid saying the first thing that enters your head. Force yourself to listen carefully to what the
other person is saying. Then think about the conversation before responding.
Strategy 5: Changing Your Environment
If you find that your environment is the cause of your anger, try and give yourself a break
from your surroundings. Make an active decision to schedule some personal time for yourself,
especially on days that are very hectic and stressful. Having even a brief amount of quiet or
alone time is sure to help calm you down.

Tips for Anger Management
•

The following tips will help you keep your anger in check:

•

Take some time to collect your thoughts before you speak out in anger.

•

Express the reason for your anger in an assertive, but non-confrontational manner once
you have calmed down.

•

Do some form of physical exercise like running or walking briskly when you feel yourself
getting angry.

•

Make short breaks part of your daily routine, especially during days that are stressful.
Focus on how to solve a problem that’s making you angry, rather than focusing on the fact
that the problem is making you angry.

Tips
•

Try to forgive those who anger you, rather than hold a grudge against them.

•

Avoid using sarcasm and hurling insults. Instead, try and explain the reason for your
frustration in a polite and mature manner.
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10.1.8 Stress Management: What is Stress
We say we are ‘stressed’ when we feel overloaded and unsure of our ability to deal with the
pressures placed on us. Anything that challenges or threatens our well-being can be defined
as a stress. It is important to note that stress can be good and bad. While good stress keeps us
going, negative stress undermines our mental and physical health. This is why it is so important
to manage negative stress effectively.

Causes of Stress
Stress can be caused by internal and external factors.
Internal causes of stress
•
•
•

Constant worry
Rigid thinking
Unrealistic expectations

•
•
•

Pessimism
Negative self-talk
All in or all out attitude

•
•
•

Difficulties at work or in school
Financial difficulties
Worrying about one’s children and/or family

External causes of stress
•
•
•

Major life changes
Difficulties with relationships
Having too much to do

Symptoms of Stress
Stress can manifest itself in numerous ways. Take a look at the cognitive, emotional, physical
and behavioral symptoms of stress.
•

Cognitive Symptoms
Memory problems

•

Emotional Symptoms
Depression

•

Concentration issues

•

Agitation

•

Lack of judgement

•

Irritability

•

Pessimism

•

Loneliness

•

Anxiety

•

Anxiety

•

Constant worrying

•

Anger

•

Physical Symptoms
Aches and pain

•

Behavioral Symptoms
Increase or decrease in appetite

•

Diarrhea or constipation

•

Over sleeping or not sleeping enough

•

Nausea

•

Withdrawing socially

•

Dizziness

•

Ignoring responsibilities

•

Chest pain and/or rapid heartbeat

•

Consumption of alcohol or cigarettes

•

Frequent cold or flu like feelings

•

Nervous habits like nail biting, pacing etc.
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Tips to Manage Stress
The following tips can help you manage your stress better:
•

Note down the different ways in which you can handle the various sources of your stress.

•

Remember that you cannot control everything, but you can control how you respond.

•

Discuss your feelings, opinions and beliefs rather than reacting angrily, defensively or
passively.

•

Practice relaxation techniques like meditation, yoga or tai chi when you start feeling
stressed.

•

Devote a part of your day towards exercise.

•

Eat healthy foods like fruits and vegetables. Avoid unhealthy foods especially those
containing large amounts of sugar.

•

Plan your day so that you can manage your time better, with less stress.

•

Say no to people and things when required.

•

Schedule time to pursue your hobbies and interests.

•

Ensure you get at least 7-8 hours of sleep.

•

Reduce your caffeine intake.

•

Increase the time spent with family and friends.

Tips
•

Force yourself to smile even if you feel stressed. Smiling makes us feel relaxed and happy.

•

Stop yourself from feeling and thinking like a victim. Change your attiude and focus on
being proactive.
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10.2. Digital Literacy: A Recap
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Identify the basic parts of a computer

2.

Identify the basic parts of a keyboard

3.

Recall basic computer terminology

4.

Recall basic computer terminology

5.

Recall the functions of basic computer keys

6.

Discuss the main applications of MS Office

7.

Discuss the benefits of Microsoft Outlook

8.

Discuss the different types of e-commerce

9.

List the benefits of e-commerce for retailers and customers

10. Discuss how the Digital India campaign will help boost e-commerce in India
11. Describe how you will sell a product or service on an e-commerce platform

10.2.1 Computer and Internet basics:
Basic Parts of a Computer
Monitor
Power
Button
Mouse
Keyboard

Basic Parts of a Keyboard
Caps

Backspace

Shift Space Enter Arrow Keys
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Basic Parts of a Computer
•

Central Processing Unit (CPU): The brain of the computer. It interprets and carries out
program instructions.

•

Hard Drive: A device that stores large amounts of data.

•

Monitor: The device that contains the computer screen where the information is visually
displayed.

•

Desktop: The first screen displayed after the operating system loads.

•

Background: The image that fills the background of the desktop.

Basic Parts of a Computer
•

Mouse: A hand-held device used to point to items on the monitor.

•

Speakers: Devices that enable you to hear sound from the computer.

•

Printer: A device that converts output from a computer into printed paper documents.

•

Icon: A small picture or image that visually represents something on your computer.

•

Cursor: An arrow which indicates where you are positioned on the screen.

•

Program Menu: A list of programs on your computer that can be accessed from the Start
menu.

•

Taskbar: The horizontal bar at the bottom of the computer screen that lists applications
that are currently in use.

•

Recycle Bin: A temporary storage for deleted files.

Basic Internet Terms
•

The Internet: A vast, international collectionof computer networks that transfers information.

•

The World Wide Web: A system that lets you access information on the Internet.

•

Website: A location on the World Wide Web (and Internet) that contains information
about a specific topic.

•

Homepage: Provides information about a website and directs you to other pages on that
website.

•

Link/Hyperlink: A highlighted or underlined icon, graphic, or text that takes you to another
file or object.

•

Web Address/URL: The address for a website.

•

Address Box: A box in the browser window where you can type in a web address.
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Basic Computer Keys
•

Arrow Keys: Press these keys to move your cursor.

•

Space bar: Adds a space.

•

Enter/Return: Moves your cursor to a new line.

•

Shift: Press this key if you want to type a capital letter or the upper symbol of a key.

•

Caps Lock: Press this key if you want all the letters you type to be capital letters. Press it
again to revert back to typing lowercase letters.

•

Backspace: Deletes everything to the left of your cursor.

Tips
•

•
•

When visiting a .com address, there no need to type http:// or even www. Just type the
name of the website and then press Ctrl + Enter. (Example: Type ‘apple’ and press Ctrl +
Enter to go to www.apple.com)
Press the Ctrl key and press the + or - to increase and decrease the size of text.
Press F5 or Ctrl + R to refresh or reload a web page.
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10.2.2 MS Office and Email: About MS Office
MS Office or Microsoft Office is a suite of computer programs developed by Microsoft. Although
meant for all users, it offers different versions that cater specifically to students, home users
and business users. All the programs are compatible with both, Windows and Macintosh.

Most Popular Office Products
Some of the most popular and universally used MS Office applications are:
• Microsoft Word: Allows users to type text and add images to a document.
• Microsoft Excel: Allows users to enter data into a spreadsheet and create calculations and
graphs.
• Microsoft PowerPoint: Allows users to add text, pictures and media and create slideshows
and presentations.
• Microsoft Outlook: Allows users to send and receive email.
• Microsoft OneNote: Allows users to make drawings and notes with the feel of a pen on
paper.
• Microsoft Access: Allows users to store data over many tables.

Why Choose Microsoft Outlook
A popular email management choice especially in the workplace, Microsoft Outlook also includes
an address book, notebook, web browser and calendar. Some major benefits of this program are:
•

Integrated search function: You can use keywords to search for data across all Outlook
programs.

•

Enhanced security: Your email is safe from hackers, junk mail and phishing website email.

•

Email syncing: Sync your mail with your calendar, contact list, notes in One Note and…your
phone!

•

Offline access to emai:l No Internet? No problem! Write emails offline and send them
when you’re connected again.

Tips
•

Press Ctrl+R as a shortcut method to reply to email.

•

Set your desktop notifications only for very important emails.

•

Flag messages quickly by selecting messages and hitting the Insert key.

•

Save frequently sent emails as a template to reuse again and again.

•

Conveniently save important emails as files.
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10.2.3 E-Commerce: What is E-Commerce
E-commerce is the buying or selling of goods and services, or the transmitting of money or
data, electronically on the internet. E-Commerce is the short form for “electronic commerce.”

Examples of E-Commerce
Some examples of e-commerce are:
•

Online shopping

•

Electronic payments

•

Online auctions

•

Internet banking

•

Online ticketing

Types of E-Commerce
E-commerce can be classified based on the types of participants in the transaction. The main
types of e-commerce are:
•

Business to Business (B2B): Both the transacting parties are businesses.

•

Business to Consumer (B2C): Businesses sell electronically to end-consumers.

•

Consumer to Consumer (C2C): Consumers come together to buy, sell or trade items to
other consumers.

•

Consumer-to-Business (C2B): Consumers make products or services available for purchase
to companies looking for exactly those services or products.

•

Business-to-Administration (B2A): Online transactions conducted between companies
and public administration.

•

Consumer-to-Administration (C2A): Online transactions conducted between individuals
and public administration.

Benefits of E-Commerce
The e-commerce business provides some benefits for retailers and customers.
Benefits for retailers:
•

Establishes an online presence

•

Reduces operational costs by removing overhead costs

•

Increases brand awareness through the use of good keywords

•

Increases sales by removing geographical and time constraints

Benefits for customers:
•

Offers a wider range of choice than any physical store

•

Enables goods and services to be purchased from remote locations

•

Enables consumers to perform price comparisons
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Digital India Campaign
Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the Digital India campaign in 2015, with the objective
of offering every citizen of India access to digital services, knowledge and information. The
campaign aims to improve the country’s online infrastructure and increase internet connectivity,
thus boosting the e-commerce industry.
Currently, the majority of online transactions come from tier 2 and tier 3 cities. Once the Digital
India campaign is in place, the government will deliver services through mobile connectivity,
which will help deliver internet to remote corners of the country. This will help the e-commerce
market to enter India’s tier 4 towns and rural areas.

E-Commerce Activity
Choose a product or service that you want to sell online. Write a brief note explaining how
you will use existing e-commerce platforms, or create a new e-commerce platform, to sell your
product or service.

Tips
•

Before launching your e-commerce platform, test everything.

•

Pay close and personal attention to your social media.
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10.3: Money Matters
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Discuss the importance of saving money

2.

Discuss the benefits of saving money

3.

Discuss the main types of bank accounts

4.

Describe the process of opening a bank account

5.

Differentiate between fixed and variable costs

6.

Describe the main types of investment options

7.

Describe the different types of insurance products

8.

Describe the different types of taxes

9.

Discuss the uses of online banking

10. Discuss the main types of electronic funds transfers

10.3.1 Personal Finance – Why to Save:
Importance of Saving
We all know that the future is unpredictable. You never know what will happen tomorrow, next
week or next year. That’s why saving money steadily through the years is so important. Saving
money will help improve your financial situation over time. But more importantly, knowing that
you have money stashed away for an emergency will give you peace of mind. Saving money
also opens the door to many more options and possibilities.

Benefits of Saving
Inculcating the habit of saving leads to a vast number of benefits. Saving helps you:
•

Become financially independent: When you have enough money saved up to feel secure
you can start making your choices, from taking a vacation whenever you want, to switching
careers or starting your own business.

•

Invest in yourself through education: Through saving, you can earn enough to pay up for
courses that will add to your professional experience and ultimately result in higher paying
jobs.

•

Get out of debt: Once you have saved enough as a reserve fund, you can use your savings
to pay off debts like loans or bills that have accumulated over time.

•

Be prepared for surprise expenses : Having money saved enables you to pay for unforeseen
expenses like sudden car or house repairs, without feeling financially stressed.

•

Pay for emergencies: Saving helps you deal with emergencies like sudden health issues or
emergency trips without feeling financially burdened.
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•
•

Afford large purchases and achieve major goals:: Saving diligently makes it possible to
place down payments towards major purchases and goals, like buying a home or a car.
Retire: The money you have saved over the years will keep you comfortable when you no
longer have the income you would get from your job.

Tips
•
•

Break your spending habit. Try not spending on one expensive item per week, and put the
money that you would have spent into your savings.
Decide that you will not buy anything on certain days or weeks and stick to your word.
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10.3.2 Types of Bank Accounts, Opening a
Bank Account: Types of Bank Accounts
In India, banks offer four main types of bank accounts. These are:
•

Current Accounts

•

Savings Accounts

•

Recurring Deposit Accounts

•

Fixed Deposit Accounts

Current Accounts
Current accounts offer the most liquid deposits and thus, are best suited for businessmen and
companies. As these accounts are not meant for investments and savings, there is no imposed
limit on the number or amount of transactions that can be made on any given day. Current
account holders are not paid any interest on the amounts held in their accounts. They are
charged for certain services offered on such accounts.
Savings Accounts
Savings accounts are meant to promote savings, and are therefore the number one choice
for salaried individuals, pensioners and students. While there is no restriction on the number
and amount of deposits made, there are usually restrictions on the number and amount of
withdrawals. Savings account holders are paid interest on their savings.
Recurring Deposit Accounts
Recurring Deposit accounts, also called RD accounts, are the accounts of choice for those who want
to save an amount every month, but are unable to invest a large sum at one time. Such account
holders deposit a small, fixed amount every month for a pre-determined period (minimum 6
months). Defaulting on a monthly payment results in the account holder being charged a penalty
amount. The total amount is repaid with interest at the end of the specified period.
Fixed Deposit Accounts
Fixed Deposit accounts, also called FD accounts, are ideal for those who wish to deposit their
savings for a long term in return for a high rate of interest. The rate of interest offered depends
on the amount deposited and the time period, and also differs from bank to bank. In the case
of an FD, a certain amount of money is deposited by the account holder for a fixed period of
time. The money can be withdrawn when the period expires. If necessary, the depositor can
break the fixed deposit prematurely. However, this usually attracts a penalty amount which
also differs from bank to bank.

Opening a Bank Account
Opening a bank account is quite a simple process. Take a look at the steps to open an account
of your own:
Step 1: Fill in the Account Opening Form
This form requires you to provide the following information:
•

Personal details (name, address, phone number, date of birth, gender, occupation, address)

•

Method of receiving your account statement (hard copy/email)

•

Details of your initial deposit (cash/cheque)

•

Manner of operating your account (online/mobile banking/traditional via cheque, slip books)

Ensure that you sign wherever required on the form.
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Step 2: Affix your Photograph
Stick a recent photograph of yourself in the allotted space on the form.
Step 3: Provide your Know Your Customer (KYC) Details
KYC is a process that helps banks verify the identity and address of their customers. To open an
account, every individual needs to submit certain approved documents with respect to photo
identity (ID) and address proof. Some Officially Valid Documents (OVDs) are:
•

Passport

•

Driving License

•

Voters’ Identity Card

•

PAN Card

•

UIDAI (Aadhaar) Card

Step 4: Submit All your Documents
Submit the completed Account Opening Form and KYC documents. Then wait until the forms
are processed and your account has been opened!

Tips
•

Select the right type of account.

•

Fill in complete nomination details.

•

Ask about fees.

•

Understand the rules.

•

Check for online banking – it’s convenient!

•

Keep an eye on your bank balance.
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10.3.3 Costs: Fixed vs Variable: What are Fixed and
Variable Costs

Fixed costs and variable costs together make up a company’s total cost. These are the two
types of costs that companies have to bear when producing goods and services.
A fixed cost does not change with the volume of goods or services a company produces. It
always remains the same.
A variable cost, on the other hand, increases and decreases depending on the volume of goods
and services produced. In other words, it varies with the amount produced.

Differences Between Fixed and Variable Costs
Let’s take a look at some of the main differences between fixed and variable costs:
Criteria

Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Meaning

A cost that stays the same, regardless A cost that changes when the
of the output produced.

Nature

Time related.

Incurred

Incurred irrespective of units being Incurred only when units are produced.
produced.

Unit cost

Inversely proportional to the number of Remains the same, per unit.
units produced.

Examples

Depreciation, rent, salary, insurance, Material consumed, wages, commission
tax etc.
on sales, packing expenses, etc.

Volume related.

Tips
•

When trying to determine whether a cost is fixed or variable, simply ask the following
question: Will the particular cost change if the company stopped its production activities? If
the answer is no, then it is a fixed cost. If the answer is yes, then it is probably a variable cost.
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10.3.4 Investment, Insurance and Taxes:
Investment

Investment means that money is spent today with the aim of reaping financial gains at a future
time. The main types of investment options are as follows:
•

Bonds: Bonds are instruments used by public and private companies to raise large sums of
money – too large to be borrowed from a bank. These bonds are then issued in the public
market and are bought by lenders.

•

Stocks: Stocks or equity are shares that are issued by companies and are bought by the
general public.

•

Small Savings Schemes: Small Savings Schemes are tools meant to save money in small
amounts. Some popular schemes are the Employees Provident Fund, Sukanya Samriddhi
Scheme and National Pension Scheme.

•

Mutual Funds: Mutual Funds are professionally managed financial instruments that invest
money in different securities on behalf of investors.

•

Fixed Deposits: A fixed amount of money is kept aside with a financial institution for a
fixed amount of time in return for interest on the money.

•

Real Estate: Loans are taken from banks to purchase real estate, which is then leased or
sold with the aim of making a profit on the appreciated property price.

•

Hedge Funds: Hedge funds invest in both financial derivatives and/or publicly traded
securities.

•

Private Equity: Private Equity is trading in the shares of an operating company that is not
publicly listed and whose shares are not available on the stock market.

•

Venture Capital: Venture Capital involves investing substantial capital in a budding
company in return for stocks in that company.

Insurance
There are two types of insurance – Life Insurance and Non-Life or General Insurance.

Life Insurance
Life Insurance deals with all insurance covering human life.

Life Insurance Products
The main life insurance products are:
•

Term Insurance: This is the simplest and cheapest form of insurance. It offers financial
protection for a specified tenure, say 15 to 20 years. In the case of your death, your family
is paid the sum assured. In the case of your surviving the term, the insurer pays nothing.

•

Endowment Policy: This offers the dual benefit of insurance and investment. Part of the
premium is allocated towards the sum assured, while the remaining premium gets invested
in equity and debt. It pays a lump sum amount after the specified duration or on the death
of the policyholder, whichever is earlier.

•

Unit-Linked Insurance Plan (ULIP): Here part of the premium is spent on the life cover,
while the remaining amount is invested in equity and debt. It helps develop a regular
saving habit.
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•

Money Back Life Insurance:While the policyholder is alive, periodic payments of the
partial survival benefits are made during the policy tenure. On the death of the insured,
the insurance company pays the full sum assured along with survival benefits.

•

Whole Life Insurance:It offers the dual benefit of insurance and investment. It offers
insurance cover for the whole life of the person or up to 100 years whichever is earlier.

General Insurance
General Insurance deals with all insurance covering assets like animals, agricultural crops,
goods, factories, cars and so on.

General Insurance Products
The main general insurance products are:
•

Motor Insurance: This can be divided into Four Wheeler Insurance and Two Wheeler
Insurance.

•

Health Insurance: The main types of health insurance are individual health insurance, family
floater health insurance, comprehensive health insurance and critical illness insurance.

•

Travel Insurance: This can be categorised into Individual Travel Policy, Family Travel Policy,
Student Travel Insurance and Senior Citizen Health Insurance.

•

Home Insurance: This protects the house and its contents from risk.

•

Marine Insurance: This insurance covers goods, freight, cargo etc. against loss or damage
during transit by rail, road, sea and/or air.

Taxes
There are two types of taxes – Direct Taxes and Indirect Taxes.

Direct Tax
Direct taxes are levied directly on an entity or a person and are non-transferrable.
Some examples of Direct Taxes are:
•

Income Tax: This tax is levied on your earning in a financial year. It is applicable to both,
individuals and companies.

•

Capital Gains Tax: This tax is payable whenever you receive a sizable amount of money.
It is usually of two types – short term capital gains from investments held for less than 36
months and long term capital gains from investments held for longer than 36 months.

•

Securities Transaction Tax: This tax is added to the price of a share. It is levied every time
you buy or sell shares.

•

Perquisite Tax: This tax is levied is on perks that have been acquired by a company or used
by an employee.

•

Corporate Tax: Corporate tax is paid by companies from the revenue they earn.

Indirect Tax
Indirect taxes are levied on goods or services.
Some examples of Indirect Taxes are:
•

Sales Tax: Sales Tax is levied on the sale of a product.
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•

Service Tax: Service Tax is added to services provided in India.

•

Value Added Tax: Value Added Tax is levied at the discretion of the state government. The
tax is levied on goods sold in the state. The tax amount is decided by the state.

•

Customs Duty & Octroi: Customs Duty is a charge that is applied on purchases that are
imported from another country. Octroi is levied on goods that cross state borders within India.

•

Excise Duty: Excise Duty is levied on all goods manufactured or produced in India.

Tips
•

Think about how quickly you need your money back and pick an investment option
accordingly.

•

Ensure that you are buying the right type of insurance policy for yourself.

•

Remember, not paying taxes can result in penalties ranging from fines to imprisonment.
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10.3.5 Online Banking, NEFT, RTGS etc.: What is
Online Banking

Internet or online banking allows account holders to access their account from a laptop at any
location. In this way, instructions can be issued. To access an account, account holders simply
need to use their unique customer ID number and password.
Internet banking can be used to:
•

Find out an account balance

•

Transfer amounts from one account to another

•

Arrange for the issuance of cheques

•

Instruct payments to be made

•

Request for a cheque book

•

Request for a statement of accounts

•

Make a fixed deposit

Electronic Funds Transfers
Electronic funds transfer is a convenient way of transferring money from the comfort of one’s
own home, using integrated banking tools like internet and mobile banking.
Transferring funds via an electronic gateway is extremely convenient. With the help of online
banking, you can choose to:
•

Transfer funds into your own accounts of the same bank.

•

Transfer funds into different accounts of the same bank.

•

Transfer funds into accounts in different banks, using NEFT.

•

Transfer funds into other bank accounts using RTGS.

•

Transfer funds into various accounts using IMPS.

NEFT
NEFT stands for National Electronic Funds Transfer. This money transfer system allows you to
electronically transfer funds from your respective bank accounts to any other account, either
in the same bank or belonging to any other bank. NEFT can be used by individuals, firms and
corporate organizations to transfer funds between accounts.
In order to transfer funds via NEFT, two things are required:
•

A transferring bank

•

A destination bank

Before you can transfer funds through NEFT, you will need to register the beneficiary who will
be receiving the funds. In order to complete this registration, you will require the following
•
•

Recipient’s name
Recipient’s account number

•
•
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RTGS
RTGS stands for Real Time Gross Settlement. This is a real time funds transfer system which
enables you to transfer funds from one bank to another, in real time or on a gross basis. The
transferred amount is immediately deducted from the account of one bank, and instantly
credited to the other bank’s account. The RTGS payment gateway is maintained by the Reserve
Bank of India. The transactions between banks are made electronically.
RTGS can be used by individuals, companies and firms to transfer large sums of money. Before
remitting funds through RTGS, you will need to add the beneficiary and his bank account details
via your online banking account. In order to complete this registration, you will require the
following information:
•
•

Name of the beneficiary
Beneficiary’s bank address

•
•

Beneficiary’s account number
Beneficiary’s bank’s IFSC code

IMPS
IMPS stands for Immediate Payment Service. This is a real-time, inter-bank, electronic funds
transfer system used to transfer money instantly within banks across India. IMPS enables
users to make instant electronic transfer payments using mobile phones through both, Mobile
Banking and SMS. It can also be used through ATMs and online banking. IMPS is available 24
hours a day and 7 days a week. The system features a secure transfer gateway and immediately
confirms orders that have been fulfilled.
To transfer money through IMPS, the you need to:
• Register for IMPS with your bank
•

Receive a Mobile Money Identifier (MMID) from the bank

•

Receive a MPIN from the bank

Once you have both these, you can login or make a request through SMS to transfer a particular
amount to a beneficiary.
For the beneficiary to receive the transferred money, he must:
1. Link his mobile number with his respective account
2. Receive the MMID from the bank

In order to initiate a money transfer through IMPS, you will need to enter the following
information:
1. The beneficiary’s mobile number

2. The beneficiary’s MMID

3. The transfer amount

4. Your MPIN

As soon as money has been deducted from your account and credited into the beneficiary’s
account, you will be sent a confirmation SMS with a transaction reference number, for future
reference.
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Differences Between NEFT, RTGS & IMPS
Criteria

NEFT

RTGS

IMPS

Settlement

Done in batches

Real-time

Real-time

Full form

National Electronic
Fund Transfer

Real Time Gross
Settlement

Immediate Payment
Service

Timings on
Monday – Friday

8:00 am – 6:30 pm

9:00 am – 4:30 pm

24x7

Timings on
Saturday

8:00 am – 1:00 pm

9:00 am – 1:30 pm

24x7

Minimum amount
of money transfer
limit

`1

`2 lacs

`1

Maximum amount
of money transfer
limit

`10 lacs

`10 lacs per day

`2 lacs

Maximum charges
as per RBI

Upto 10,000 – `2.5
above 10,000 – 1 lac
– `5
above 1 – 2 lacs –
`15
above 2 – 5 lacs –
`25

above 2 – 5 lacs –
`25

Upto 10,000 – `5
above 10,000 – 1 lac
– `5
above 1 – 2 lacs –
`15

above 5 – 10 lacs –
`50

above 5 – 10 lacs –
`25

Tips
•

Never click on any links in any e-mail message to access your online banking website.

•

You will never be asked for your credit or debit card details while using online banking.

•

Change your online banking password regularly.
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10.4. Preparing for Employment & Self
Employment
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Discuss the steps to prepare for an interview

2.

Discuss the steps to create an effective Resume

3.

Discuss the most frequently asked interview questions

4.

Discuss how to answer the most frequently asked interview questions

5.

Discuss basic workplace terminology

10.4.1 Interview Preparation: How to Prepare
for an Interview
The success of your getting the job that you want depends largely on how well your interview
for that job goes. Therefore, before you go in for your interview, it is important that you prepare
for it with a fair amount of research and planning. Take a look at the steps to follow in order to
be well prepared for an interview:
1.

2.

3.

Research the organization that you are having the interview with.
•

Studying the company beforehand will help you be more prepared at the time of the
interview. Your knowledge of the organization will help you answer questions at the
time of the interview, and will leave you looking and feeling more confident. This is sure
to make you stand out from other, not as well informed, candidates.

•

Look for background information on the company. Ty and find an overview of the
company and its industry profile.

•

Visit the company website to get a good idea of what the company does. A company
website offers a wealth of important information. Read and understand the company’s
mission statement. Pay attention to the company’s products/services and client list. Read
through any press releases to get an idea of the company’s projected growth and stability.

•

Note down any questions that you have after your research has been completed.

Think about whether your skills and qualifications match the job requirements.
•

Carefully read through and analyze the job description.

•

Make a note of the knowledge, skills and abilities required to fulfill the job requirements.

•

Take a look at the organization hierarchy. Figure out where the position you are applying
for fits into this hierarchy.

Go through the most typical interview questions asked, and prepare your responses.
•

Remember, in most interviews a mix of resume-based, behavioral and case study
questions are asked.

•

Think about the kind of answers you would like to provide to typical questions asked in
these three areas.

•

Practice these answers until you can express them confidently and clearly.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Plan your attire for the interview.
•

It is always safest to opt for formal business attire, unless expressly informed to dress in
business casual (in which case you should use your best judgement).

•

Ensure that your clothes are clean and well-ironed. Pick neutral colours – nothing too
bright or flashy.

•

The shoes you wear should match your clothes, and should be clean and suitable for
an interview.

•

Remember, your aim is to leave everyone you meet with the impression that you are a
professional and highly efficient person.

Ensure that you have packed everything that you may require during the interview.
•

Carry a few copies of your resume. Use a good quality paper for your resume print outs.

•

Always take along a notepad and a pen.

•

Take along any information you may need to refer to, in order to fill out an application
form.

•

Carry a few samples of your work, if relevant.

Remember the importance of non-verbal communication.
•

Practice projecting confidence. Remind yourself to smile and make eye contact. Practice
giving a firm handshake.

•

Keep in mind the importance of posture. Practice sitting up straight. Train yourself to stop
nervous gestures like fidgeting and foot-tapping.

•

Practice keeping your reactions in check. Remember, your facial expressions provide a
good insight into your true feelings. Practice projecting a positive image.

Make a list of questions to end the interview with.
•

Most interviews will end with the interviewer(s) asking if you have any questions. This
is your chance to show that you have done your research and are interested in learning
more about the company.

•

If the interviewer does not ask you this question, you can inform him/her that you have
some queries that you would like to discuss. This is the time for you to refer to the notes
you made while studying the company.

•

Some good questions to ask at this point are:
o What do you consider the most important criteria for success in this job?
o How will my performance be evaluated?
o What are the opportunities for advancement?
o What are the next steps in the hiring process?

•

Remember, never ask for information that is easily available on the company website.

Tips
•

Ask insightful and probing questions.

•

When communicating, use effective forms of body language like smiling, making eye
contact, and actively listening and nodding. Don’t slouch, play with nearby items, fidget,
chew gum, or mumble.
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10.4.2 Preparing an Effective Resume: How to
Create an Effective Resume
A resume is a formal document that lists a candidate’s work experience, education and skills.
A good resume gives a potential employer enough information to believe the applicant is worth
interviewing. That’s why it is so important to create a résumé that is effective. Take a look at the
steps to create an effective resume:
Step 1: Write the Address Section
The Address section occupies the top of your resume. It includes information like your name,
address, phone number and e-mail address. Insert a bold line under the section to separate it
from rest of your resume.
Example:
Jasmine Watts
Breach Candy, Mumbai – India
Contact No: +91 2223678270
Email: jasmine.watts@gmail.com

Step 2: Add the Profile Summary Section
This part of your resume should list your overall experiences, achievements, awards,
certifications and strengths. You can make your summary as short as 2-3 bullet points or as
long as 8-10 bullet points.
Example:
Profile Summary
• A Content Writer graduated from University of Strathclyde having 6 years of experience
in writing website copy.
•

Core expertise lies in content creation for e-learning courses, specifically for the K-12
segment.

Step 3: Include Your Educational Qualifications
When listing your academic records, first list your highest degree. Then add the second highest
qualification under the highest one and so on. To provide a clear and accurate picture of your
educational background, it is critical that include information on your position, rank, percentage
or CPI for every degree or certification that you have listed.
If you have done any certifications and trainings, you can add a Trainings & Certifications section
under your Educational Qualifications section.
Example:
Educational Qualifications
• Masters in International Management (2007) from Columbia University with 8.8 CPI.
•

Bachelor of Management Studies (2004) from Mumbai University with 87% marks.

•

10+2 with Math, Stats (2001) from Maharashtra Board with 91% marks.

•

High School (1999) from Maharashtra Board with 93% marks.
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Step 4: List Your Technical Skills
When listing your technical skills, start with the skills that you are most confident about. Then
add the skills that you do not have as good a command over. It is perfectly acceptable to include
just one skill, if you feel that particular skill adds tremendous value to your résumé. If you do
not have any technical skills, you can omit this step.
Example:
Technical Skills
• Flash
•

Photoshop

Step 5: Insert Your Academic Project Experience
List down all the important projects that you have worked on. Include the following information
in this section:
•
•

Project title
Contribution

•
•

Organization
Description

•

Platform used

Example:
Academic Projects
Project Title: Different Communication Skills
Organization: True Blue Solutions
Platform used: Articulate
Contribution: Content writing and graphic visualization
Description: Development of storyboards for corporate induction & training programs
Step 6: List Your Strengths
This is where you list all your major strengths. This section should be in the form of a bulleted list.
Example:
Strengths
• Excellent oral, written and presentation skills
• Action-oriented and result-focused
• Great time management skills
Step 7: List Your Extracurricular Activities
It is very important to show that you have diverse interests and that your life consists of more
than academics. Including your extracurricular activities can give you an added edge over other
candidates who have similar academic scores and project experiences. This section should be
in the form of a bulleted list.
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Example:
Extracurricular Activities
• Member of the Debate Club
•

Played tennis at a national level

•

Won first prize in the All India Camel Contest, 2010

Step 8: Write Your Personal Details
The last section of your résumé must include the following personal information:
•
•

Date of birth
Nationality

•
•

Gender & marital status
Languages known

Example:
Personal Details
• Date of birth:

25th May, 1981

•

Gender & marital status: Female, Single

•

Nationality:

Indian

•

Languages known:

English, Hindi, Tamil, French

Tips
•

Keep your resume file name short, simple and informational.

•

Make sure the resume is neat and free from typing errors.

•

Always create your resume on plain white paper.
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10.4.3 Interview FAQs
Take a look at some of the most frequently asked interview questions, and some helpful tips on
how to answer them.
Q1. Can you tell me a little about yourself?
Tips to answer:
• Don’t provide your full employment or personal history.
• Offer 2-3 specific experiences that you feel are most valuable and relevant.
• Conclude with how those experiences have made you perfect for this specific role.
Q2. How did you hear about the position?
Tips to answer:
• Tell the interviewer how you heard about the job – whether it was through a friend
(name the friend), event or article (name them) or a job portal (say which one).
• Explain what excites you about the position and what in particular caught your eye
about this role.
Q3. What do you know about the company?
Tips to answer:
• Don’t recite the company’s About Us page.
• Show that you understand and care about the company’s goals.
• Explain why you believe in the company’s mission and values.
Q4. Why do you want this job?
Tips to answer:
• Show that you are passionate about the job.
• Identify why the role is a great fit for you.
• Explain why you love the company.
Q5. Why should we hire you?
Tips to answer:
• Prove through your words that you can not only do the work, but can definitely deliver
excellent results.
• Explain why you would be a great fit with the team and work culture.
• Explain why you should be chosen over any other candidate.
Q6. What are your greatest professional strengths?
Tips to answer:
• Be honest – share some of your real strengths, rather than give answers that you think
sound good.
• Offer examples of specific strengths that are relevant to the position you are applying for.
• Provide examples of how you’ve demonstrated these strengths.
Q7. What do you consider to be your weaknesses?
Tips to answer:
• The purpose of this question is to gauge your self-awareness and honesty.
• Give an example of a trait that you struggle with, but that you’re working on to improve.
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Q8. What are your salary requirements?
Tips to answer:
• Do your research beforehand and find out the typical salary range for the job you are
applying for.
• Figure out where you lie on the pay scale based on your experience, education, and skills.
• Be flexible. Tell the interviewer that you know your skills are valuable, but that you want
the job and are willing to negotiate.
Q9. What do you like to do outside of work?
Tips to answer:
• The purpose of this question is to see if you will fit in with the company culture.
• Be honest – open up and share activities and hobbies that interest and excite you.
Q10. If you were an animal, which one would you want to be?
Tips to answer:
• The purpose of this question is to see if you are able to think on your feet.
• There’s no wrong answer – but to make a great impression try to bring out your strengths
or personality traits through your answer.
Q11: What do you think we could do better or differently?
Tips to answer:
• The purpose of this question is to see if you have done your research on the company,
and to test whether you can think critically and come up with new ideas.
• Suggest new ideas. Show how your interests and expertise would help you execute
these ideas.
Q12: Do you have any questions for us?
Tips to answer:
• Do not ask questions to which the answers can be easily found on the company website
or through a quick online search.
• Ask intelligent questions that show your ability to think critically.

Tips
•

Be honest and confident while answering.

•

Use examples of your past experiences wherever possible to make your answers more
impactful.
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10.4.4 Work Readiness – Terms & Terminologies:
Basic Workplace Terminology
Every employee should be well versed in the following terms:
•

Annual leave: Paid vacation leave given by employers to employees.

•

Background Check: A method used by employers to verify the accuracy of the information
provided by potential candidates.

•

Benefits: A part of an employee’s compensation package.

•

Breaks: Short periods of rest taken by employees during working hours.

•

Compensation Package: The combination of salary and benefits that an employer provides
to his/her employees.

•

Compensatory Time (Comp Time): Time off in lieu of pay.

•

Contract Employee: An employee who works for one organization that sells said employee’s
services to another company, either on a project or time basis.

•

Contract of Employment: When an employee is offered work in exchange for wages or
salary, and accepts the offer made by the employer, a contract of employment exists.

•

Corporate Culture: The beliefs and values shared by all the members of a company, and
imparted from one generation of employees to another.

•

Counter Offer/Counter Proposal: A negotiation technique used by potential candidates to
increase the amount of salary offered by a company.

•

Cover Letter: A letter that accompanies a candidate’s resume. It emphasizes the important
points in the candidate’s resume and provides real examples that prove the candidate’s
ability to perform the expected job role.

•

Curriculum Vitae (CV)/Resume: A summary of a candidate’s achievements, educational
background, work experience, skills and strengths.

•

Declining Letter: A letter sent by an employee to an employer, turning down the job offer
made by the employer to the employee.

•

Deductions: Amounts subtracted from an employee’s pay and listed on the employee’s
pay slip.

•

Discrimination: The act of treating one person not as favourably as another person.

•

Employee: A person who works for another person in exchange for payment.

•

Employee Training: A workshop or in-house training that an employee is asked to attend
by his or her superior, for the benefit of the employer.

•

Employment Gaps: Periods of unemployed time between jobs.

•

Fixed-Term Contract: A contract of employment which gets terminated on an agreed-upon
date.

•

Follow-Up: The act of contacting a potential employer after a candidate has submitted his
or her resume.

•

Freelancer/Consultant/Independent Contractor: A person who works for him or herself
and pitches for temporary jobs and projects with different employers.

•

Holiday: Paid time-off from work.

•

Hourly Rate: The amount of salary or wages paid for 60 minutes of work.
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•

Internship: A job opportunity offered by an employer to a potential employee, called an
intern, to work at the employer’s company for a fixed, limited time period.

•

Interview: A conversation between a potential employee and a representative of an
employer, in order to determine if the potential employee should be hired.

•

Job Application: A form which asks for a candidate’s information like the candidate’s name,
address, contact details and work experience. The purpose of a candidate submitting a job
application, is to show that candidate’s interest in working for a particular company.

•

Job Offer: An offer of employment made by an employer to a potential employee.

•

Job Search Agent: A program that enables candidates to search for employment
opportunities by selecting criteria listed in the program, for job vacancies.

•

Lay Off: A lay off occurs when an employee is temporarily let go from his or her job, due to
the employer not having any work for that employee.

•

Leave: Formal permission given to an employee, by his or her employer, to take a leave of
absence from work.

•

Letter of Acceptance: A letter given by an employer to an employee, confirming the offer
of employment made by the employer, as well as the conditions of the offer.

•

Letter of Agreement: A letter that outlines the terms of employment.

•

Letter of Recommendation: A letter written for the purpose of validating the work skills
of a person.

•

Maternity Leave: Leave taken from work by women who are pregnant, or who have just
given birth.

•

Mentor: A person who is employed at a higher level than you, who offers you advice and
guides you in your career.

•

Minimum wage: The minimum wage amount paid on an hourly basis.

•

Notice: An announcement made by an employee or an employer, stating that the
employment contract will end on a particular date.

•

Offer of Employment: An offer made by an employer to a prospective employee that
contains important information pertaining to the job being offered, like the starting date,
salary, working conditions etc.

•

Open-Ended Contract: A contract of employment that continues till the employer or
employee terminates it.

•

Overqualified: A person who is not suited for a particular job because he or she has too
many years of work experience, or a level of education that is much higher than required
for the job, or is currently or was previously too highly paid.

•

Part-Time Worker: An employee who works for fewer hours than the standard number of
hours normally worked.

•

Paternity Leave: Leave granted to a man who has recently become a father.

•

Recruiters/Headhunters/Executive Search Firms: Professionals who are paid by employers
to search for people to fill particular positions.

•

Resigning/Resignations: When an employee formally informs his or her employer that he
or she is quitting his or her job.

•

Self-Employed: A person who has his or her own business and does not work in the
capacity of an employee.

•

Time Sheet: A form that is submitted to an employer, by an employee, that contains the
number of hours worked every day by the employee.
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10.5. Understanding Entrepreneurship
Unit Objectives
1.

At the end of this unit, you will be able to:

2.

Discuss the concept of entrepreneurship

3.

Discuss the importance of entrepreneurship

4.

Describe the characteristics of an entrepreneur

5.

Describe the different types of enterprises

6.

List the qualities of an effective leader

7.

Discuss the benefits of effective leadership

8.

List the traits of an effective team

9.

Discuss the importance of listening effectively

10. Discuss how to listen effectively
11. Discuss the importance of speaking effectively
12. Discuss how to speak effectively
13. Discuss how to solve problems
14. List important problem solving traits
15. Discuss ways to assess problem solving skills
16. Discuss the importance of negotiation
17. Discuss how to negotiate
18. Discuss how to identify new business opportunities
19. Discuss how to identify business opportunities within your business
20. Understand the meaning of entrepreneur
21. Describe the different types of entrepreneurs
22. List the characteristics of entrepreneurs
23. Recall entrepreneur success stories
24. Discuss the entrepreneurial process
25. Describe the entrepreneurship ecosystem
26. Discuss the government’s role in the entrepreneurship ecosystem
27. Discuss the current entrepreneurship ecosystem in India
28. Understand the purpose of the Make in India campaign
29. Discuss the relationship between entrepreneurship and risk appetite
30. Discuss the relationship between entrepreneurship and resilience
31. Describe the characteristics of a resilient entrepreneur
32. Discuss how to deal with failure
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10.5.1 Concept Introduction, (Characteristic
of an Entrepreneur, types of firms / types of
enterprises): Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship
Anyone who is determined to start a business, no matter what the risk, is an entrepreneur.
Entrepreneurs run their own start-up, take responsibility for the financial risks and use
creativity, innovation and vast reserves of self-motivation to achieve success. They dream big
and are determined to do whatever it takes to turn their idea into a viable offering. The aim of
an entrepreneur is to create an enterprise. The process of creating this enterprise is known as
entrepreneurship.

Importance of Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship is very important for the following reasons:
1.

It results in the creation of new organizations

2.

It brings creativity into the marketplace

3.

It leads to improved standards of living

4.

It helps develop the economy of a country

Characteristics of Entrepreneurs
All successful entrepreneurs have certain characteristics in common.
They are all:
•

Extremely passionate about their work

•

Confident in themselves

•

Disciplined and dedicated

•

Motivated and driven

•

Highly creative

•

Visionaries

•

Open-minded

•

Decisive

Entrepreneurs also have a tendency to:
•

Have a high risk tolerance

•

Thoroughly plan everything

•

Manage their money wisely

•

Make their customers their priority

•

Understand their offering and their market in detail

•

Ask for advice from experts when required

•

Know when to cut their losses
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Examples of Famous Entrepreneurs
Some famous entrepreneurs are:
•

Bill Gates (Founder of Microsoft)

•

Steve Jobs (Co-founder of Apple)

•

Mark Zuckerberg (Founder of Facebook)

•

Pierre Omidyar (Founder of eBay)

Types of Enterprises
As an entrepreneur in India, you can own and run any of the following types of enterprises:
Sole Proprietorship
In a sole proprietorship, a single individual owns, manages and controls the enterprise. This
type of business is the easiest to form with respect to legal formalities. The business and the
owner have no separate legal existence. All profit belongs to the proprietor, as do all the losses
- the liability of the entrepreneur is unlimited.
Partnership
A partnership firm is formed by two or more people. The owners of the enterprise are called
partners. A partnership deed must be signed by all the partners. The firm and its partners have
no separate legal existence. The profits are shared by the partners. With respect to losses, the
liability of the partners is unlimited. A firm has a limited life span and must be dissolved when
any one of the partners dies, retires, claims bankruptcy or goes insane.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
In a Limited Liability Partnership or LLP, the partners of the firm enjoy perpetual existence
as well as the advantage of limited liability. Each partner’s liability is limited to their agreed
contribution to the LLP. The partnership and its partners have a separate legal existence.

Tips
•

Learn from others’ failures.

•

Be certain that this is what you want.

•

Search for a problem to solve, rather than look for a problem to attach to your idea.
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10.5.2 Leadership & Teamwork:
Leadership and Leaders

Leadership means se翿�ng an example for others to follow. Se翿�ng a good example means not
asking someone to do something that you wouldn’t willingly want to do yourself. Leadership is
about figuring out what to do in order to win as a team, and as a company.
Leaders believe in doing the right things. They also believe in helping others to do the right
things. An effective leader is someone who:
•

Creates an inspiring vision of the future.

•

Motivates and inspires his team to pursue that vision.

Leadership Qualities That All Entrepreneurs Need
Building a successful enterprise is only possible if the entrepreneur in charge possesses excellent
leadership qualities. Some critical leadership skills that every entrepreneur must have are:
1.

Pragmatism: This means having the ability to highlight all obstacles and challenges, in
order to resolve issues and reduce risks.

2.

Humility: This means admi翿�ng to mistakes often and early, and being quick to take
responsibility for your actions. Mistakes should be viewed as challenges to overcome, not
opportunities to point blame.

3.

Flexibility: It is critical for a good leader to be very flexible and quickly adapt to change. It
is equally critical to know when to adapt and when not to.

4.

Authenticity: This means showing both, your strengths and your weaknesses. It means
being human and showing others that you are human.

5.

Reinvention: This means refreshing or changing your leadership style when necessary. To
do this, it’s important to learn where your leadership gaps lie and find out what resources
are required to close them.

6.

Awareness: This means taking the time to recognize how others view you. It means
understanding how your presence affects those around you.

Benefits of Effective Leadership
Effective leadership results in numerous benefits. Great leadership leads to the leader successfully:
•

Gaining the loyalty and commitment of the team members

•

Motivating the team to work towards achieving the company’s goals and objectives

•

Building morale and instilling confidence in the team members

•

Fostering mutual understanding and team-spirit among team members

•

Convincing team members about the need to change when a situation requires adaptability
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Teamwork and Teams
Teamwork occurs when the people in a workplace combine their individual skills to pursue a
common goal. Effective teams are made up of individuals who work together to achieve this
common goal. A great team is one who holds themselves accountable for the end result.

Importance of Teamwork in Entrepreneurial Success
For an entrepreneurial leader, building an effective team is critical to the success of a venture.
An entrepreneur must ensure that the team he builds possesses certain crucial qualities, traits
and characteristics. An effective team is one which has:
1. Unity of purpose: All the team members should clearly understand and be equally
committed to the purpose, vision and goals of the team.
2.

Great communication skills: Team members should have the ability to express their
concerns, ask questions and use diagrams, and charts to convey complex information.

3.

The ability to collaborate: Every member should feel entitled to provide regular feedback
on new ideas.

4.

Initiative: The team should consist of proactive individuals. The members should have the
enthusiasm to come up with new ideas, improve existing ideas, and conduct their own
research.

5.

Visionary members: The team should have the ability to anticipate problems and act on
these potential problem before they turn into real problems.

6.

Great adaptability skills: The team must believe that change is a positive force. Change
should be seen as the chance to improve and try new things.

7.

Excellent organizational skills: The team should have the ability to develop standard work
processes, balance responsibilities, properly plan projects, and set in place methods to
measure progress and ROI.

Tips
•

Don’t get too attached to your original idea. Allow it to evolve and change.

•

Be aware of your weaknesses and build a team that will complement your shortfalls.

•

Hiring the right people is not enough. You need to promote or incentivize your most
talented people to keep them motivated.

•

Earn your team’s respect.
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10.5.3 Communication Skills: Listening & Speaking:
The Importance of Listening Effectively

Listening is the ability to correctly receive and understand messages during the process of
communication. Listening is critical for effective communication. Without effective listening
skills, messages can easily be misunderstood. This results in a communication breakdown and
can lead to the sender and the receiver of the message becoming frustrated or irritated.
It’s very important to note that listening is not the same as hearing. Hearing just refers to
sounds that you hear. Listening is a whole lot more than that. To listen, one requires focus. It
means not only paying attention to the story, but also focusing on how the story is relayed,
the way language and voice is used, and even how the speaker uses their body language. The
ability to listen depends on how effectively one can perceive and understand both, verbal and
non-verbal cues.

How to Listen Effectively
To listen effectively you should:
•

Stop talking

•

Stop interrupting

•

Focus completely on what is being said

•

Nod and use encouraging words and gestures

•

Be open-minded

•

Think about the speaker’s perspective

•

Be very, very patient

•

Pay attention to the tone that is being used

•

Pay attention to the speaker’s gestures, facial expressions and eye movements

•

Not try and rush the person

•

Not let the speaker’s mannerisms or habits irritate or distract you

How to Listen Effectively
How successfully a message gets conveyed depends entirely on how effectively you are able
to get it through. An effective speaker is one who enunciates properly, pronounces words
correctly, chooses the right words and speaks at a pace that is easily understandable. Besides
this, the words spoken out loud need to match the gestures, tone and body language used.
What you say, and the tone in which you say it, results in numerous perceptions being formed.
A person who speaks hesitantly may be perceived as having low self-esteem or lacking in
knowledge of the discussed topic. Those with a quiet voice may very well be labelled as shy.
And those who speak in commanding tones with high levels of clarity, are usually considered to
be extremely confident. This makes speaking a very critical communication skill.
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How to Speak Effectively
To speak effectively you should:
•

Incorporate body language in your speech like eye contact, smiling, nodding, gesturing etc.

•

Build a draft of your speech before actually making your speech.

•

Ensure that all your emotions and feelings are under control.

•

Pronounce your words distinctly with the correct pitch and intensity. Your speech should
be crystal clear at all times.

•

Use a pleasant and natural tone when speaking. Your audience should not feel like you are
putting on an accent or being unnatural in any way.

•

Use precise and specific words to drive your message home. Ambiguity should be avoided
at all costs.

•

Ensure that your speech has a logical flow.

•

Be brief. Don’t add any unnecessary information.

•

Make a conscious effort to avoid irritating mannerisms like fidgeting, twitching etc.

•

Choose your words carefully and use simple words that the majority of the audience will
have no difficulty understanding.

•

Use visual aids like slides or a whiteboard.

•

Speak slowly so that your audience can easily understand what you’re saying. However, be
careful not to speak too slowly because this can come across as stiff, unprepared or even
condescending.

•

Remember to pause at the right moments.

Tips
•

If you’re finding it difficult to focus on what someone is saying, try repeating their words
in your head.

•

Always maintain eye contact with the person that you are communicating with, when
speaking as well as listening. This conveys and also encourages interest in the conversation.
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10.5.4 Problem Solving & Negotiation skills:
What is a Problem?
As per The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1995), a problem is, “A doubtful or difficult matter
requiring a solution”
All problems contain two elements:
Goals
2. Obstacles
The aim of problem solving is to recognize the obstacles and remove them in order to achieve
the goals.
1.

How to Solve Problems
Solving a problem requires a level of rational thinking. Here are some logical steps to follow
when faced with an issue:
Step 1: Identify the problem
Step 2: Study the problem in detail
Step 3: List all possible solutions
Step 4: Select the best solution
Step 5: Implement the chosen solution Step 6: Check that the problem has really been solved

Important Traits for Problem Solving
Highly developed problem solving skills are critical for both, business owners and their employees.
The following personality traits play a big role in how effectively problems are solved:
•

Being open minded

•

Asking the right questions

•

Being proactive

•

Not panicking

•

Having a positive attitude

•

Focusing on the right problem

How to Assess for Problem Solving Skills
As an entrepreneur, it would be a good idea to assess the level of problem solving skills of
potential candidates before hiring them. Some ways to assess this skill are through:
1. Application forms: Ask for proof of the candidate’s problem solving skills in the application
form.
2.

Psychometric tests: Give potential candidates logical reasoning and critical thinking tests
and see how they fare.

3.

Interviews: Create hypothetical problematic situations or raise ethical questions and see
how the candidates respond.

4.

Technical questions: Give candidates examples of real life problems and evaluate their
thought process.
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What is Negotiation?
Negotiation is a method used to settle differences. The aim of negotiation is to resolve
differences through a compromise or agreement while avoiding disputes. Without negotiation,
conflicts are likely to lead to resentment between people. Good negotiation skills help satisfy
both parties and go a long way towards developing strong relationships.

Why Negotiate
Starting a business requires many, many negotiations. Some negotiations are small while
others are critical enough to make or break a startup. Negotiation also plays a big role inside
the workplace. As an entrepreneur, you need to know not only know how to negotiate yourself,
but also how to train employees in the art of negotiation.

How to Negotiate
Take a look at some steps to help you negotiate:
Step 1: Pre-Negotiation Agree on where to meet to discuss the problem, decide who all will
Preparation
be present and set a time limit for the discussion.
Step 2: Discuss the
Problem

This involves asking questions, listening to the other side, putting
your views forward and clarifying doubts.

Step 3: Clarify the
Objective

Ensure that both parties want to solve the same problem and reach
the same goal.

Step 4: Aim for a
Win-Win Outcome

Try your best to be open minded when negotiating. Compromise
and offer alternate solutions to reach an outcome where both
parties win.

Step 5: Clearly Define
the Agreement

When an agreement has been reached, the details of the
agreement should be crystal clear to both sides, with no scope for
misunderstandings.

Step 6: Implement the
Agreed Upon Solution

Agree on a course of action to set the solution in motion

Tips
•

Know exactly what you want before you work towards getting it

•

Give more importance to listening and thinking, than speaking

•

Focus on building a relationship rather than winning

•

Remember that your people skills will affect the outcome

•

Know when to walk away – sometimes reaching an agreement may not be possible
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10.5.5 Business Opportunities Identification:
Entrepreneurs and Opportunities

“The entrepreneur always searches for change, responds to it and exploits it as an opportunity.”
Peter Drucker
The ability to identify business opportunities is an essential characteristic of an entrepreneur.

What is an Opportunity?
The word opportunity suggests a good chance or a favourable situation to do something offered
by circumstances.
A business opportunity means a good or favourable change available to run a specific business
in a given environment, at a given point of time.

Common Questions Faced by Entrepreneurs
A critical question that all entrepreneurs face is how to go about finding the business opportunity
that is right for them.
Some common questions that entrepreneurs constantly think about are:
• Should the new enterprise introduce a new product or service based on an unmet need?
•

Should the new enterprise select an existing product or service from one market and offer
it in another where it may not be available?

•

Should the enterprise be based on a tried and tested formula that has worked elsewhere?

It is therefore extremely important that entrepreneurs must learn how to identify new and
existing business opportunities and evaluate their chances of success.

When is an Idea an Opportunity?
An idea is an opportunity when:
• It creates or adds value to a customer
•

It solves a significant problem, removes a pain point or meets a demand

•

Has a robust market and profit margin

•

Is a good fit with the founder and management team at the right time and place

Factors to Consider When Looking for Opportunities
Consider the following when looking for business opportunities:
•
•
•

Economic trends
Changes in funding
Changing relationships between vendors,
partners and suppliers
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Ways to Identify New Business Opportunities
1. Identify Market Inefficiencies

When looking at a market, consider what inefficiencies are present in the market. Think
about ways to correct these inefficiencies.
2. Remove Key Hassles
Rather than create a new product or service, you can innovatively improve a product,
service or process.
3. Create Something New
Think about how you can create a new experience for customers, based on existing business
models.
4. Pick a Growing Sector/Industry
Research and find out which sectors or industries are growing and think about what
opportunities you can tap in the same.
5. Think About Product Differentiation
If you already have a product in mind, think about ways to set it apart from the existing ones.

Ways to Identify Business Opportunities Within
Your Business
1. SWOT Analysis

An excellent way to identify opportunities inside your business is by creating a SWOT
analysis. The acronym SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
SWOT analysis framework:
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTH
What are your strengths?
What unique capabilities do
you posses?
What do you do better than
others?
What do others percieve
as your strengths?
S

W

O

T

OPPORTUNITIES
What Trends may positively
impact you?

What are your weaknesses?
What do your competitors do
better than you?

THREATS
Do you have solid financial
support?

What oppprtunities are
available to you?

What trends may negatively
impact you?

Consider the following when looking for business opportunities:
By looking at yourself and your competitors using the SWOT framework, you can uncover
opportunities that you can exploit, as well as manage and eliminate threats that could derail
your success.
2. Establishing Your USP

Establish your USP and position yourself as different from your competitors. Identify why
customers should buy from you and promote that reason.
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Opportunity Analysis
Once you have identified an opportunity, you need to analyze it.
To analyze an opportunity, you must:
• Focus on the idea
•

Focus on the market of the idea

•

Talk to industry leaders in the same space as the idea

•

Talk to players in the same space as the idea

Tips
•

Remember, opportunities are situational.

•

Look for a proven track record.

•

Avoid the latest craze.

•

Love your idea.
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10.5.6 Entrepreneurship Support Eco - System:
What is an Entrepreneur?
An entrepreneur is a person who:
•

Does not work for an employee

•

Runs a small enterprise

•

Assumes all the risks and rewards of the enterprise, idea, good or service

Types of Entrepreneurs
There are four main types of entrepreneurs:
1.

The Traditional Entrepreneur: This type of entrepreneur usually has some kind of skill –
they can be a carpenter, mechanic, cook etc. They have businesses that have been around
for numerous years like restaurants, shops and carpenters. Typically, they gain plenty of
experience in a particular industry before they begin their own business in a similar field.

2.

The Growth Potential Entrepreneur: The desire of this type of entrepreneur is to start an
enterprise that will grow, win many customers and make lots of money. Their ultimate aim
is to eventually sell their enterprise for a nice profit. Such entrepreneurs usually have a
science or technical background.

3.

The Project-Oriented Entrepreneur: This type of entrepreneur generally has a background
in the Arts or psychology. Their enterprises tend to be focus on something that they are
very passionate about.

4.

The Lifestyle Entrepreneur: This type of entrepreneur has usually worked as a teacher or
a secretary. They are more interested in selling something that people will enjoy, rather
than making lots of money.

Characteristics of an Entrepreneur
Successful entrepreneurs have the following characteristics:
•

They are highly motivated

•

They are creative and persuasive

•

They are mentally prepared to handle each and every task

•

They have excellent business skills – they know how to evaluate their cash flow, sales and
revenue

•

They are willing to take great risks

•

They are very proactive – this means they are willing to do the work themselves, rather
than wait for someone else to do it

•

They have a vision – they are able to see the big picture

•

They are flexible and open-minded

•

They are good at making decisions
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Entrepreneur Success Stories
Dhiru Bhai Ambani
Dhirubhai Ambani began his entrepreneurial career by selling “bhajias” to pilgrims in Mount
Girnar on weekends. At 16, he moved to Yemen where he worked as a gas-station attendant,
and as a clerk in an oil company. He returned to India with Rs. 50,000 and started a textile
trading company. Reliance went on to become the first Indian company to raise money in
global markets and the first Indian company to feature in Forbes 500 list.
Dr. Karsanbhai Patel
Karsanbhai Patel made detergent powder in the backyard of his house. He sold his product
door-to-door and offered a money back guarantee with every pack that was sold. He charged
Rs. 3 per kg when the cheapest detergent at that time was Rs.13 per kg. Dr. Patel eventually
started Nirma which became a whole new segment in the Indian domestic detergent market.

The Entrepreneurial Process
Let’s take a look at the stages of the entrepreneurial process.
Stage 1: Idea Generation. The entrepreneurial process begins with an idea that has been
thought of by the entrepreneur. The idea is a problem that has the potential to be solved.
Stage 2: Germination or Recognition. In this stage a possible solution to the identified problem
is thought of.
Stage 3: Preparation or Rationalization. The problem is studied further and research is done to
find out how others have tried to solve the same problem.
Stage 4: Incubation or Fantasizing. This stage involves creative thinking for the purpose of
coming up with more ideas. Less thought is given to the problem areas.
Stage 5: Feasibility Study: The next step is the creation of a feasibility study to determine if the
idea will make a profit and if it should be seen through.
Stage 6: Illumination or Realization. This is when all uncertain areas suddenly become clear.
The entrepreneur feels confident that his idea has merit.
Stage 7: Verification or Validation. In this final stage, the idea is verified to see if it works and
if it is useful.
Take a look at the diagram below to get a better idea of this process.
Idea
Generation

Germination
(Recognition)
Preparation
(Rationalisation)
Incubation
(Fantasising)

Fasibility
Study
Varification
(Validation)

Illumination
(Realisation)
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What is an Entrepreneur?
The entrepreneurship support ecosystem signifies the collective and complete nature of
entrepreneurship. New companies emerge and flourish not only because of the courageous,
visionary entrepreneurs who launch them, but they thrive as they are set in an environment or
‘ecosystem’ made of private and public participants. These players nurture and sustain the new
ventures, facilitating the entrepreneurs’ efforts.
An entrepreneurship ecosystem comprises of the following six domains:
1. Favourable Culture: This includes elements such as tolerance of risk and errors, valuable
networking and positive social standing of the entrepreneur.
2. Facilitating Policies & Leadership: This includes regulatory framework incentives and
existence of public research institutes.
3. Financing Options: Angel financing, venture capitalists and micro loans would be good
examples of this.
4. Human Capital: This refers to trained and untrained labour, entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship training programmes, etc.
5. Conducive Markets for Products & Services: This refers to an existence or scope of
existence of a market for the product/service.
6. Institutional & Infrastructural Support: This includes legal and financing advisers,
telecommunications, digital and transportation infrastructure, and entrepreneurship
networking programmes.
These domains indicate whether there is a strong entrepreneurship support ecosystem and
what actions should the government put in place to further encourage this ecosystem. The six
domains and their various elements have been graphically depicted.
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• Legal
• Accounting
• Investment bankers

Support Professions

Finance

Supports

Culture

• Entrepreneurship • Conferences
promotion in
non-profits
• Business plan
• Entrepreneur- fricontests
endly association

Non-Government Institution

Human
Capital

• Venture capital funds
• Private equity
• Public capital markets
• Debt

• Venture-friendly
legislation
• e.g. Bankruptcy,
contract enforcement, property rights, and labour

• Research institutes

• Tolerance of risk, mistakes, failure
• Innovation, creativity, experimentation
• Social status of entrepreneur
• Wealth creation
• Ambition, drive, hunger

Societal norms

• Visible successes
• Wealth generation for founders
• International reputation

Success Stories

• Micro-loans
• Angel investors, friends and family
• Zero-stage venture
capital

Financial Capital

• Institutions
e.g. Investment, support
• Financial support
e.g. for R&D, jump start funds
Regulatory framework
incentives
e.g. Tax benifits

Government

Entrepreneurship

Market

Policy

Leadership
• Unequivocal support
• Social legitimacy
• Open door for advocate
• Entrepreneurship strategy
• urgency, crisis and challenge

• Telecommunications
• Transportation & logistics
• Energy
• Zones, incubation centers, clusters

Infrastructure

• General degrees (professional and academic)
• Specific entrepreneurship training

Educational Institutions

• Skilled and unskilled
• Serial entrepreneures
• Later generation family

Labour

• Entrepreneure’s networks
• Diaspora networks
• Multinational corporations

Networks

• Early adopters for proof-of-concept
• Expertise in productizing
• Reference customer
• First reviews
• Distribution channels

Early Customers
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Every entrepreneurship support ecosystem is unique and all the elements of the ecosystem are
interdependent. Although every region’s entrepreneurship ecosystem can be broadly described
by the above features, each ecosystem is the result of the hundred elements interacting in
highly complex and particular ways.
Entrepreneurship ecosystems eventually become (largely) self-sustaining. When the six domains
are resilient enough, they are mutually beneficial. At this point, government involvement can
and should be significantly minimized. Public leaders do not need to invest a lot to sustain the
ecosystem. It is imperative that the entrepreneurship ecosystem incentives are formulated to
be self-liquidating, hence focusing on sustainability of the environment.

Government’s Role in the Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem

Encouraging new ventures is a major focus for policymakers. Governments across the world
are recognizing that new businesses flourish in distinctive types of supportive environments.
Policymakers should study the scenario and take into account the following points whilst they
formulate policies and regulations that enable successful entrepreneurship support ecosystems.
1.

Policymakers should avoid regulations that discourage new entrants and work towards
building efficient methods for business startups. Policies and regulations that favour
existing, dominant firms over entrepreneurial ventures, restrict competition and obstruct
entry for new companies.

2.

Instead of developing policies conceptually intended to correct market failures,
policymakers should interact with entrepreneurs and understand the challenges faced
by them. The feedback should be used to develop policies that incite idea exploration,
product development and increased rates of deal flow.

3.

Entrepreneurial supporters should create a database that enables identifying who the
participants in the ecosystem are and how they are connected. These ecosystem maps are
useful tools in developing engagement strategies.

4.

Disruptions are unavoidable in economic and social life. However, it’s important to note
that economic disruption gives rise to entrepreneurial opportunities. Architects of the
entrepreneurship ecosystems (entrepreneurs, mentors, policymakers and consumers,)
should anticipate these dips, thus capitalizing on the opportunities they create.

The need for effective strategies to enable local entrepreneurship support ecosystems is a
practical one. Better understanding of the actual ecosystems provides a framework within
which policy makers can ask relevant questions, envisage more efficient approaches, and
assess ensuing outcomes.

Snapshot of the Entrepreneurship Ecosystem in India
Entrepreneurship has earned a newfound respect in India. Many Indians, with exposure to
the world of business, who traditionally would have opted for a job, are setting up their own
ventures. Many elements of the entrepreneurship ecosystem are beginning to come together.
For example, increase in venture capitalists, government schemes and incubators, academia
industry linkages, and emerging clusters and support to rural economy. All these initiatives are
effective but there is a need to scale up and enrich the ecosystem further in the following ways:
1. We need to review our attitude towards failures and accept them as learning experiences.
2. We must encourage the educated to become entrepreneurs and provide students in
schools and colleges with entrepreneurship skills.
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3.

Universities, research labs and the government need to play the role of enablers in the
entrepreneurship support ecosystem.

4.

Policymakers need to focus on reducing the obstacles such as corruption, red tape and
bureaucracy.

5.

We need to improve our legal systems and court international venture capital firms and
bring them to India.

6.

We must devise policies and methods to reach the secondary and tertiary towns in India,
where people do not have access to the same resources available in the cities.

Today, there is a huge opportunity in this country to introduce innovative solutions that are
capable of scaling up, and collaborating within the ecosystem as well as enriching it.

Make in India Campaign
Every entrepreneur has certain needs. Some of their important needs are:
•

To easily get loans

•

To easily find investors

•

To get tax exemptions

•

To easily access resources and good infrastructure

•

To enjoy a procedure that is free of hassles and is quick

•

To be able to easily partner with other firms

The Make in India campaign, launched by Prime Minister Modi aims to satisfy all these needs
of young, aspiring entrepreneurs. Its objective is to:
•

Make investment easy

•

Support new ideas

•

Enhance skill development

•

Safeguard the ideas of entrepreneurs

•

Create state-of-the-art facilities for manufacturing goods

Tips
•

Research the existing market, network with other entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, angel
investors, and thoroughly review the policies in place to enable your entrepreneurship.

•

Failure is a stepping stone and not the end of the road. Review yours and your peers’ errors
and correct them in your future venture.

•

Be proactive in your ecosystem. Identify the key features of your ecosystem and enrich
them to ensure self-sustainability of your entrepreneurship support ecosystem.
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10.5.7 Risk Appetite & Resilience:
Entrepreneurship and Risk
Entrepreneurs are inherently risk takers. They are path-makers not path-takers. Unlike a normal,
cautious person, an entrepreneur would not think twice about quitting his job (his sole income)
and taking a risk on himself and his idea.
An entrepreneur is aware that while pursuing his dreams, assumptions can be proven wrong and
unforeseen events may arise. He knows that after dealing with numerous problems, success is
still not guaranteed. Entrepreneurship is synonymous with the ability to take risks. This ability,
called risk-appetite, is an entrepreneurial trait that is partly genetic and partly acquired.

What is Risk Appetite?
Risk appetite is defined as the extent to which a company is equipped to take risk, in order
to achieve its objectives. Essentially, it refers to the balance, struck by the company, between
possible profits and the hazards caused by changes in the environment (economic ecosystem,
policies, etc.). Taking on more risk may lead to higher rewards but have a high probability of
losses as well. However, being too conservative may go against the company as it can miss out
on good opportunities to grow and reach their objectives.
The levels of risk appetite can be broadly categorized as “low”, “medium” and “high.” The
company’s entrepreneur(s) have to evaluate all potential alternatives and select the option
most likely to succeed. Companies have varying levels of risk appetites for different objectives.
The levels depend on:
•

The type of industry

•

Market pressures

•

Company objectives

For example, a startup with a revolutionary concept will have a very high risk appetite. The
startup can afford short term failures before it achieves longer term success. This type of
appetite will not remain constant and will be adjusted to account for the present circumstances
of the company.

Risk Appetite Statement
Companies have to define and articulate their risk appetite in sync with decisions made about
their objectives and opportunities. The point of having a risk appetite statement is to have a
framework that clearly states the acceptance and management of risk in business. It sets risk
taking limits within the company. The risk appetite statement should convey the following:
•

The nature of risks the business faces.

•

Which risks the company is comfortable taking on and which risks are unacceptable.

•

How much risk to accept in all the risk categories.

•

The desired tradeoff between risk and reward.

•

Measures of risk and methods of examining and regulating risk exposures.
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Entrepreneurship and Resilience
Entrepreneurs are characterized by a set of qualities known as resilience. These qualities play
an especially large role in the early stages of developing an enterprise. Risk resilience is an
extremely valuable characteristic as it is believed to protect entrepreneurs against the threat
of challenges and changes in the business environment.

What is Entrepreneurial Resilience?
Resilience is used to describe individuals who have the ability to overcome setbacks related
to their life and career aspirations. A resilient person is someone who is capable of easily
and quickly recovering from setbacks. For the entrepreneur, resilience is a critical trait.
Entrepreneurial resilience can be enhanced in the following ways:
•

By developing a professional network of coaches and mentors

•

By accepting that change is a part of life

•

By viewing obstacles as something that can be overcome

Characteristics of a Resilient Entrepreneur
The characteristics required to make an entrepreneur resilient enough to go the whole way in
their business enterprise are:
•
•
•
•

A strong internal sense of control
Strong social connections
Skill to learn from setbacks
Ability to look at the bigger picture

•
•
•
•

Ability to diversify and expand
Survivor attitude
Cash-flow conscious habits
Attention to detail

Tips
•

Cultivate a great network of clients, suppliers, peers, friends and family. This will not only
help you promote your business, but will also help you learn, identify new opportunities
and stay tuned to changes in the market.

•

Don’t dwell on setbacks. Focus on what the you need to do next to get moving again.

•

While you should try and curtail expenses, ensure that it is not at the cost of your growth.
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10.5.8 Success & Failures: Understanding
Successes and Failures in Entrepreneurship
Shyam is a famous entrepreneur, known for his success story. But what most people don’t
know, is that Shyam failed numerous times before his enterprise became a success. Read his
interview to get an idea of what entrepreneurship is really about, straight from an entrepreneur
who has both, failed and succeeded.
Interviewer: Shyam, I have heard that entrepreneurs are great risk-takers who are never afraid
of failing. Is this true?
Shyam: Ha ha, no of course it’s not true! Most people believe that entrepreneurs need to
be fearlessly enthusiastic. But the truth is, fear is a very normal and valid human reaction,
especially when you are planning to start your own business! In fact, my biggest fear was the
fear of failing. The reality is, entrepreneurs fail as much as they succeed. The trick is to not
allow the fear of failing to stop you from going ahead with your plans. Remember, failures are
lessons for future success!
Interviewer: What, according to you, is the reason that entrepreneurs fail?
Shyam: Well, there is no one single reason why entrepreneurs fail. An entrepreneur can fail due
to numerous reasons. You could fail because you have allowed your fear of failure to defeat
you. You could fail because you are unwilling to delegate (distribute) work. As the saying goes,
“You can do anything, but not everything!” You could fail because you gave up too easily –
maybe you were not persistent enough. You could fail because you were focusing your energy
on small, insignificant tasks and ignoring the tasks that were most important. Other reasons for
failing are partnering with the wrong people, not being able to sell your product to the right
customers at the right time at the right price… and many more reasons!
Interviewer: As an entrepreneur, how do you feel failure should be looked at?
Shyam: I believe we should all look at failure as an asset, rather than as something negative.
The way I see it, if you have an idea, you should try to make it work, even if there is a chance
that you will fail. That’s because not trying is failure right there, anyway! And failure is not the
worst thing that can happen. I think having regrets because of not trying, and wondering ‘what
if’ is far worse than trying and actually failing.
Interviewer: How did you feel when you failed for the first time?
Shyam: I was completely heartbroken! It was a very painful experience. But the good news is,
you do recover from the failure. And with every subsequent failure, the recovery process gets
a lot easier. That’s because you start to see each failure more as a lesson that will eventually
help you succeed, rather than as an obstacle that you cannot overcome. You will start to
realize that failure has many benefits.
Interviewer: Can you tell us about some of the benefits of failing?
Shyam: One of the benefits that I have experienced personally from failing is that the failure
made me see things in a new light. It gave me answers that I didn’t have before. Failure can
make you a lot stronger. It also helps keep your ego in control.
Interviewer: What advice would you give entrepreneurs who are about to start their own
enterprises?
Shyam: I would tell them to do their research and ensure that their product is something that
is actually wanted by customers. I’d tell them to pick their partners and employees very wisely
and cautiously. I’d tell them that it’s very important to be aggressive – push and market your
product as aggressively as possible. I would warn them that starting an enterprise is very
expensive and that they should be prepared for a situation where they run out of money.
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I would tell them to create long term goals and put a plan in action to achieve that goal. I would
tell them to build a product that is truly unique. Be very careful and ensure that you are not
copying another startup. Lastly, I’d tell them that it’s very important that they find the right
investors.
Interviewer: That’s some really helpful advice, Shyam! I’m sure this will help all entrepreneurs
to be more prepared before they begin their journey! Thank you for all your insight!

Tips
•

Remember that nothing is impossible.

•

Identify your mission and your purpose before you start.

•

Plan your next steps – don’t make decisions hastily.
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10.6: Preparing to be an Entrepreneur
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.

Discuss how market research is carried out

2.

Describe the 4 Ps of marketing

3.

Discuss the importance of idea generation

4.

Recall basic business terminology

5.

Discuss the need for CRM

6.

Discuss the benefits of CRM

7.

Discuss the need for networking

8.

Discuss the benefits of networking

9.

Understand the importance of setting goals

10. Differentiate between short-term, medium-term and long-term goals
11. Discuss how to write a business plan
12. Explain the financial planning process
13. Discuss ways to manage your risk
14. Describe the procedure and formalities for applying for bank finance
15. Discuss how to manage your own enterprise
16. List important questions that every entrepreneur should ask before starting an enterprise

10.6.1 Market Study / The 4 Ps of Marketing /
Importance of an IDEA: Understanding Market
Research
Market research is the process of gathering, analyzing and interpreting market information on
a product or service that is being sold in that market. It also includes information on:
•

Past, present and prospective customers

•

Customer characteristics and spending habits

•

The location and needs of the target market

•

The overall industry

•

Relevant competitors

Market research involves two types of data:
•

Primary information. This is research collected by yourself or by someone hired by you.

•

Secondary information. This is research that already exists and is out there for you to find
and use.
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Primary research
Primary research can be of two types:
• Exploratory: This is open-ended and usually involves detailed, unstructured interviews.
•

Specific: This is precise and involves structured, formal interviews. Conducting specific
research is the more expensive than conducting exploratory research.

Secondary research
Secondary research uses outside information. Some common secondary sources are:
• Public sources: These are usually free and have a lot of good information. Examples are
government departments, business departments of public libraries etc.
•

Commercial sources: These offer valuable information but usually require a fee to be paid.
Examples are research and trade associations, banks and other financial institutions etc.

•

Educational institutions: These offer a wealth of information. Examples are colleges,
universities, technical institutes etc.

The 4 Ps of Marketing
The 4 Ps of marketing are Product, Price, Promotion and Place. Let’s look at each of these 4 Ps
in detail.

Product
A product can be:
•

A tangible good

•

An intangible service

Whatever your product is, it is critical that you have a clear understanding of what you are
offering, and what its unique characteristics are, before you begin with the marketing process.
Some questions to ask yourself are:
•

What does the customer want from the product/service?

•

What needs does it satisfy?

•

Are there any more features that can be added?

•

Does it have any expensive and unnecessary features?

•

How will customers use it?

•

What should it be called?

•

How is it different from similar products?

•

How much will it cost to produce?

•

Can it be sold at a profit?
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Price
Once all the elements of Product have been established, the Price factor needs to be considered.
The Price of a Product will depend on several factors such as profit margins, supply, demand
and the marketing strategy.
Some questions to ask yourself are:
• What is the value of the product/service to customers?
•

Do local products/services have established price points?

•

Is the customer price sensitive?

•

Should discounts be offered?

•

How is your price compared to that of your competitors?

Promotion
Once you are certain about your Product and your Price, the next step is to look at ways to
promote it. Some key elements of promotion are advertising, public relations, social media
marketing, email marketing, search engine marketing, video marketing and more.
Some questions to ask yourself are:
• Where should you promote your product or service?
•

What is the best medium to use to reach your target audience?

•

When would be the best time to promote your product?

•

How are your competitors promoting their products?

Place
According to most marketers, the basis of marketing is about offering the right product, at
the right price, at the right place, at the right time. For this reason, selecting the best possible
location is critical for converting prospective clients into actual clients.
Some questions to ask yourself are:
• Will your product or service be looked for in a physical store, online or both?
•

What should you do to access the most appropriate distribution channels?

•

Will you require a sales force?

•

Where are your competitors offering their products or services?

•

Should you follow in your competitors’ footsteps?

•

Should you do something different from your competitors?

Importance of an IDEA
Ideas are the foundation of progress. An idea can be small or ground-breaking, easy to
accomplish or extremely complicated to implement. Whatever the case, the fact that it is an
idea gives it merit. Without ideas, nothing is possible. Most people are afraid to speak out
their ideas, out for fear of being ridiculed. However, if are an entrepreneur and want to remain
competitive and innovative, you need to bring your ideas out into the light.
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Some ways to do this are by:
• Establishing a culture of brainstorming where you invite all interested parties to contribute
•

Discussing ideas out loud so that people can add their ideas, views, opinions to them

•

Being open minded and not limiting your ideas, even if the idea who have seems ridiculous

•

Not discarding ideas that you don’t work on immediately, but instead making a note of
them and shelving them so they can be revisited at a later date

Tips
•

Keep in mind that good ideas do not always have to be unique.

•

Remember that timing plays a huge role in determining the success of your idea.

•

Situations and circumstances will always change, so be flexible and adapt your idea
accordingly.
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10.6.2 Business Entity Concepts:
Basic Business Terminology
If your aim is to start and run a business, it is crucial that you have a good understanding of
basic business terms. Every entrepreneur should be well versed in the following terms:
•

Accounting: A systematic method of recording and reporting financial transactions.

•

Accounts payable: Money owed by a company to its creditors.

•

Accounts Receivable: The amount a company is owed by its clients.

•

Assets: The value of everything a company owns and uses to conduct its business.

•

Balance Sheet: A snapshot of a company’s assets, liabilities and owner’s equity at a given
moment.

•

Bottom Line: The total amount a business has earned or lost at the end of a month.

•

Business: An organization that operates with the aim of making a profit.

•

Business to Business (B2B): A business that sells goods or services to another business.

•

Business to Consumer (B2C): A business that sells goods or services directly to the end user.

•

Capital: The money a business has in its accounts, assets and investments. The two main
types of capital are debt and equity.

•

Cash Flow: The overall movement of funds through a business each month, including
income and expenses.

•

Cash Flow Statement: A statement showing the money that entered and exited a business
during a specific period of time.

•

Contract: A formal agreement to do work for pay.

•

Depreciation: The degrading value of an asset over time.

•

Expense: The costs that a business incurs through its operations.

•

Finance: The management and allocation of money and other assets.

•

Financial Report: A comprehensive account of a business’ transactions and expenses.

•

Fixed Cost: A one-time expense.

•

Income Statement (Profit and Loss Statement): Shows the profitability of a business during
a period of time.

•

Liabilities: The value of what a business owes to someone else.

•

Marketing: The process of promoting, selling and distributing a product or service.

•

Net Income/Profit: Revenues minus expenses.

•

Net Worth: The total value of a business.

•

Payback Period: The amount of time it takes to recover the initial investment of a business.

•

Profit Margin: The ratio of profit, divided by revenue, displayed as a percentage.

•

Return on Investment (ROI): The amount of money a business gets as return from an
investment.
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•

Revenue: The total amount of income before expenses are subtracted.

•

Sales Prospect: A potential customer.

•

Supplier: A provider of supplies to a business.

•

Target Market: A specific group of customers at which a company’s products and services
are aimed.

•

Valuation: An estimate of the overall worth of the business.

•

Variable Cost: Expenses that change in proportion to the activity of a business.

•

Working Capital: Calculated as current assets minus current liabilities.
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10.6.3 CRM & Networking: What is CRM?
CRM stands for Customer Relationship Management. Originally the expression Customer
Relationship Management meant managing one’s relationship with customers. However, today
it refers to IT systems and software designed to help companies manage their relationships.

The Need for CRM
The better a company can manage its relationships with its customers, the higher the chances
of the company’s success. For any entrepreneur, the ability to successfully retain existing
customers and expand the enterprise is paramount. This is why IT systems that focus on
addressing the problems of dealing with customers on a daily basis are becoming more and
more in demand.
Customer needs change over time, and technology can make it easier to understand what
customers really want. This insight helps companies to be more responsive to the needs
of their customers. It enables them to modify their business operations when required, so
that their customers are always served in the best manner possible. Simply put, CRM helps
companies recognize the value of their clients and enables them to capitalize on improved
customer relations.

Benefits of CRM
CRM has a number of important benefits:
•

It helps improve relations with existing customers which can lead to:


Increased sales



Identification of customer needs



Cross-selling of products

•

It results in better marketing of one’s products or services

•

It enhances customer satisfaction and retention

•

It improves profitability by identifying and focusing on the most profitable customers

6.3.4 What is Networking?
In business, networking means leveraging your business and personal connections in order
to bring in a regular supply of new business. This marketing method is effective as well as low
cost. It is a great way to develop sales opportunities and contacts. Networking can be based
on referrals and introductions, or can take place via phone, email, and social and business
networking websites.

6.3.5 The Need for Networking
Networking is an essential personal skill for business people, but it is even more important for
entrepreneurs. The process of networking has its roots in relationship building. Networking
results in greater communication and a stronger presence in the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
This helps build strong relationships with other entrepreneurs.
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Business networking events held across the globe play a huge role in connecting like-minded
entrepreneurs who share the same fundamental beliefs in communication, exchanging ideas
and converting ideas into realities. Such networking events also play a crucial role in connecting
entrepreneurs with potential investors. Entrepreneurs may have vastly different experiences
and backgrounds but they all have a common goal in mind – they all seek connection, inspiration,
advice, opportunities and mentors. Networking offers them a platform to do just that.

Benefits of Networking
Networking offers numerous benefits for entrepreneurs. Some of the major benefits are:
•

Getting high quality leads

•

Increased business opportunities

•

Good source of relevant connections

•

Advice from like-minded entrepreneurs

•

Gaining visibility and raising your profile

•

Meeting positive and enthusiastic people

•

Increased self-confidence

•

Satisfaction from helping others

•

Building strong and lasting friendships

Tips
•

Use social media interactions to identify needs and gather feedback.

•

When networking, ask open-ended questions rather than yes/no type questions.
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10.6.4 Business Plan: Why Set Goals
Setting goals is important because it gives you long-term vision and short-term motivation.
Goals can be short term, medium term and long term.
Short-Term Goals
•

These are specific goals for the immediate future.

Example: Repairing a machine that has failed.
Medium-Term Goals
•

These goals are built on your short term goals.

•

They do not need to be as specific as your short term goals.

Example: Arranging for a service contract to ensure that your machines don’t fail again.
Long-Term Goals
These goals require time and planning.
They usually take a year or more to achieve.
Example: Planning your expenses so you can buy new machinery

Why Create a Business Plan
A business plan is a tool for understanding how your business is put together. It can be used to
monitor progress, foster accountable and control the fate of the business. It usually offers a 3-5
year projection and outlines the plan that the company intends to follow to grow its revenues.
A business plan is also a very important tool for getting the interest of key employees or future
investors.
A business plan typically comprises of eight elements.

Elements of a Business Plan
Executive Summary
The executive summary follows the title page. The summary should clearly state your desires as
the business owner in a short and businesslike way. It is an overview of your business and your
plans. Ideally this should not be more than 1-2 pages.
Your Executive Summary should include:
•

The Mission Statement: Explain what your business is all about.
Example: Nike’s Mission Statement
Nike’s mission statement is “To bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the
world.”

•

Company Information: Provide information like when your business was formed, the
names and roles of the founders, the number of employees, your business location(s) etc.

•

Growth Highlights: Mention examples of company growth. Use graphs and charts where
possible.

•

Your Products/Services: Describe the products or services provided.

•

Financial Information: Provide details on current bank and investors.

•

Summarize future plans: Describe where you see your business in the future.
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Business Description
The second section of your business plan needs to provide a detailed review of the different
elements of your business. This will help potential investors to correctly understand your
business goal and the uniqueness of your offering.
Your Business Description should include:
•

A description of the nature of your business

•

The market needs that you are aiming to satisfy

•

The ways in which your products and services meet these needs

•

The specific consumers and organizations that you intend to serve

•

Your specific competitive advantages

Market Analysis
The market analysis section usually follows the business description. The aim of this section is
to showcase your industry and market knowledge. This is also the section where you should lay
down your research findings and conclusions.
Your Market Analysis should include:
•

Your industry description and outlook

•

Information on your target market

•

The needs and demographics of your target audience

•

The size of your target market

•

The amount of market share you want to capture

•

Your pricing structure

•

Your competitive analysis

• Any regulatory requirements
Organization & Management
This section should come immediately after the Market Analysis.
Your Organization & Management section should include:
• Your company’s organizational structure
•

Details of your company’s ownership

•

Details of your management team

•

Qualifications of your board of directors

•

Detailed descriptions of each division/department and its function

•

The salary and benefits package that you offer your people

•

The incentives that you offer

Service or Product Line
The next section is the service or product line section. This is where you describe your service
or product, and stress on their benefits to potential and current customers. Explain in detail
why your product of choice will fulfill the needs of your target audience.
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Your Service or Product Line section should include:
• A description of your product/service
•

A description of your product or service’s life cycle

•

A list of any copyright or patent filings

•

A description of any R&D activities that you are involved in or planning

Marketing & Sales
Once the Service or Product Line section of your plan has been completed, you should start on
the description of the marketing and sales management strategy for your business.
Your Marketing section should include the following strategies:
• Market penetration strategy: This strategy focuses on selling your existing products or
services in existing markets, in order to increase your market share.
•

Growth strategy: This strategy focuses on increasing the amount of market share, even if
it reduces earnings in the short-term.

•

Channels of distribution strategy: These can be wholesalers, retailers, distributers and
even the internet.

•

Communication strategy: These can be written strategies (e-mail, text, chat), oral strategies
(phone calls, video chats, face-to-face conversations), non-verbal strategies (body language,
facial expressions, tone of voice) and visual strategies (signs, webpages, illustrations).

Your Sales section should include the following information:
•

A salesforce strategy: This strategy focuses on increasing the revenue of the enterprise.

•

A breakdown of your sales activities: This means detailing out how you intend to sell your
products or services – will you sell it offline or online, how many units do you intend to sell,
what price do you plan to sell each unit at, etc.

Funding Request
This section is specifically for those who require funding for their venture.
The Funding Request section should include the following information:
•

How much funding you currently require.

•

How much funding you will require over the next five years. This will depend on your longterm goals.

•

The type of funding you want and how you plan to use it. Do you want funding that can be
used only for a specific purpose, or funding that can be used for any kind of requirement?

•

Strategic plans for the future. This will involve detailing out your long-term plans – what
these plans are and how much money you will require to put these plans in motions.

•

Historical and prospective financial information. This can be done by creating and
maintaining all your financial records, right from the moment your enterprise started, to
the present day. Documents required for this are your balance sheet which contains details
of your company’s assets and liabilities, your income statement which lists your company’s
revenues, expenses and net income for the year, your tax returns (usually for the last three
years) and your cash flow budget which lists the cash that came in, the cash that went out
and states whether you had a cash deficit (negative balance) or surplus (positive balance)
at the end of each month.
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Financial Planning
Before you begin building your enterprise, you need to plan your finances. Take a look at the
steps for financial planning:
Step 1: Create a financial plan. This should include your goals, strategies and timelines for
accomplishing these goals.
Step 2: Organize all your important financial documents. Maintain a file to hold your investment
details, bank statements, tax papers, credit card bills, insurance papers and any other financial
records.
Step 3: Calculate your net worth. This means figure out what you own (assets like your house,
bank accounts, investments etc.), and then subtract what you owe (liabilities like loans, pending
credit card amounts etc.) the amount you are left with is your net worth.
Step 4: Make a spending plan. This means write down in detail where your money will come
from, and where it will go.
Step 5: Build an emergency fund. A good emergency fund contains enough money to cover at
least 6 months’ worth of expenses.
Step 6: Set up your insurance. Insurance provides long term financial security and protects you
against risk.
Risk Management
As an entrepreneur, it is critical that you evaluate the risks involved with the type of enterprise
that you want to start, before you begin setting up your company. Once you have identified
potential risks, you can take steps to reduce them. Some ways to manage risks are:
•

Research similar business and find out about their risks and how they were minimized.

•

Evaluate current market trends and find out if similar products or services that launched a
while ago are still being well received by the public.

•

Think about whether you really have the required expertise to launch your product or
service.

•

Examine your finances and see if you have enough income to start your enterprise.

•

Be aware of the current state of the economy, consider how the economy may change over
time, and think about how your enterprise will be affected by any of those changes.

•

Create a detailed business plan.

Tips
•

Ensure all the important elements are covered in your plan.

•

Scrutinize the numbers thoroughly.

•

Be concise and realistic.

•

Be conservative in your approach and your projections.

•

Use visuals like charts, graphs and images wherever possible.
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10.6.5 Procedure and Formalities for Bank Finance:
The Need for Bank Finance

For entrepreneurs, one of the most difficult challenges faced involves securing funds for
startups. With numerous funding options available, entrepreneurs need to take a close look at
which funding methodology works best for them. In India, banks are one of the largest funders
of startups, offering funding to thousands of startups every year.

What Information Should Entrepreneurs Offer
Banks for Funding?

When approaching a bank, entrepreneurs must have a clear idea of the different criteria that
banks use to screen, rate and process loan applications. Entrepreneurs must also be aware of
the importance of providing banks with accurate and correct information. It is now easier than
ever for financial institutions to track any default behaviour of loan applicants. Entrepreneurs
looking for funding from banks must provide banks with information relating to their general
credentials, financial situation and guarantees or collaterals that can be offered.
General Credentials
This is where you, as an entrepreneur, provide the bank with background information on
yourself. Such information includes:
• Letter(s) of Introduction: This letter should be written by a respected business person
who knows you well enough to introduce you. The aim of this letter is set across your
achievements and vouch for your character and integrity.
•

Your Profile: This is basically your resume. You need to give the bank a good idea of your
educational achievements, professional training, qualifications, employment record and
achievements.

•

Business Brochure: A business brochure typically provides information on company
products, clients, how long the business has been running for etc.

•

Bank and Other References: If you have an account with another bank, providing those
bank references is a good idea.

•

Proof of Company Ownership or Registration: In some cases, you may need to provide the
bank with proof of company ownership and registration. A list of assets and liabilities may
also be required.

Financial Situation
Banks will expect current financial information on your enterprise. The standard financial
reports you should be prepared with are:
•
•
•

Balance Sheet
Cash-Flow Statement
Business Plan

•
•
•

Profit-and-Loss Account
Projected Sales and Revenues
Feasibility Study

Guarantees or Collaterals
Usually banks will refuse to grant you a loan without security. You can offer assets which the
bank can seize and sell off if you do not repay the loan. Fixed assets like machinery, equipment,
vehicles etc. are also considered to be security for loans.
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The Lending Criteria of Banks
Your request for funding will have a higher chance of success if you can satisfy the following
lending criteria:
• Good cash flow
•

Adequate shareholders’ funds

•

Adequate security

•

Experience in business

•

Good reputation

The Procedure
To apply for funding the following procedure will need to be followed.
1. Submit your application form and all other required documents to the bank.
2.

The bank will carefully assess your credit worthiness and assign ratings by analyzing your
business information with respect to parameters like management, financial, operational
and industry information as well as past loan performance.

3.

The bank will make a decision as to whether or not you should be given funding.

Tips
•

Get advice on funding options from experienced bankers.

•

Be cautious and avoid borrowing more than you need, for longer than you need, at an
interest rate that is higher than you are comfortable with.
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10.6.6 Enterprise Management - An Overview:
How to Manage Your Enterprise
To manage your enterprise effectively you need to look at many different aspects, right from
managing the day-to-day activities to figuring out how to handle a large scale event. Let’s take
a look at some simple steps to manage your company effectively.
Step 1: Use your leadership skills and ask for advice when required.
Let’s take the example of Ramu, an entrepreneur who has recently started his own enterprise.
Ramu has good leadership skills – he is honest, communicates well, knows how to delegate
work etc. These leadership skills definitely help Ramu in the management of his enterprise.
However, sometimes Ramu comes across situations that he is unsure how to handle. What
should Ramu do in this case? One solution is for him to find a more experienced manager who
is willing to mentor him. Another solution is for Ramu to use his networking skills so that he can
connect with managers from other organizations, who can give him advice on how to handle
such situations.
Step 2: Divide your work amongst others – realize that you cannot handle everything yourself.
Even the most skilled manager in the world will not be able to manage every single task that
an enterprise will demand of him. A smart manager needs to realize that the key to managing
his enterprise lies in his dividing all his work between those around him. This is known as
delegation. However, delegating is not enough. A manager must delegate effectively if he wants
to see results. This is important because delegating, when done incorrectly, can result in you
creating even more work for yourself. To delegate effectively, you can start by making two lists.
One list should contain the things that you know you need to handle yourself. The second list
should contain the things that you are confident can be given to others to manage and handle.
Besides incorrect delegation, another issue that may arise is over-delegation. This means giving
away too many of your tasks to others. The problem with this is, the more tasks you delegate,
the more time you will spend tracking and monitoring the work progress of those you have
handed the tasks to. This will leave you with very little time to finish your own work.
Step 3: Hire the right people for the job.
Hiring the right people goes a long way towards effectively managing your enterprise. To hire
the best people suited for the job, you need to be very careful with your interview process.
You should ask potential candidates the right questions and evaluate their answers carefully.
Carrying out background checks is always a good practice. Running a credit check is also a good
idea, especially if the people you are planning to hire will be handling your money. Create a
detailed job description for each role that you want filled and ensure that all candidates have
a clear and correct understanding of the job description. You should also have an employee
manual in place, where you
put down every expectation that you have from your employees. All these actions will help
ensure that the right people are approached for running your enterprise.
Step 4: Motivate your employees and train them well.
Your enterprise can only be managed effectively if your employees are motivated to work hard
for your enterprise. Part of being motivated involves your employees believing in the vision and
mission of your enterprise and genuinely wanting to make efforts towards pursuing the same.
You can motivate your employees with recognition, bonuses and rewards for achievements.
You can also motivate them by telling them about how their efforts have led to the company’s
success. This will help them feel pride and give them a sense of responsibility that will increase
their motivation.
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Besides motivating your people, your employees should be constantly trained in new practices
and technologies. Remember, training is not a one-time effort. It is a consistent effort that
needs to be carried out regularly.
Step 5: Train your people to handle your customers well.
Your employees need to be well-versed in the art of customer management. This means they
should be able to understand what their customers want, and also know how to satisfy their
needs. For them to truly understand this, they need to see how you deal effectively with
customers. This is called leading by example. Show them how you sincerely listen to your clients
and the efforts that you put into understand their requirements. Let them listen to the type of
questions that you ask your clients so they understand which questions are appropriate.
Step 6: Market your enterprise effectively.
Use all your skills and the skills of your employees to market your enterprise in an effective
manner. You can also hire a marketing agency if you feel you need help in this area.
Now that you know what is required to run your enterprise effectively, put these steps into
play, and see how much easier managing your enterprise becomes!

Tips
•

Get advice on funding options from experienced bankers.

•

Be cautious and avoid borrowing more than you need, for longer than you need, at an
interest rate that is higher than you are comfortable with.
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10.6.7. 20 Questions to Ask Yourself Before Considering
Entrepreneurship
1.

Why am I starting a business?

2.

What problem am I solving?

3.

Have others attempted to solve this problem before? Did they succeed or fail?

4.

Do I have a mentor1 or industry expert that I can call on?

5.

Who is my ideal customer2?

6.

Who are my competitors3?

7.

What makes my business idea different from other business ideas?

8.

What are the key features of my product or service?

9.

Have I done a SWOT4 analysis?

10. What is the size of the market that will buy my product or service?
11. What would it take to build a minimum viable product5 to test the market?
12. How much money do I need to get started?
13. Will I need to get a loan?
14. How soon will my products or services be available?
15. When will I break even6 or make a profit?
16. How will those who invest in my idea make a profit?
17. How should I set up the legal structure7 of my business?
18. What taxes8 will I need to pay?
19. What kind of insurance9 will I need?
20. Have I reached out to potential customers for feedback?

Tips
•

It is very important to validate your business ideas before you invest significant time,
money and resources into it.

•

The more questions you ask yourself, the more prepared you will be to handle to highs and
lows of starting an enterprise.

Footnotes:
1.

A mentor is a trusted and experienced person who is willing to coach and guide you.

2.

A customer is someone who buys goods and/or services.

3.

A competitor is a person or company that sells products and/or services similar to your
products and/or services.

4.

SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. To conduct a SWOT
analysis of your company, you need to list down all the strengths and weaknesses of your
company, the opportunities that are present for your company and the threats faced by
your company.
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5.

A minimum viable product is a product that has the fewest possible features, that can be
sold to customers, for the purpose of getting feedback from customers on the product.

6.

A company is said to break even when the profits of the company are equal to the costs.

7.

The legal structure could be a sole proprietorship, partnership or limited liability
partnership.

8.

There are two types of taxes – direct taxes payable by a person or a company, or indirect
taxes charged on goods and/or services.

9.

There are two types of insurance – life insurance and general insurance. Life insurance
covers human life while general insurance covers assets like animals, goods, cars etc.
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